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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why

wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise

be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;

commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...

GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really

mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +

CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...

It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so

many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win

the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...

A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino

Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!
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Lik Roper
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Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Sunday, September 27, 2020 7:08:22 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of

several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...

And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why

wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise

be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;

commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...

GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really

mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +

CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...

It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so

many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win

the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...

A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino

Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lik Roper
Stretch Brian (USACAN); raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc0310011@yahoo.com; mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net;
mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com;
joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org;
chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; patrick@sdpap.org;
ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney;
jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov;
gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; galaxy_454@yahoo.com; florestrisha09@gmail.com; Be
Judged; Jeremy Schmidt
Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Sunday, September 27, 2020 9:33:27 PM
Screenshot_2020-09-27 REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER.png

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly

due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to

the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the

trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on

Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant

Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.

1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...

GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...

It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...

So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the

streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...

Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help

knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...

The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking

the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!
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City Council, Mayor Fine, Vice Mayor DuBois, City Manager Shikada, Chief Jonsen and
HRC,
Please find the attached abbreviated submission from the Mid-Peninsula ACLU Volunteer
Chapter. The items have been updated to reflect some current community concerns and
evolving thoughts and actions on police reform.
Thank you.
Mid-Peninsula ACLU Volunteer Chapter

September 28, 2020
City Council, Mayor Fine, Vice Mayor DuBois, City Manager Shikada,
Chief Jonsen, and HRC,
Thank you for your continued engagement with the community on the subject of
Palo Alto’s police policies and practices. At this time, we want to abbreviate and
update our previous five recommendations. We have omitted some of the
subsections but our numbering system corresponds to our earlier submission of
August 23, 2020.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Police Department Policy
Police Transparency and Accountability
Alternative Responses to Mental Health Crises
Training: Race Relations
Unconscious Bias and Police Practices

We recognize that reforms impact the budget yet cities across the country are
reallocating funds and implementing genuine improvements. So can Palo Alto.

1. Police Department Policy
b. Compliance with 8 Can’t Wait Recommendations
We recommend revising the appropriate sections of the Police Department Policy
Manual to comply with the recommendations of the Human Relations
Commission to the City Council, perhaps with some tweaking of the language so
that it prohibits only actions that intentionally lead to positional asphyxiation. The
wording should be such as to prevent an incident like the death of George Floyd
from ever happening in Palo Alto. We again stress that implementation of the 8
Can’t Wait recommendations is only a good first step toward meaningful police
reform.
c. Stops
People of color who have spoken at recent City Council and HRC meetings have
said they have felt consistently and unfairly targeted by police for decades. We
previously recommended that the Policy Manual be revised to better ensure that
there is no such bias. But there is no way to assess whether there is bias without
data.
The Racial and Identity Profiling Act of 2015 (AB 953) requires law enforcement
agencies to collect demographic data for stops; for small agencies, data collection
is to begin April 1, 2022. Los Altos, with whom Palo Alto shares a jointly managed
emergency dispatch system, is supportive of starting collection of these data in
2021 rather than waiting until the mandated date; we urge Palo Alto to do the
same. Department policy should be such as to ensure that a stop is never made
unless there is an affirmative answer to the question “Do I have specific and
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articulable facts that tie this particular individual to a specific crime?” The RIPA
data may help assess whether this is indeed the case.
d. Policy Manual Redactions
The public version of the Policy Manual dated 2019/10/21 has 19 sections
completely redacted, giving vague reference to several sections of the Government
Code as justification. We recommend reexamining each redaction and considering
making only a partial redaction where feasible. Where this is not feasible, cite the
specific section of the GC that allows redaction and provide at least a one-sentence
explanation of why this is the case.

2. Police Transparency and Accountability
a. Independent Oversight
Palo Alto arguably provides better oversight of police actions than many cities its
size. But the process is not exactly transparent, and it seems subject to
considerable filtering by city legal staff and police representatives. And little ever
seems to happen as a result. We recommend an independent body, such as a police
commission, that has binding, or at least advisory, input on writing police
department policy as well as investigating or reviewing complaints against police
officers. If an investigative staff is infeasible, have the Independent Police Auditor
report to this body. If a new body is infeasible, have the HRC assume these
functions if they are willing to do so.
We appreciate the HRC’s efforts on independent oversight in 2005 but think it is
time to revisit the issue.

3. Alternative Responses to Mental Health Crises
Police departments carry a heavy burden having to respond to mental health calls,
and the presence of armed police can unnecessarily escalate a crisis. Mental health
professionals—not police—should be the primary responders for most mental
health crises. While the partnership between Palo Alto Police and Santa Clara
Psychiatric Emergency Response Team (PERT) is an encouraging step forward, we
must work towards revising the 911 system so that non-violent, non-criminal
mental health calls are directed to a Mobile Crisis Response Team (MCRT)
composed of mental health workers rather than law enforcement, as the
Legislature intended with SB 773 (2020). The County Communications Center is
currently working to reflect this.
We recommend the city develop a plan by 2021 to meet the mental health
demands of its city by considering an MCRT (similar to the CAHOOTS program in
Eugene and Springfield, OR) and consider partnering with nearby cities.
Alternatively, we recommend partnering with the Santa Clara County MCRT to
create a more robust program that would respond to 911 mental health calls
without law enforcement when appropriate, ensure timely response to Palo Alto
September 28, 2020
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(response time has been reported up to an hour due to traffic), and provide 24/7
mobile services.
Funding a city-level team may feel challenging in the middle of a COVID crisis.
However, note that the cost of the CAHOOTS program is a fraction of that of the
cities’ police departments (~2%) and has been estimated to result in over $15
million annual cost savings. Furthermore, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration recommends  shifting the burden of crisis care funding to
the person’s health insurance plan that, by law or contract, is responsible for
covering this care. There are examples of Medicaid-funded crisis programs across
the nation.
Recently, several people in mental health crises have died at the hands of police.
Had better responses been available, many of those people—such as Daniel Prude
in Rochester, NY—might well be alive today. Palo Alto should not wait for
something similar to happen here.

4. Training: Race Relations
a. History of Race Relations
Police training on race relations needs to be much more robust than implicit-bias
training which many studies have found to be surprisingly ineffective.
Young recruits, as well as veteran officers, more often than not lack historical
knowledge of race relations. This unavoidable part of the American story begins
with the genocide of Native Americans. With regard to Black Americans, the
training would begin with slavery and its relationship to economic expansion and
continue through redlining in home ownership to the current school-to-prison
pipeline.
This pipeline is fed by many SRO programs in public schools today and their direct
connection to local police departments needs restructuring top to bottom. The
destructive impact from these programs on the lives of many students of color has
been voiced by many community members in Palo Alto and surrounding cities.
Some of what is suggested above is already required by the Racial Identity and
Profiling Act of 2015 (AB 953).
We suggest a task force that would develop a pilot program led by one or two
educators with knowledge of these historical themes and curriculum development.
The task force would also reach out to Montgomery, Alabama’s Deputy Sheriff
Kevin Murphy, Stockton, California’s Mayor Michael Tubbs,1 and other cities and
institutions currently committed to genuine police training reform.

1

The first 8 minutes of this interview are very helpful and we strongly urge its viewing.
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5. Unconscious Bias and Police Practices
Stanford professor Jennifer Eberhardt has done extensive research on the
relationships between racial imagery and the public at large and more specifically
with police practices. In her TED talk, she explores how our biases unfairly target
Black people at all levels of society—from schools and social media to policing and
criminal justice—and discusses how creating “points of friction” can help us
address this troubling problem.
We strongly encourage everyone reading this submission to view her TED talk and
research her extremely relevant work.
All of these reforms are meant to chip away at some of the deeply held, societally
instilled, racist beliefs that some officers unfortunately hold, as do you and I.
We would appreciate a meeting with you to continue our and the community’s
interest in these items.
Mid-Peninsula ACLU Volunteer Chapter

September 28, 2020
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Lik Roper
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jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov;
gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; galaxy_454@yahoo.com; florestrisha09@gmail.com; Be
Judged; Jeremy Schmidt
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REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS

attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...

Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more

unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...

On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer

Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF

[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring

out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...

The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their

normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER

MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D

THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...

These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had

cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...

On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked

someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!

From:
To:

Lik Roper
Stretch Brian (USACAN); raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc0310011@yahoo.com; mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
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district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
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joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org;
chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; patrick@sdpap.org;
ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney;
jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov;
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servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; galaxy_454@yahoo.com; florestrisha09@gmail.com; Be
Judged; Jeremy Schmidt
Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Monday, September 28, 2020 4:38:27 PM

Subject:
Date:

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing

obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@

Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat

and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.

1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak

Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC

email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no

action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was

officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought

as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of

unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something

to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am

checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group

decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!

From:
To:

Lik Roper
Stretch Brian (USACAN); raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc0310011@yahoo.com; mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net;
mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com;
joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org;
chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; patrick@sdpap.org;
ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney;
jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov;
gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; galaxy_454@yahoo.com; florestrisha09@gmail.com; Be
Judged; Jeremy Schmidt
Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Monday, September 28, 2020 4:44:24 PM

Subject:
Date:

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost
always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...

Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when

things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the

trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on

Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant

Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.

1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...

GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...

It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
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yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...

So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the

streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...

Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help

knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...

The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking

the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!
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https://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/
The 12

Lies of Michael Gennaco:

A case study in how Michael Gennaco's and his company covers up the unethical and illegal acts committed by the
very police officers that he is supposed to hold accountable.

Lie 1)   Mr. Gennaco stated that he cannot provide much detail about an incident in one of his
reports even though he had completed his report and submitted it to to a public entity for
public consumption. Mr. Gennaco refused, and continues to refuse 8 years later, to reveal

whether he had or had not analyzed data that would prove videos had been tampered with.
http://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/lie-1.html

Lie 2) Mr. Gennaco refused to accept a complaint asserting that he does not receive
complaints even though the Palo Alto Police Department website states that he does receive
complaints.
http://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/lie-2.html

Lie 3) Mr. Gennaco falsely stated that the suspect was not shocked because no electricity
was discharged from a taser gun.
http://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/lies-3--4-one-taser-probe-shocks.html

Lie 4) Mr. Gennaco falsely stated that a taser gun will not work if only on taser probe strikes
a person.
http://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/lies-3--4-one-taser-probe-shocks.html

Lie 5) Mr. Gennaco refused to include a deliberate violation of the taser policy in his report
and therefore lied to and deceived the the public about this violation.
http://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/lie-5-violates-policy-activation-data.html

Lie 6) Mr. Gennaco falsely stated in his report that the incident was thoroughly documented
despite being provided empirical evidence that members of the PAPD destroyed evidence in
violation of their own taser/evidence policies as well as state and federal laws.
http://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/lie-6-destruction-of-taser-evidence.html

Lie 7) Mr. Gennaco falsely stated in his report that the MAV and taser videos had not been
tampered with. Mr. Gennaco had been provided with empirical evidence that he cannot
refute that the videos have been tampered with so he refuses to address it.
http://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/lie-7-missing-video-footage.html

Lie 8) Mr. Gennaco falsely stated that the officers' statements comported with the
recordings of the incident even though he knows Ofc. Burger provided false testimony.
http://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/lie-8-burgers-perjury.html

Lie 9) Despite knowing that Ofc. Temores provided false testimony Mr. Gennaco falsely
stated that the officers' statements comported with the recordings of the incident.
http://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/lie-9-temores-perjury.html

Lie 10) Mr. Gennaco knows that Ofc. Wagner submitted a false statement under penalty of
perjury to the federal courts yet continues to conclude that the officers' statements
comported with the recordings.
http://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/lie-10-wagner-gun.html

Lie 11) Mr. Gennaco falsely stated that the suspect showed signs of being under the
influence of drugs. Additionally, Gennaco did not include in his report the ridicule, demeaning
and false accusations used by the officers to antagonize the suspect.
http://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/lie-11-influence-of-drugs.html

Lie 12) Mr. Gennaco falsely promoted himself as being an independent entity capable of
holding Palo Alto Police Officers accountable when they violate department policy knowing
full well he does not have this authority.
http://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/lie-12-accountability.html

Sidney Powell a former U.S. Attorney details the corruption of the DOJ in her latest book:
LICENSED TO LIE: Exposing Corruption in the Department of Justice

https://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/murray-dog-bite.html

Mr. Gennaco is at it again.    Tajae Murray was arrested by the Palo Alto Police on April 7,
2016. Murray was never charged with a crime. During the detention and arrest Murray was
bitten by a Palo Alto Police Dog which "bit a off a chunk" of Murray's leg as officers looked on
and even encouraged the attack, mauling, despite the fact that Murray posed no threat to the
officers, was not resisting nor fleeing according to Murray's lawsuit filed against the City of
Palo Alto and numerous Palo Alto Police Officers.
Mr. Gennaco is advertised the community as a "Independent Police Auditor" who
investigates misconduct perpetrated by members of the Palo Alto Police.
Mr. Gennaco has just submitted his final report for the year 2016 and still has not written a
report on the Murray dog biting incident even though a claim was filed against the City and
rejected and therefore resulted in the lawsuit being filed against the City and the police
department. The lawsuit was filed on May 6, 2017 and therefore the claim, the complaint,
must have been filed prior to October 7, 2016.
Mr. Gennaco refuses to complete a report in violation of his contract with the City of Palo Alto
because he does not want to go on record as to what happened. He is waiting until after
everything is settled before he says anything so that his report lines up with the Palo Alto
Police Department's findings.
This proves that Mr. Gennaco in not conducting an independent investigation of the Palo Alto
Police. He did the same thing in the Tyler Harney case. The city settled with Harney shortly
after a judge ordered the city to provide Harney with software to determine if the videos in his
incident had been tampered with. So rather than provide the software which could have
revealed illegal tampering of audio video recordings the city handed over money. No mention
by Mr. Gennaco as to why the city was refusing to provide that software in the first place.  

Mr. Gennaco did write a report regarding in first half of 2016 which hie points out how a Palo
Alto Police Officer detained a juvenile for being under the influence of alcohol and that the
police officer failed to turn on his camera system. Mr. Gennaco points out how this officer
was reprimanded for not turning his camera system on yet Mr. Gennaco says nothing about
the fact that the camera system records video even if an officer fails to turn the camera
system on, "Record After the Fact." And therefore Mr. Gennaco says nothing about the fact
that the video of the incident could have been obtained from the system; nor does Gennaco
mention whether or not the command staff actually obtained this video of the detained
juvenile; the juvenile whom it is presumed to by Tajae Murray the individual who had chunk of
his leg bitten off by the Palo Alto Police Dog.
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perjury to the federal courts yet continues to conclude that the officers' statements
comported with the recordings.
http://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/lie-10-wagner-gun.html

Lie 11) Mr. Gennaco falsely stated that the suspect showed signs of being under the
influence of drugs. Additionally, Gennaco did not include in his report the ridicule, demeaning
and false accusations used by the officers to antagonize the suspect.
http://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/lie-11-influence-of-drugs.html

Lie 12) Mr. Gennaco falsely promoted himself as being an independent entity capable of
holding Palo Alto Police Officers accountable when they violate department policy knowing
full well he does not have this authority.
http://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/lie-12-accountability.html

Sidney Powell a former U.S. Attorney details the corruption of the DOJ in her latest book:
LICENSED TO LIE: Exposing Corruption in the Department of Justice

https://michaelgennacooir.weebly.com/murray-dog-bite.html

Mr. Gennaco is at it again.    Tajae Murray was arrested by the Palo Alto Police on April 7,
2016. Murray was never charged with a crime. During the detention and arrest Murray was
bitten by a Palo Alto Police Dog which "bit a off a chunk" of Murray's leg as officers looked on
and even encouraged the attack, mauling, despite the fact that Murray posed no threat to the
officers, was not resisting nor fleeing according to Murray's lawsuit filed against the City of
Palo Alto and numerous Palo Alto Police Officers.
Mr. Gennaco is advertised the community as a "Independent Police Auditor" who
investigates misconduct perpetrated by members of the Palo Alto Police.
Mr. Gennaco has just submitted his final report for the year 2016 and still has not written a
report on the Murray dog biting incident even though a claim was filed against the City and
rejected and therefore resulted in the lawsuit being filed against the City and the police
department. The lawsuit was filed on May 6, 2017 and therefore the claim, the complaint,
must have been filed prior to October 7, 2016.
Mr. Gennaco refuses to complete a report in violation of his contract with the City of Palo Alto
because he does not want to go on record as to what happened. He is waiting until after
everything is settled before he says anything so that his report lines up with the Palo Alto
Police Department's findings.
This proves that Mr. Gennaco in not conducting an independent investigation of the Palo Alto
Police. He did the same thing in the Tyler Harney case. The city settled with Harney shortly
after a judge ordered the city to provide Harney with software to determine if the videos in his
incident had been tampered with. So rather than provide the software which could have
revealed illegal tampering of audio video recordings the city handed over money. No mention
by Mr. Gennaco as to why the city was refusing to provide that software in the first place.  

Mr. Gennaco did write a report regarding in first half of 2016 which hie points out how a Palo
Alto Police Officer detained a juvenile for being under the influence of alcohol and that the
police officer failed to turn on his camera system. Mr. Gennaco points out how this officer
was reprimanded for not turning his camera system on yet Mr. Gennaco says nothing about
the fact that the camera system records video even if an officer fails to turn the camera
system on, "Record After the Fact." And therefore Mr. Gennaco says nothing about the fact
that the video of the incident could have been obtained from the system; nor does Gennaco
mention whether or not the command staff actually obtained this video of the detained
juvenile; the juvenile whom it is presumed to by Tajae Murray the individual who had chunk of
his leg bitten off by the Palo Alto Police Dog.
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You were not the only one surprised by the IPA discussion. I only knew that it was on the agenda because of my
friendship with the citizen who requested it be placed in the agenda. I believe there would have many more folks
interested in the IPA topic ...
Tuesday, September 29, 2020 1:44:32 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
>
> FYI:
>> Hi council member Cormack,
>> You were not the only one surprised by the IPA discussion. I only knew that it was on the agenda because of my
friendship with the citizen who requested it be placed on the agenda. I believe there would have been many more
folks interested in the IPA topic if it had been appropriately noticed and advertised. How can we avoid this situation
in the future? Who buried full notification of this important study session?
>> I believe once the right questions are asked the council will conclude that Tasers should be shelved in Palo Alto,
based on how expensive tasers are, how dangerous they are, and how inefficient this weapon Is- fails in taking down
its intended target between 25% to 50% of the time.
>> I was also very interested re your comments about a speaker/author you heard at Kepler’s bookstore. I missed the
name of the author and the name of the book. I would truly appreciate the name of the book-the topic -officers
encouraging other officers to make appropriate career decisions , avoiding excessive force cases, not covering up or
hiding evidence, not writing false Police reports etc., not making vile racist comments to fellow officers, to avoid
being fired- is a critical topic to explore.
>> Finally, I appreciate your diligence in pursuing alternatives to current police practices in Palo Alto. And you
need to break the long silence on the Zack Perron Scandal if we our ever to regain the trust of the citizens of this
community.
>> Maybe your the leader that will finally have the courage to break the silence and push to have Perron held
accountability. Only time will tell.
>> City Attorney Molly stump may have threaten that Perron will sue the city if you and the other council members,
and executive staff, expose his alleged acts of vile racism -but some times moral principals are more important then
any amount of money.
>> I say expose the Perron scandal and Molly Stump be damned. Speaking the truth will set you free -and set you as
a true leader instead of a fearful bureaucrat just going along to get a long. Think about it! think about it! Time to
expose Perron. Will you be the one?
>> On another topic: thank you for your stand on Foothills Park. I hope you persuade your fellow council members
to settle this case ASAP-and encourage a public apology for all those who have been excluded from the park over
the last 50 years or so. Keep pushing to open the park to everyone Now!
>> Sincerely,

>> Aram James

>> P.S. As an aside- the best job I ever had was the summer I spent -circa 1968- working for the city of Palo Alto on
a trail crew ( cutting in) some of the parks original trails. Pay: about $2.95 -an hour -or there about.
>> P.S.S. Hope the council will consider a robust discussion re the the continued necessity/need for having very
expensive and very dangers Tasers in the PAPD arsenal. I believe a reasoned debate on the topic would establish
that evolving evidence establishes- beyond a reasonable doubt- that Tasers are much more dangerous then original
believed to be the case, at the time ( May of 2007) they were first implemented into Palo Alto.
>> Per Chief Jonson’s own statistics Tasers have been used 5-6 times during the last 5 yrs- reported on period 20142019.
>> Some one on council needs to ask the chief how often tasers are used? And how much the city has spend on taser
purchases, taser replacements, taser training, taser litigation, including the cost to defend against taser litigation, in
the last 12 years?
>> In the 5 yrs? Then you and your fellow council members will have the data to reach the correct decision
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Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street
"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...
A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like
this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...
I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...
But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares
about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...
In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by

accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to
Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon
to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...
Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY
NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!
I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as
even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant
neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for
our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...
EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @
co...
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...
EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost
always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to

actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible

person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional

distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for

Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the

"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE

APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +

Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.

1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...

GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...

It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...

So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the

streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...

Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help

knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...

The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking

the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!
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Lik Roper
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Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Tuesday, September 29, 2020 3:04:21 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Other than that; 1) After all of these various egregious rights violations and illegal
behaviors on the part of others; including the federal government using military
helicopters in a totally lame and unsuccessful attempt to intimidate and/or coerce me
and Jimmy who was too drunk to notice: 1a) It's bad because the CIA broke the law;
and 1b) good because me and Jimmy Finley will go down in history for this! 2)
Because John Lennon and Jim Morrison never had the US Military used against
them! 2a) WoW! 3) Then I also got a big fat overinflated tax bill based upon several
non-existent employees I never had even after HR Block appealed for me; nonexistent employees that the CTFB has the burden of proof of naming...So I gave up
on this crooked agency...
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
Weighing in on this subject: Unless someone has signed a contract ~
they cannot be classified as a contractor......
MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR NEWSOM:

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
NEWSOM:
UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former
Tax Compliance Specialist at California State Bo...
"UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former Tax Compliance Specialist at California State
Board of Equalization" and I have been grossly overcharged on taxes for many years now stating I have several
employees and charging me for them when I have never had any employees...and when I appealed it with HR Block;
they rejected the appeal and kept sending me bills which I finally started ignoring due to their fraudulent claims...then
without due process it went to court and they took money from my boss who submitted a 1099 for me...even though I
make less than $14,000 and am not taxable...what the hell is up with this and how can I fix it?..."
"Contact The Taxpayer Rights Advocates Office. Don't let them transfer you back to a representative. Insist that you
speak to someone in the advocate's office and file a complaint. If that doesn't work contact the governor's office directly
via letter. Whatever you do be CO operative and don't relay you're frustration and anger because that will make them
shut you down. The advocate's office results are usually favorable on the side of the taxpayer. Good luck. I can't stand
that place. lol..." -- ex-CTFB employee
"Ok thanx...They already shut everything down so they can't do that to me now thankfully...And both my jobs got
gutted by Newsom so in a way I'm untouchable by them now...Plus the IRS is likely sending me back the roughly $1200
dollars the state took from me unlawfully in Corona virus economic stimulation funds...And right after I sent this out the
whole damn state shut down so maybe you're right...and thanx again..." > Note: The CFTB apparently does not like dissent
just like the CCP...So the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB is the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB etc etc etc + SEE ALSO: THE DNC IS THE
CCP IS THE DNC IS THE CCP ETC @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dnc-is-ccp-is-dnc-is-ccp-etc.html.."

In retrospect; 1) The CA EDD is a total and complete disaster along with Governor
Newsom; and 2) The CTFB has been sending out grossly overstated tax bills;
including when Kamala Harris was CA AG -- and this is just part of the reason why
this SF bay area region is a slave zone for so many low income individuals like me
and many others...Because not only are low income individuals in general
discriminated against on a class-based discrimination level; but low income white
males are also discriminated against more than any other subgroup in this particular
region...Adding to this; Democrats like Kamala Harris and Joe Biden also actually
want to tax the janitor who Biden just beat up behind the locker room with evil his tax
plan...A janitor who probably lives in an RV near from his work; and a janitor who will
probably continue to do so as long as he or she keeps being overtaxed by
Biden...And imagine if that janitor is a female -- think about it: Joe Biden just
metaphorically beat up a female janitor!?! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE
hypothetical behavior that must cease Joe Biden!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 1:21:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street
"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...
A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like
this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...

I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...
But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares
about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...
In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by
accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to
Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon
to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...
Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY
NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!
I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as
even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant

neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for
our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...
EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @
co...
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...
EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost
always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our

neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making

threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and

another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of

my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal

cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on

the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council

meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any

property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the

"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after

Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and

Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what

sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for

about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
Stretch Brian (USACAN); raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc0310011@yahoo.com; mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net;
mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com;
joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org;
chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; patrick@sdpap.org;
ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney;
jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov;
gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; galaxy_454@yahoo.com; florestrisha09@gmail.com; Be
Judged; Jeremy Schmidt; Mike@MikeGoldman4Mayor.org
Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Tuesday, September 29, 2020 4:07:12 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

BTW: I just added future Sunnyvale Mayor Mike Goldman to this email thread to bring
him up to date...I asked him to tell animal control to put a hold on Cali Cat's body to
positively determine her cause of death...I will soon explain why Mike is the best
choice for strong mayor; since his approach is so much like mine...And I will also
share my money-saving / people empowering ideas that democrats like Newsom and
Harris so despise...
While the San Jose Mercury News has been pushing pro-growth candidates in their
editorial section in this grossly overcrowded region lately...Even though local cities
are full of people fed up with the traffic mess that is now gone thanx to the the latest
economic slowdown (there is a good side to it all) It seems that many local officials
don't realize this little Silicon Valley party is over for now until further notice...
People will decide who is best based upon their needs; not the needs of the SJ
Mercury News who is based in a grossly overcrowded and overbuilt region that used
to be the Valley of Heart's Delight...Or the needs of Newsom and Harris who have
effectively made me decide to never attend a city council meeting ever again...
Because what is the point anyway after SB 35 and SB 50 and/or Proposition 64 which
killed Proposition 215 after misleading the public into thinking it was only about
recreational pot?
DEMOCRACY IS DEAD! AND YOU CAN THANK NEWSOM AND WEINER AND
HARRIS ETC FOR IT!
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS ACTIVELY TRYING TO KILL DEMOCRACY AS WE
KNOW IT!
Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...
Other than that; how's your day going!? :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:11:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

What I am getting at here is: once I am fully compensated for the various rights etc
violations that I experienced over time from all agencies and departments etc involved
in my years of government/police-sponsored torture; I will be more than happy to give
the CTFB and/or IRS their fair share...I have absolutely no problem with this...
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:03:49 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; 1) After all of these various egregious rights violations and illegal
behaviors on the part of others; including the federal government using military
helicopters in a totally lame and unsuccessful attempt to intimidate and/or coerce me
and Jimmy who was too drunk to notice: 1a) It's bad because the CIA broke the law;
and 1b) good because me and Jimmy Finley will go down in history for this! 2)
Because John Lennon and Jim Morrison never had the US Military used against
them! 2a) WoW! 3) Then I also got a big fat overinflated tax bill based upon several
non-existent employees I never had even after HR Block appealed for me; nonexistent employees that the CTFB has the burden of proof of naming...So I gave up
on this crooked agency...
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
Weighing in on this subject: Unless someone has signed a contract ~
they cannot be classified as a contractor......

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR NEWSOM:

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
NEWSOM:
UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former
Tax Compliance Specialist at California State Bo...
"UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former Tax Compliance Specialist at California State
Board of Equalization" and I have been grossly overcharged on taxes for many years now stating I have several
employees and charging me for them when I have never had any employees...and when I appealed it with HR Block;
they rejected the appeal and kept sending me bills which I finally started ignoring due to their fraudulent claims...then
without due process it went to court and they took money from my boss who submitted a 1099 for me...even though I
make less than $14,000 and am not taxable...what the hell is up with this and how can I fix it?..."
"Contact The Taxpayer Rights Advocates Office. Don't let them transfer you back to a representative. Insist that you
speak to someone in the advocate's office and file a complaint. If that doesn't work contact the governor's office directly
via letter. Whatever you do be CO operative and don't relay you're frustration and anger because that will make them
shut you down. The advocate's office results are usually favorable on the side of the taxpayer. Good luck. I can't stand
that place. lol..." -- ex-CTFB employee
"Ok thanx...They already shut everything down so they can't do that to me now thankfully...And both my jobs got
gutted by Newsom so in a way I'm untouchable by them now...Plus the IRS is likely sending me back the roughly $1200
dollars the state took from me unlawfully in Corona virus economic stimulation funds...And right after I sent this out the
whole damn state shut down so maybe you're right...and thanx again..." > Note: The CFTB apparently does not like dissent
just like the CCP...So the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB is the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB etc etc etc + SEE ALSO: THE DNC IS THE
CCP IS THE DNC IS THE CCP ETC @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dnc-is-ccp-is-dnc-is-ccp-etc.html.."

In retrospect; 1) The CA EDD is a total and complete disaster along with Governor
Newsom; and 2) The CTFB has been sending out grossly overstated tax bills;
including when Kamala Harris was CA AG -- and this is just part of the reason why
this SF bay area region is a slave zone for so many low income individuals like me
and many others...Because not only are low income individuals in general
discriminated against on a class-based discrimination level; but low income white
males are also discriminated against more than any other subgroup in this particular
region...Adding to this; Democrats like Kamala Harris and Joe Biden also actually
want to tax the janitor who Biden just beat up behind the locker room with evil his tax
plan...A janitor who probably lives in an RV near from his work; and a janitor who will
probably continue to do so as long as he or she keeps being overtaxed by
Biden...And imagine if that janitor is a female -- think about it: Joe Biden just
metaphorically beat up a female janitor!?! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE
hypothetical behavior that must cease Joe Biden!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 1:21:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street
"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...
A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like
this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...
I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...
But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares
about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...
In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by
accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to
Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon
to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...

Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY
NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!
I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as
even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant
neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for
our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...
EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @

co...
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...
EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to

get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost
always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like

there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory

law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to

get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her

medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and

often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).

John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister

Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...

It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?

SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html

+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;

domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my

life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there

silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
Stretch Brian (USACAN); raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc0310011@yahoo.com; mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net;
mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com;
joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org;
chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; patrick@sdpap.org;
ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney;
jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov;
gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; galaxy_454@yahoo.com; florestrisha09@gmail.com; Be
Judged; Jeremy Schmidt; mike@mikegoldman4mayor.org
Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Tuesday, September 29, 2020 4:14:27 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

By thew way: "We are facing very serious crises with COVID-19 and the economic
fallout. We need to act very cautiously in city finances so that we do not compromise
public safety, parks, libraries and other things that make Sunnyvale a great place to
live. The background picture is Sunnyvale's Sunken Gardens Golf Course. There is
pressure to close our golf courses since golf is becoming less popular. If closed, will
they become high rise office buildings or a park..." -- Mike Goldman
Note: OVER MY DEAD BODY WILL YOU PUT A HIGH RISE TOWER AT SUNKEN
GARDENS! BACK OFF CITY OF SUNNYVALE YOU GOD DAMNED OUT OF
CONTROL BLOOD SUCKING MAGGOTS!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:06:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: I just added future Sunnyvale Mayor Mike Goldman to this email thread to bring
him up to date...I asked him to tell animal control to put a hold on Cali Cat's body to
positively determine her cause of death...I will soon explain why Mike is the best
choice for strong mayor; since his approach is so much like mine...And I will also
share my money-saving / people empowering ideas that democrats like Newsom and
Harris so despise...
While the San Jose Mercury News has been pushing pro-growth candidates in their
editorial section in this grossly overcrowded region lately...Even though local cities
are full of people fed up with the traffic mess that is now gone thanx to the the latest
economic slowdown (there is a good side to it all) It seems that many local officials
don't realize this little Silicon Valley party is over for now until further notice...
People will decide who is best based upon their needs; not the needs of the SJ
Mercury News who is based in a grossly overcrowded and overbuilt region that used

to be the Valley of Heart's Delight...Or the needs of Newsom and Harris who have
effectively made me decide to never attend a city council meeting ever again...
Because what is the point anyway after SB 35 and SB 50 and/or Proposition 64 which
killed Proposition 215 after misleading the public into thinking it was only about
recreational pot?
DEMOCRACY IS DEAD! AND YOU CAN THANK NEWSOM AND WEINER AND
HARRIS ETC FOR IT!
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS ACTIVELY TRYING TO KILL DEMOCRACY AS WE
KNOW IT!
Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...
Other than that; how's your day going!? :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:11:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

What I am getting at here is: once I am fully compensated for the various rights etc
violations that I experienced over time from all agencies and departments etc involved
in my years of government/police-sponsored torture; I will be more than happy to give
the CTFB and/or IRS their fair share...I have absolutely no problem with this...
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:03:49 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; 1) After all of these various egregious rights violations and illegal
behaviors on the part of others; including the federal government using military
helicopters in a totally lame and unsuccessful attempt to intimidate and/or coerce me
and Jimmy who was too drunk to notice: 1a) It's bad because the CIA broke the law;

and 1b) good because me and Jimmy Finley will go down in history for this! 2)
Because John Lennon and Jim Morrison never had the US Military used against
them! 2a) WoW! 3) Then I also got a big fat overinflated tax bill based upon several
non-existent employees I never had even after HR Block appealed for me; nonexistent employees that the CTFB has the burden of proof of naming...So I gave up
on this crooked agency...
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
Weighing in on this subject: Unless someone has signed a contract ~
they cannot be classified as a contractor......

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR NEWSOM:

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
NEWSOM:
UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former
Tax Compliance Specialist at California State Bo...
"UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former Tax Compliance Specialist at California State
Board of Equalization" and I have been grossly overcharged on taxes for many years now stating I have several
employees and charging me for them when I have never had any employees...and when I appealed it with HR Block;
they rejected the appeal and kept sending me bills which I finally started ignoring due to their fraudulent claims...then
without due process it went to court and they took money from my boss who submitted a 1099 for me...even though I
make less than $14,000 and am not taxable...what the hell is up with this and how can I fix it?..."
"Contact The Taxpayer Rights Advocates Office. Don't let them transfer you back to a representative. Insist that you
speak to someone in the advocate's office and file a complaint. If that doesn't work contact the governor's office directly
via letter. Whatever you do be CO operative and don't relay you're frustration and anger because that will make them
shut you down. The advocate's office results are usually favorable on the side of the taxpayer. Good luck. I can't stand
that place. lol..." -- ex-CTFB employee
"Ok thanx...They already shut everything down so they can't do that to me now thankfully...And both my jobs got
gutted by Newsom so in a way I'm untouchable by them now...Plus the IRS is likely sending me back the roughly $1200
dollars the state took from me unlawfully in Corona virus economic stimulation funds...And right after I sent this out the
whole damn state shut down so maybe you're right...and thanx again..." > Note: The CFTB apparently does not like dissent
just like the CCP...So the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB is the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB etc etc etc + SEE ALSO: THE DNC IS THE
CCP IS THE DNC IS THE CCP ETC @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dnc-is-ccp-is-dnc-is-ccp-etc.html.."

In retrospect; 1) The CA EDD is a total and complete disaster along with Governor
Newsom; and 2) The CTFB has been sending out grossly overstated tax bills;
including when Kamala Harris was CA AG -- and this is just part of the reason why
this SF bay area region is a slave zone for so many low income individuals like me

and many others...Because not only are low income individuals in general
discriminated against on a class-based discrimination level; but low income white
males are also discriminated against more than any other subgroup in this particular
region...Adding to this; Democrats like Kamala Harris and Joe Biden also actually
want to tax the janitor who Biden just beat up behind the locker room with evil his tax
plan...A janitor who probably lives in an RV near from his work; and a janitor who will
probably continue to do so as long as he or she keeps being overtaxed by
Biden...And imagine if that janitor is a female -- think about it: Joe Biden just
metaphorically beat up a female janitor!?! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE
hypothetical behavior that must cease Joe Biden!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 1:21:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street
"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...
A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like
this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...
I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...
But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares
about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...
In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by
accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to

Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon
to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...
Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY
NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!
I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as
even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant
neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for
our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...
EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @
co...
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...

EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost
always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to

taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:

UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it

is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.

And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...

There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer

Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official

permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...

On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:

"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with

me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never

seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...

Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads

Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
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Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Tuesday, September 29, 2020 4:24:54 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

So the City of Sunnyvale and all of the POS corporations they suck up to are now
using this CCP-related downturn as a way to stop people from attending meetings
and effectively speaking their minds to potentially alter the city's course in the
future...While covid is good in a very small way because it kills humans while humans
are killing my cats (right now I like cats better than many humans - too bad) it is also
bad in a way due to the lack of due process it creates when it comes to public
hearings about important issues like land usage issues...When land usage issues are
the only reason most people attend city council meetings...
So democracy is dead; I no longer vote and never will again; and Democrats Newsom
and Harris and Weiner have effectively KILLED DEMOCRACY!?! SO FUCK KAMALA
HARRIS ALL THE WAY BACK TO HELL WHERE SHE CAME FROM ALONG WITH
BIDEN AND NEWSOM AND REST OF THEIR POS PARTY!
GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER 2016

GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER 2016
John finally voted once again at his old h igh s chool campus on 8
November 2016! > GO TO: VIOLATION OF THE VOT...

Have a nice day everyone! :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:13:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

By thew way: "We are facing very serious crises with COVID-19 and the economic
fallout. We need to act very cautiously in city finances so that we do not compromise
public safety, parks, libraries and other things that make Sunnyvale a great place to
live. The background picture is Sunnyvale's Sunken Gardens Golf Course. There is
pressure to close our golf courses since golf is becoming less popular. If closed, will
they become high rise office buildings or a park..." -- Mike Goldman
Note: OVER MY DEAD BODY WILL YOU PUT A HIGH RISE TOWER AT SUNKEN
GARDENS! BACK OFF CITY OF SUNNYVALE YOU GOD DAMNED OUT OF
CONTROL BLOOD SUCKING MAGGOTS!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:06:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: I just added future Sunnyvale Mayor Mike Goldman to this email thread to bring
him up to date...I asked him to tell animal control to put a hold on Cali Cat's body to
positively determine her cause of death...I will soon explain why Mike is the best
choice for strong mayor; since his approach is so much like mine...And I will also
share my money-saving / people empowering ideas that democrats like Newsom and
Harris so despise...
While the San Jose Mercury News has been pushing pro-growth candidates in their
editorial section in this grossly overcrowded region lately...Even though local cities
are full of people fed up with the traffic mess that is now gone thanx to the the latest
economic slowdown (there is a good side to it all) It seems that many local officials
don't realize this little Silicon Valley party is over for now until further notice...
People will decide who is best based upon their needs; not the needs of the SJ
Mercury News who is based in a grossly overcrowded and overbuilt region that used
to be the Valley of Heart's Delight...Or the needs of Newsom and Harris who have
effectively made me decide to never attend a city council meeting ever again...
Because what is the point anyway after SB 35 and SB 50 and/or Proposition 64 which
killed Proposition 215 after misleading the public into thinking it was only about
recreational pot?
DEMOCRACY IS DEAD! AND YOU CAN THANK NEWSOM AND WEINER AND
HARRIS ETC FOR IT!
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS ACTIVELY TRYING TO KILL DEMOCRACY AS WE
KNOW IT!
Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...
Other than that; how's your day going!? :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:11:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

What I am getting at here is: once I am fully compensated for the various rights etc
violations that I experienced over time from all agencies and departments etc involved
in my years of government/police-sponsored torture; I will be more than happy to give
the CTFB and/or IRS their fair share...I have absolutely no problem with this...
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:03:49 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; 1) After all of these various egregious rights violations and illegal
behaviors on the part of others; including the federal government using military
helicopters in a totally lame and unsuccessful attempt to intimidate and/or coerce me
and Jimmy who was too drunk to notice: 1a) It's bad because the CIA broke the law;
and 1b) good because me and Jimmy Finley will go down in history for this! 2)
Because John Lennon and Jim Morrison never had the US Military used against
them! 2a) WoW! 3) Then I also got a big fat overinflated tax bill based upon several
non-existent employees I never had even after HR Block appealed for me; nonexistent employees that the CTFB has the burden of proof of naming...So I gave up
on this crooked agency...
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
Weighing in on this subject: Unless someone has signed a contract ~
they cannot be classified as a contractor......

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR NEWSOM:

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
NEWSOM:
UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former
Tax Compliance Specialist at California State Bo...
"UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former Tax Compliance Specialist at California State
Board of Equalization" and I have been grossly overcharged on taxes for many years now stating I have several
employees and charging me for them when I have never had any employees...and when I appealed it with HR Block;
they rejected the appeal and kept sending me bills which I finally started ignoring due to their fraudulent claims...then
without due process it went to court and they took money from my boss who submitted a 1099 for me...even though I
make less than $14,000 and am not taxable...what the hell is up with this and how can I fix it?..."
"Contact The Taxpayer Rights Advocates Office. Don't let them transfer you back to a representative. Insist that you
speak to someone in the advocate's office and file a complaint. If that doesn't work contact the governor's office directly
via letter. Whatever you do be CO operative and don't relay you're frustration and anger because that will make them
shut you down. The advocate's office results are usually favorable on the side of the taxpayer. Good luck. I can't stand
that place. lol..." -- ex-CTFB employee
"Ok thanx...They already shut everything down so they can't do that to me now thankfully...And both my jobs got
gutted by Newsom so in a way I'm untouchable by them now...Plus the IRS is likely sending me back the roughly $1200
dollars the state took from me unlawfully in Corona virus economic stimulation funds...And right after I sent this out the
whole damn state shut down so maybe you're right...and thanx again..." > Note: The CFTB apparently does not like dissent
just like the CCP...So the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB is the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB etc etc etc + SEE ALSO: THE DNC IS THE
CCP IS THE DNC IS THE CCP ETC @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dnc-is-ccp-is-dnc-is-ccp-etc.html.."

In retrospect; 1) The CA EDD is a total and complete disaster along with Governor
Newsom; and 2) The CTFB has been sending out grossly overstated tax bills;
including when Kamala Harris was CA AG -- and this is just part of the reason why
this SF bay area region is a slave zone for so many low income individuals like me
and many others...Because not only are low income individuals in general
discriminated against on a class-based discrimination level; but low income white
males are also discriminated against more than any other subgroup in this particular
region...Adding to this; Democrats like Kamala Harris and Joe Biden also actually
want to tax the janitor who Biden just beat up behind the locker room with evil his tax
plan...A janitor who probably lives in an RV near from his work; and a janitor who will
probably continue to do so as long as he or she keeps being overtaxed by
Biden...And imagine if that janitor is a female -- think about it: Joe Biden just
metaphorically beat up a female janitor!?! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE
hypothetical behavior that must cease Joe Biden!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 1:21:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street

"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...
A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like
this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...
I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...
But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares
about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...
In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by
accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to
Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon
to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...
Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY

NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!
I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as
even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant
neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for
our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...
EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @
co...

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...
EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed

up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost
always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very

stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...

And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to

fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no

action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their

jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect

my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?

SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html

+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;

domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my

life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there

silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!
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To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
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Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Wednesday, September 30, 2020 5:01:23 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

And then there's this:
MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD

MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD
MISTER OLENAK WALKING HIS DOG BY MY HOUSE -- MISTER
OLENAK IS THE SAME PERSON WHO ATTACKED ME ON MY
PROPERTY ONE...

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:24:35 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

So the City of Sunnyvale and all of the POS corporations they suck up to are now
using this CCP-related downturn as a way to stop people from attending meetings
and effectively speaking their minds to potentially alter the city's course in the
future...While covid is good in a very small way because it kills humans while humans
are killing my cats (right now I like cats better than many humans - too bad) it is also
bad in a way due to the lack of due process it creates when it comes to public

hearings about important issues like land usage issues...When land usage issues are
the only reason most people attend city council meetings...
So democracy is dead; I no longer vote and never will again; and Democrats Newsom
and Harris and Weiner have effectively KILLED DEMOCRACY!?! SO FUCK KAMALA
HARRIS ALL THE WAY BACK TO HELL WHERE SHE CAME FROM ALONG WITH
BIDEN AND NEWSOM AND REST OF THEIR POS PARTY!
GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER 2016

GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER
2016
John finally voted once again at his old h igh s chool campus on 8
November 2016! > GO TO: VIOLATION OF THE VOT...

Have a nice day everyone! :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:13:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

By thew way: "We are facing very serious crises with COVID-19 and the economic
fallout. We need to act very cautiously in city finances so that we do not compromise
public safety, parks, libraries and other things that make Sunnyvale a great place to
live. The background picture is Sunnyvale's Sunken Gardens Golf Course. There is
pressure to close our golf courses since golf is becoming less popular. If closed, will
they become high rise office buildings or a park..." -- Mike Goldman
Note: OVER MY DEAD BODY WILL YOU PUT A HIGH RISE TOWER AT SUNKEN
GARDENS! BACK OFF CITY OF SUNNYVALE YOU GOD DAMNED OUT OF
CONTROL BLOOD SUCKING MAGGOTS!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:06:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: I just added future Sunnyvale Mayor Mike Goldman to this email thread to bring
him up to date...I asked him to tell animal control to put a hold on Cali Cat's body to
positively determine her cause of death...I will soon explain why Mike is the best
choice for strong mayor; since his approach is so much like mine...And I will also
share my money-saving / people empowering ideas that democrats like Newsom and
Harris so despise...

While the San Jose Mercury News has been pushing pro-growth candidates in their
editorial section in this grossly overcrowded region lately...Even though local cities
are full of people fed up with the traffic mess that is now gone thanx to the the latest
economic slowdown (there is a good side to it all) It seems that many local officials
don't realize this little Silicon Valley party is over for now until further notice...
People will decide who is best based upon their needs; not the needs of the SJ
Mercury News who is based in a grossly overcrowded and overbuilt region that used
to be the Valley of Heart's Delight...Or the needs of Newsom and Harris who have
effectively made me decide to never attend a city council meeting ever again...
Because what is the point anyway after SB 35 and SB 50 and/or Proposition 64 which
killed Proposition 215 after misleading the public into thinking it was only about
recreational pot?
DEMOCRACY IS DEAD! AND YOU CAN THANK NEWSOM AND WEINER AND
HARRIS ETC FOR IT!
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS ACTIVELY TRYING TO KILL DEMOCRACY AS WE
KNOW IT!
Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...
Other than that; how's your day going!? :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:11:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

What I am getting at here is: once I am fully compensated for the various rights etc
violations that I experienced over time from all agencies and departments etc involved
in my years of government/police-sponsored torture; I will be more than happy to give

the CTFB and/or IRS their fair share...I have absolutely no problem with this...
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:03:49 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; 1) After all of these various egregious rights violations and illegal
behaviors on the part of others; including the federal government using military
helicopters in a totally lame and unsuccessful attempt to intimidate and/or coerce me
and Jimmy who was too drunk to notice: 1a) It's bad because the CIA broke the law;
and 1b) good because me and Jimmy Finley will go down in history for this! 2)
Because John Lennon and Jim Morrison never had the US Military used against
them! 2a) WoW! 3) Then I also got a big fat overinflated tax bill based upon several
non-existent employees I never had even after HR Block appealed for me; nonexistent employees that the CTFB has the burden of proof of naming...So I gave up
on this crooked agency...
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
Weighing in on this subject: Unless someone has signed a contract ~
they cannot be classified as a contractor......

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR NEWSOM:

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
NEWSOM:
UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former
Tax Compliance Specialist at California State Bo...
"UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former Tax Compliance Specialist at California State
Board of Equalization" and I have been grossly overcharged on taxes for many years now stating I have several
employees and charging me for them when I have never had any employees...and when I appealed it with HR Block;
they rejected the appeal and kept sending me bills which I finally started ignoring due to their fraudulent claims...then
without due process it went to court and they took money from my boss who submitted a 1099 for me...even though I
make less than $14,000 and am not taxable...what the hell is up with this and how can I fix it?..."
"Contact The Taxpayer Rights Advocates Office. Don't let them transfer you back to a representative. Insist that you
speak to someone in the advocate's office and file a complaint. If that doesn't work contact the governor's office directly
via letter. Whatever you do be CO operative and don't relay you're frustration and anger because that will make them
shut you down. The advocate's office results are usually favorable on the side of the taxpayer. Good luck. I can't stand
that place. lol..." -- ex-CTFB employee
"Ok thanx...They already shut everything down so they can't do that to me now thankfully...And both my jobs got
gutted by Newsom so in a way I'm untouchable by them now...Plus the IRS is likely sending me back the roughly $1200

dollars the state took from me unlawfully in Corona virus economic stimulation funds...And right after I sent this out the
whole damn state shut down so maybe you're right...and thanx again..." > Note: The CFTB apparently does not like dissent
just like the CCP...So the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB is the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB etc etc etc + SEE ALSO: THE DNC IS THE
CCP IS THE DNC IS THE CCP ETC @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dnc-is-ccp-is-dnc-is-ccp-etc.html.."

In retrospect; 1) The CA EDD is a total and complete disaster along with Governor
Newsom; and 2) The CTFB has been sending out grossly overstated tax bills;
including when Kamala Harris was CA AG -- and this is just part of the reason why
this SF bay area region is a slave zone for so many low income individuals like me
and many others...Because not only are low income individuals in general
discriminated against on a class-based discrimination level; but low income white
males are also discriminated against more than any other subgroup in this particular
region...Adding to this; Democrats like Kamala Harris and Joe Biden also actually
want to tax the janitor who Biden just beat up behind the locker room with evil his tax
plan...A janitor who probably lives in an RV near from his work; and a janitor who will
probably continue to do so as long as he or she keeps being overtaxed by
Biden...And imagine if that janitor is a female -- think about it: Joe Biden just
metaphorically beat up a female janitor!?! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE
hypothetical behavior that must cease Joe Biden!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 1:21:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street
"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...
A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like
this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...
I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...
But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares
about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...
In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by

accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to
Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon
to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...
Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY
NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!
I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as
even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant
neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for
our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...
EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @
co...
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...
EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost
always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to

actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible

person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional

distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for

Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the

"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE

APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +

Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.

1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...

GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...

It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...

So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the

streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...

Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help

knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...

The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking

the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
Stretch Brian (USACAN); raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc0310011@yahoo.com; mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net;
mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com;
joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org;
chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; patrick@sdpap.org;
ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney;
jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov;
gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; galaxy_454@yahoo.com; florestrisha09@gmail.com; Be
Judged; Jeremy Schmidt; mike@mikegoldman4mayor.org
Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Wednesday, September 30, 2020 5:01:23 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

And then there's this:
MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD

MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD
MISTER OLENAK WALKING HIS DOG BY MY HOUSE -- MISTER
OLENAK IS THE SAME PERSON WHO ATTACKED ME ON MY
PROPERTY ONE...

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:24:35 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

So the City of Sunnyvale and all of the POS corporations they suck up to are now
using this CCP-related downturn as a way to stop people from attending meetings
and effectively speaking their minds to potentially alter the city's course in the
future...While covid is good in a very small way because it kills humans while humans
are killing my cats (right now I like cats better than many humans - too bad) it is also
bad in a way due to the lack of due process it creates when it comes to public

hearings about important issues like land usage issues...When land usage issues are
the only reason most people attend city council meetings...
So democracy is dead; I no longer vote and never will again; and Democrats Newsom
and Harris and Weiner have effectively KILLED DEMOCRACY!?! SO FUCK KAMALA
HARRIS ALL THE WAY BACK TO HELL WHERE SHE CAME FROM ALONG WITH
BIDEN AND NEWSOM AND REST OF THEIR POS PARTY!
GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER 2016

GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER
2016
John finally voted once again at his old h igh s chool campus on 8
November 2016! > GO TO: VIOLATION OF THE VOT...

Have a nice day everyone! :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:13:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

By thew way: "We are facing very serious crises with COVID-19 and the economic
fallout. We need to act very cautiously in city finances so that we do not compromise
public safety, parks, libraries and other things that make Sunnyvale a great place to
live. The background picture is Sunnyvale's Sunken Gardens Golf Course. There is
pressure to close our golf courses since golf is becoming less popular. If closed, will
they become high rise office buildings or a park..." -- Mike Goldman
Note: OVER MY DEAD BODY WILL YOU PUT A HIGH RISE TOWER AT SUNKEN
GARDENS! BACK OFF CITY OF SUNNYVALE YOU GOD DAMNED OUT OF
CONTROL BLOOD SUCKING MAGGOTS!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:06:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: I just added future Sunnyvale Mayor Mike Goldman to this email thread to bring
him up to date...I asked him to tell animal control to put a hold on Cali Cat's body to
positively determine her cause of death...I will soon explain why Mike is the best
choice for strong mayor; since his approach is so much like mine...And I will also
share my money-saving / people empowering ideas that democrats like Newsom and
Harris so despise...

While the San Jose Mercury News has been pushing pro-growth candidates in their
editorial section in this grossly overcrowded region lately...Even though local cities
are full of people fed up with the traffic mess that is now gone thanx to the the latest
economic slowdown (there is a good side to it all) It seems that many local officials
don't realize this little Silicon Valley party is over for now until further notice...
People will decide who is best based upon their needs; not the needs of the SJ
Mercury News who is based in a grossly overcrowded and overbuilt region that used
to be the Valley of Heart's Delight...Or the needs of Newsom and Harris who have
effectively made me decide to never attend a city council meeting ever again...
Because what is the point anyway after SB 35 and SB 50 and/or Proposition 64 which
killed Proposition 215 after misleading the public into thinking it was only about
recreational pot?
DEMOCRACY IS DEAD! AND YOU CAN THANK NEWSOM AND WEINER AND
HARRIS ETC FOR IT!
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS ACTIVELY TRYING TO KILL DEMOCRACY AS WE
KNOW IT!
Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...
Other than that; how's your day going!? :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:11:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

What I am getting at here is: once I am fully compensated for the various rights etc
violations that I experienced over time from all agencies and departments etc involved
in my years of government/police-sponsored torture; I will be more than happy to give

the CTFB and/or IRS their fair share...I have absolutely no problem with this...
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:03:49 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; 1) After all of these various egregious rights violations and illegal
behaviors on the part of others; including the federal government using military
helicopters in a totally lame and unsuccessful attempt to intimidate and/or coerce me
and Jimmy who was too drunk to notice: 1a) It's bad because the CIA broke the law;
and 1b) good because me and Jimmy Finley will go down in history for this! 2)
Because John Lennon and Jim Morrison never had the US Military used against
them! 2a) WoW! 3) Then I also got a big fat overinflated tax bill based upon several
non-existent employees I never had even after HR Block appealed for me; nonexistent employees that the CTFB has the burden of proof of naming...So I gave up
on this crooked agency...
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
Weighing in on this subject: Unless someone has signed a contract ~
they cannot be classified as a contractor......

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR NEWSOM:

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
NEWSOM:
UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former
Tax Compliance Specialist at California State Bo...
"UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former Tax Compliance Specialist at California State
Board of Equalization" and I have been grossly overcharged on taxes for many years now stating I have several
employees and charging me for them when I have never had any employees...and when I appealed it with HR Block;
they rejected the appeal and kept sending me bills which I finally started ignoring due to their fraudulent claims...then
without due process it went to court and they took money from my boss who submitted a 1099 for me...even though I
make less than $14,000 and am not taxable...what the hell is up with this and how can I fix it?..."
"Contact The Taxpayer Rights Advocates Office. Don't let them transfer you back to a representative. Insist that you
speak to someone in the advocate's office and file a complaint. If that doesn't work contact the governor's office directly
via letter. Whatever you do be CO operative and don't relay you're frustration and anger because that will make them
shut you down. The advocate's office results are usually favorable on the side of the taxpayer. Good luck. I can't stand
that place. lol..." -- ex-CTFB employee
"Ok thanx...They already shut everything down so they can't do that to me now thankfully...And both my jobs got
gutted by Newsom so in a way I'm untouchable by them now...Plus the IRS is likely sending me back the roughly $1200

dollars the state took from me unlawfully in Corona virus economic stimulation funds...And right after I sent this out the
whole damn state shut down so maybe you're right...and thanx again..." > Note: The CFTB apparently does not like dissent
just like the CCP...So the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB is the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB etc etc etc + SEE ALSO: THE DNC IS THE
CCP IS THE DNC IS THE CCP ETC @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dnc-is-ccp-is-dnc-is-ccp-etc.html.."

In retrospect; 1) The CA EDD is a total and complete disaster along with Governor
Newsom; and 2) The CTFB has been sending out grossly overstated tax bills;
including when Kamala Harris was CA AG -- and this is just part of the reason why
this SF bay area region is a slave zone for so many low income individuals like me
and many others...Because not only are low income individuals in general
discriminated against on a class-based discrimination level; but low income white
males are also discriminated against more than any other subgroup in this particular
region...Adding to this; Democrats like Kamala Harris and Joe Biden also actually
want to tax the janitor who Biden just beat up behind the locker room with evil his tax
plan...A janitor who probably lives in an RV near from his work; and a janitor who will
probably continue to do so as long as he or she keeps being overtaxed by
Biden...And imagine if that janitor is a female -- think about it: Joe Biden just
metaphorically beat up a female janitor!?! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE
hypothetical behavior that must cease Joe Biden!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 1:21:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street
"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...
A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like
this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...
I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...
But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares
about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...
In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by

accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to
Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon
to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...
Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY
NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!
I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as
even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant
neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for
our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...
EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @
co...
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...
EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost
always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to

actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible

person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional

distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for

Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the

"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE

APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +

Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.

1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...

GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...

It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...

So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the

streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...

Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help

knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...

The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking

the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
Stretch Brian (USACAN); raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc0310011@yahoo.com; mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net;
mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com;
joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org;
chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; patrick@sdpap.org;
ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney;
jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov;
gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; galaxy_454@yahoo.com; florestrisha09@gmail.com; Be
Judged; Jeremy Schmidt; mike@mikegoldman4mayor.org
Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Thursday, October 1, 2020 1:49:03 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the democratic public hearing
process in general for important local decisions is not only dangerous to the prospect
of 'the inevitability of deepened democracy' if you will; but it also obviously can lead to
intensive radicalization like you read in the last few emails...
It's like they say; when peaceful revolution is made impossible; there are generally
only two options left:
Do nothing or do something less than peaceful...And you know doing nothing is never
an option for me and many others...And people like Mister Olenak who have paid into
government coffers through their lifetimes tend to get more protection than people like
me who have not put as much into their system...
===
Note: As taxes and levies and penalties are really nothing more than official bribes to
keep government off your back much like mob protection money...And Mister Olenak
is a perfect example of this -- including the mob-style sit down administrative hearing
with Mister Olenak and two police officers who protected this violent angry pig with
billy clubs (just like they do at a mob sit down hearing -- as police billy clubs =
baseball bats)...
(SCPD Officers Seagrave and Lopez in other words...And the judge actually liked
me...How could he not?
I am obviously an awesome person with a big heart and somewhat superior intellect
as well)...
===

Adding to all of this; attending city council meetings can be very dangerous to your
personal safety as police allow those who saw you at the city council meeting on
video to stalk and harass you as they obviously did with me at my residence for
simply disagreeing with them or whatever their fucking god damned problem was
and/or is...I am living proof of this and this is part of the reason I will never attend
another city council meeting ever again...And some of the people doing the staling
and harassment are cops...
BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM

BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM
Edward Snowden was brave to stand up for the rule of law, and
what's right. However, he really didn't reveal any...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

So fuck that motherfucking bastard Newsom...Luckily the CCP has destroyed his
chances of going forth...
All this started back with me calling the City of Santa Clara on Mister Olenak for
pouring bleach into duck food to try and poison ducks in the early 2000s...Mister
Olenak is truly a dangerous and deranged old fuck...He not only threatened to attack
me and my father; but he also followed through with his threats and nothing was done

about it...Even when he admitted to the attack in front of a judge (Louis Amadeo
Junior) And while I am not intimidated by Mister Olenaks' coercive behavior; that is
his main nefarious goal here; so what Mister Olenak has done lately is the same old
witness intimidation that he has been doing for many years now...
With the help of local police departments; and some wonder why so many are angry at law
enforcement...I feel the discrimination with Seagrave was partially sexual identity-based; and
partially racially-based too with Officer Lopez...
But since the City of Santa Clara is so obviously and publicly gender-biased against
males (low income white males are discriminated against the most in this particular
bay area region) partially due to the fact that the City of Santa Clara and many other
similar agencies in this region openly celebrate bravery in females but not males -- I
do not receive equal protections...If females are so empowered now why do they
need extra protections?
And pedestrians in this region are still regularly run over on the sometimes bustling
and overcrowded streets of the bay area...When the infrastructure and buildings
surrounding the streets have been in constant change since this region began; the
streets themselves remain largely the same; dangerously stuck in the 1950s and 60s
traffic calming-wise...And with all the money in the world at one time here in Silicon
Valley until recently; foot dragging on this all-important safety issue has caused
nothing to be done about it...
What is more important? Life or commerce? (see: the UK) Then when you add in the
massive and unnecessary cutbacks to traffic safety police officers that has happened
over the last 20 years (cops seemed to hide out at 5 pm when the overwhelming
traffic stampede began in the 90s) it has made it even more dangerous for
pedestrians and wildlife and whatever else is in the way of this often out of control
traffic stampede...
Whether or not the deaths of Meesha and Cali are accidental or not; the fact that
animal cruelty is now a serious federal felony makes even accidental traffic deaths of
our pets and/or wildlife an all-important issue that must be dealt with in an expedient
and pro-active fashion...Defensive driving is what I was always taught and is one of
the reasons I drove for living for almost 40 years without any accidents or tickets...
Furthermore; if I had not been illegally and/or unconstitutionally removed from
Nextdoor.com after Missy Cat died (and/or Yahoo Birdland neighbors after I spoke
about the Struble/Discher incident -- see link below) illegal actions that caused me
IMMENSE emotional distress -- I would have been in the loop about important local
issues like the possible presence of coyotes for instance...
NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION /
DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

And due to the new situation where animals are federally protected for once -- like
they should have the whole time -- whether involuntary or purposeful; all forms of
unsanctioned animal cruelty must be heavily curtailed and eventually stopped; with
the added benefit of ensuring that humans are protected better as well in the
process...
On Wednesday, September 30, 2020, 5:01:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

And then there's this:
MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD

MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD
MISTER OLENAK WALKING HIS DOG BY MY HOUSE -- MISTER
OLENAK IS THE SAME PERSON WHO ATTACKED ME ON MY
PROPERTY ONE...

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:24:35 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

So the City of Sunnyvale and all of the POS corporations they suck up to are now
using this CCP-related downturn as a way to stop people from attending meetings
and effectively speaking their minds to potentially alter the city's course in the
future...While covid is good in a very small way because it kills humans while humans
are killing my cats (right now I like cats better than many humans - too bad) it is also
bad in a way due to the lack of due process it creates when it comes to public
hearings about important issues like land usage issues...When land usage issues are
the only reason most people attend city council meetings...
So democracy is dead; I no longer vote and never will again; and Democrats Newsom
and Harris and Weiner have effectively KILLED DEMOCRACY!?! SO FUCK KAMALA
HARRIS ALL THE WAY BACK TO HELL WHERE SHE CAME FROM ALONG WITH
BIDEN AND NEWSOM AND REST OF THEIR POS PARTY!
GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER 2016

GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER
2016
John finally voted once again at his old h igh s chool campus on 8
November 2016! > GO TO: VIOLATION OF THE VOT...

Have a nice day everyone! :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:13:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

By thew way: "We are facing very serious crises with COVID-19 and the economic
fallout. We need to act very cautiously in city finances so that we do not compromise
public safety, parks, libraries and other things that make Sunnyvale a great place to
live. The background picture is Sunnyvale's Sunken Gardens Golf Course. There is
pressure to close our golf courses since golf is becoming less popular. If closed, will
they become high rise office buildings or a park..." -- Mike Goldman
Note: OVER MY DEAD BODY WILL YOU PUT A HIGH RISE TOWER AT SUNKEN
GARDENS! BACK OFF CITY OF SUNNYVALE YOU GOD DAMNED OUT OF
CONTROL BLOOD SUCKING MAGGOTS!

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:06:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: I just added future Sunnyvale Mayor Mike Goldman to this email thread to bring
him up to date...I asked him to tell animal control to put a hold on Cali Cat's body to
positively determine her cause of death...I will soon explain why Mike is the best
choice for strong mayor; since his approach is so much like mine...And I will also
share my money-saving / people empowering ideas that democrats like Newsom and
Harris so despise...
While the San Jose Mercury News has been pushing pro-growth candidates in their
editorial section in this grossly overcrowded region lately...Even though local cities
are full of people fed up with the traffic mess that is now gone thanx to the the latest
economic slowdown (there is a good side to it all) It seems that many local officials
don't realize this little Silicon Valley party is over for now until further notice...
People will decide who is best based upon their needs; not the needs of the SJ
Mercury News who is based in a grossly overcrowded and overbuilt region that used
to be the Valley of Heart's Delight...Or the needs of Newsom and Harris who have
effectively made me decide to never attend a city council meeting ever again...
Because what is the point anyway after SB 35 and SB 50 and/or Proposition 64 which
killed Proposition 215 after misleading the public into thinking it was only about
recreational pot?
DEMOCRACY IS DEAD! AND YOU CAN THANK NEWSOM AND WEINER AND
HARRIS ETC FOR IT!
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS ACTIVELY TRYING TO KILL DEMOCRACY AS WE
KNOW IT!
Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND

NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...
Other than that; how's your day going!? :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:11:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

What I am getting at here is: once I am fully compensated for the various rights etc
violations that I experienced over time from all agencies and departments etc involved
in my years of government/police-sponsored torture; I will be more than happy to give
the CTFB and/or IRS their fair share...I have absolutely no problem with this...
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:03:49 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; 1) After all of these various egregious rights violations and illegal
behaviors on the part of others; including the federal government using military
helicopters in a totally lame and unsuccessful attempt to intimidate and/or coerce me
and Jimmy who was too drunk to notice: 1a) It's bad because the CIA broke the law;
and 1b) good because me and Jimmy Finley will go down in history for this! 2)
Because John Lennon and Jim Morrison never had the US Military used against
them! 2a) WoW! 3) Then I also got a big fat overinflated tax bill based upon several
non-existent employees I never had even after HR Block appealed for me; nonexistent employees that the CTFB has the burden of proof of naming...So I gave up
on this crooked agency...
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
Weighing in on this subject: Unless someone has signed a contract ~
they cannot be classified as a contractor......

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR NEWSOM:

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
NEWSOM:
UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former
Tax Compliance Specialist at California State Bo...
"UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former Tax Compliance Specialist at California State

Board of Equalization" and I have been grossly overcharged on taxes for many years now stating I have several
employees and charging me for them when I have never had any employees...and when I appealed it with HR Block;
they rejected the appeal and kept sending me bills which I finally started ignoring due to their fraudulent claims...then
without due process it went to court and they took money from my boss who submitted a 1099 for me...even though I
make less than $14,000 and am not taxable...what the hell is up with this and how can I fix it?..."
"Contact The Taxpayer Rights Advocates Office. Don't let them transfer you back to a representative. Insist that you
speak to someone in the advocate's office and file a complaint. If that doesn't work contact the governor's office directly
via letter. Whatever you do be CO operative and don't relay you're frustration and anger because that will make them
shut you down. The advocate's office results are usually favorable on the side of the taxpayer. Good luck. I can't stand
that place. lol..." -- ex-CTFB employee
"Ok thanx...They already shut everything down so they can't do that to me now thankfully...And both my jobs got
gutted by Newsom so in a way I'm untouchable by them now...Plus the IRS is likely sending me back the roughly $1200
dollars the state took from me unlawfully in Corona virus economic stimulation funds...And right after I sent this out the
whole damn state shut down so maybe you're right...and thanx again..." > Note: The CFTB apparently does not like dissent
just like the CCP...So the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB is the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB etc etc etc + SEE ALSO: THE DNC IS THE
CCP IS THE DNC IS THE CCP ETC @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dnc-is-ccp-is-dnc-is-ccp-etc.html.."

In retrospect; 1) The CA EDD is a total and complete disaster along with Governor
Newsom; and 2) The CTFB has been sending out grossly overstated tax bills;
including when Kamala Harris was CA AG -- and this is just part of the reason why
this SF bay area region is a slave zone for so many low income individuals like me
and many others...Because not only are low income individuals in general
discriminated against on a class-based discrimination level; but low income white
males are also discriminated against more than any other subgroup in this particular
region...Adding to this; Democrats like Kamala Harris and Joe Biden also actually
want to tax the janitor who Biden just beat up behind the locker room with evil his tax
plan...A janitor who probably lives in an RV near from his work; and a janitor who will
probably continue to do so as long as he or she keeps being overtaxed by
Biden...And imagine if that janitor is a female -- think about it: Joe Biden just
metaphorically beat up a female janitor!?! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE
hypothetical behavior that must cease Joe Biden!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 1:21:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street
"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...
A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like
this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...
I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...

But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares
about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...
In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by
accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to
Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon
to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...
Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY
NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!
I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as
even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant
neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for
our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @
co...
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES

CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...
EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost
always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...

So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...

I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats

too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount

importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert

the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years

ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?

+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared

(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...

And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months

before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...

On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
Stretch Brian (USACAN); raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc0310011@yahoo.com; mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net;
mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com;
joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org;
chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; patrick@sdpap.org;
ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney;
jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov;
gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; galaxy_454@yahoo.com; florestrisha09@gmail.com; Be
Judged; Jeremy Schmidt; mike@mikegoldman4mayor.org
Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Thursday, October 1, 2020 2:40:33 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...
It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the
democratic public hearing process in general for imp...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 1:48:37 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the democratic public hearing
process in general for important local decisions is not only dangerous to the prospect
of 'the inevitability of deepened democracy' if you will; but it also obviously can lead to
intensive radicalization like you read in the last few emails...
It's like they say; when peaceful revolution is made impossible; there are generally
only two options left:
Do nothing or do something less than peaceful...And you know doing nothing is never
an option for me and many others...And people like Mister Olenak who have paid into
government coffers through their lifetimes tend to get more protection than people like
me who have not put as much into their system...
===
Note: As taxes and levies and penalties are really nothing more than official bribes to
keep government off your back much like mob protection money...And Mister Olenak
is a perfect example of this -- including the mob-style sit down administrative hearing
with Mister Olenak and two police officers who protected this violent angry pig with

billy clubs (just like they do at a mob sit down hearing -- as police billy clubs =
baseball bats)...
(SCPD Officers Seagrave and Lopez in other words...And the judge actually liked
me...How could he not?
I am obviously an awesome person with a big heart and somewhat superior intellect
as well)...
===
Adding to all of this; attending city council meetings can be very dangerous to your
personal safety as police allow those who saw you at the city council meeting on
video to stalk and harass you as they obviously did with me at my residence for
simply disagreeing with them or whatever their fucking god damned problem was
and/or is...I am living proof of this and this is part of the reason I will never attend
another city council meeting ever again...And some of the people doing the staling
and harassment are cops...
BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM

BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM
Edward Snowden was brave to stand up for the rule of law, and
what's right. However, he really didn't reveal any...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-fire-

department.html ...

So fuck that motherfucking bastard Newsom...Luckily the CCP has destroyed his
chances of going forth...
All this started back with me calling the City of Santa Clara on Mister Olenak for
pouring bleach into duck food to try and poison ducks in the early 2000s...Mister
Olenak is truly a dangerous and deranged old fuck...He not only threatened to attack
me and my father; but he also followed through with his threats and nothing was done
about it...Even when he admitted to the attack in front of a judge (Louis Amadeo
Junior) And while I am not intimidated by Mister Olenaks' coercive behavior; that is
his main nefarious goal here; so what Mister Olenak has done lately is the same old
witness intimidation that he has been doing for many years now...
With the help of local police departments; and some wonder why so many are angry at law
enforcement...I feel the discrimination with Seagrave was partially sexual identity-based; and
partially racially-based too with Officer Lopez...
But since the City of Santa Clara is so obviously and publicly gender-biased against
males (low income white males are discriminated against the most in this particular
bay area region) partially due to the fact that the City of Santa Clara and many other
similar agencies in this region openly celebrate bravery in females but not males -- I
do not receive equal protections...If females are so empowered now why do they
need extra protections?
And pedestrians in this region are still regularly run over on the sometimes bustling
and overcrowded streets of the bay area...When the infrastructure and buildings
surrounding the streets have been in constant change since this region began; the
streets themselves remain largely the same; dangerously stuck in the 1950s and 60s
traffic calming-wise...And with all the money in the world at one time here in Silicon
Valley until recently; foot dragging on this all-important safety issue has caused
nothing to be done about it...
What is more important? Life or commerce? (see: the UK) Then when you add in the
massive and unnecessary cutbacks to traffic safety police officers that has happened
over the last 20 years (cops seemed to hide out at 5 pm when the overwhelming
traffic stampede began in the 90s) it has made it even more dangerous for
pedestrians and wildlife and whatever else is in the way of this often out of control
traffic stampede...
Whether or not the deaths of Meesha and Cali are accidental or not; the fact that
animal cruelty is now a serious federal felony makes even accidental traffic deaths of
our pets and/or wildlife an all-important issue that must be dealt with in an expedient
and pro-active fashion...Defensive driving is what I was always taught and is one of
the reasons I drove for living for almost 40 years without any accidents or tickets...
Furthermore; if I had not been illegally and/or unconstitutionally removed from

Nextdoor.com after Missy Cat died (and/or Yahoo Birdland neighbors after I spoke
about the Struble/Discher incident -- see link below) illegal actions that caused me
IMMENSE emotional distress -- I would have been in the loop about important local
issues like the possible presence of coyotes for instance...
NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION /
DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

And due to the new situation where animals are federally protected for once -- like
they should have the whole time -- whether involuntary or purposeful; all forms of
unsanctioned animal cruelty must be heavily curtailed and eventually stopped; with
the added benefit of ensuring that humans are protected better as well in the
process...
On Wednesday, September 30, 2020, 5:01:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

And then there's this:
MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD

MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD
MISTER OLENAK WALKING HIS DOG BY MY HOUSE -- MISTER
OLENAK IS THE SAME PERSON WHO ATTACKED ME ON MY
PROPERTY ONE...

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:24:35 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

So the City of Sunnyvale and all of the POS corporations they suck up to are now
using this CCP-related downturn as a way to stop people from attending meetings
and effectively speaking their minds to potentially alter the city's course in the
future...While covid is good in a very small way because it kills humans while humans
are killing my cats (right now I like cats better than many humans - too bad) it is also
bad in a way due to the lack of due process it creates when it comes to public
hearings about important issues like land usage issues...When land usage issues are
the only reason most people attend city council meetings...
So democracy is dead; I no longer vote and never will again; and Democrats Newsom
and Harris and Weiner have effectively KILLED DEMOCRACY!?! SO FUCK KAMALA
HARRIS ALL THE WAY BACK TO HELL WHERE SHE CAME FROM ALONG WITH
BIDEN AND NEWSOM AND REST OF THEIR POS PARTY!
GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER 2016

GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER
2016
John finally voted once again at his old h igh s chool campus on 8
November 2016! > GO TO: VIOLATION OF THE VOT...

Have a nice day everyone! :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:13:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

By thew way: "We are facing very serious crises with COVID-19 and the economic

fallout. We need to act very cautiously in city finances so that we do not compromise
public safety, parks, libraries and other things that make Sunnyvale a great place to
live. The background picture is Sunnyvale's Sunken Gardens Golf Course. There is
pressure to close our golf courses since golf is becoming less popular. If closed, will
they become high rise office buildings or a park..." -- Mike Goldman
Note: OVER MY DEAD BODY WILL YOU PUT A HIGH RISE TOWER AT SUNKEN
GARDENS! BACK OFF CITY OF SUNNYVALE YOU GOD DAMNED OUT OF
CONTROL BLOOD SUCKING MAGGOTS!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:06:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: I just added future Sunnyvale Mayor Mike Goldman to this email thread to bring
him up to date...I asked him to tell animal control to put a hold on Cali Cat's body to
positively determine her cause of death...I will soon explain why Mike is the best
choice for strong mayor; since his approach is so much like mine...And I will also
share my money-saving / people empowering ideas that democrats like Newsom and
Harris so despise...
While the San Jose Mercury News has been pushing pro-growth candidates in their
editorial section in this grossly overcrowded region lately...Even though local cities
are full of people fed up with the traffic mess that is now gone thanx to the the latest
economic slowdown (there is a good side to it all) It seems that many local officials
don't realize this little Silicon Valley party is over for now until further notice...
People will decide who is best based upon their needs; not the needs of the SJ
Mercury News who is based in a grossly overcrowded and overbuilt region that used
to be the Valley of Heart's Delight...Or the needs of Newsom and Harris who have
effectively made me decide to never attend a city council meeting ever again...
Because what is the point anyway after SB 35 and SB 50 and/or Proposition 64 which
killed Proposition 215 after misleading the public into thinking it was only about
recreational pot?
DEMOCRACY IS DEAD! AND YOU CAN THANK NEWSOM AND WEINER AND
HARRIS ETC FOR IT!
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS ACTIVELY TRYING TO KILL DEMOCRACY AS WE
KNOW IT!
Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...
Other than that; how's your day going!? :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:11:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

What I am getting at here is: once I am fully compensated for the various rights etc
violations that I experienced over time from all agencies and departments etc involved
in my years of government/police-sponsored torture; I will be more than happy to give
the CTFB and/or IRS their fair share...I have absolutely no problem with this...
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:03:49 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; 1) After all of these various egregious rights violations and illegal
behaviors on the part of others; including the federal government using military
helicopters in a totally lame and unsuccessful attempt to intimidate and/or coerce me
and Jimmy who was too drunk to notice: 1a) It's bad because the CIA broke the law;
and 1b) good because me and Jimmy Finley will go down in history for this! 2)
Because John Lennon and Jim Morrison never had the US Military used against
them! 2a) WoW! 3) Then I also got a big fat overinflated tax bill based upon several
non-existent employees I never had even after HR Block appealed for me; nonexistent employees that the CTFB has the burden of proof of naming...So I gave up
on this crooked agency...
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
Weighing in on this subject: Unless someone has signed a contract ~
they cannot be classified as a contractor......

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR NEWSOM:

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
NEWSOM:
UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former
Tax Compliance Specialist at California State Bo...
"UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former Tax Compliance Specialist at California State
Board of Equalization" and I have been grossly overcharged on taxes for many years now stating I have several
employees and charging me for them when I have never had any employees...and when I appealed it with HR Block;
they rejected the appeal and kept sending me bills which I finally started ignoring due to their fraudulent claims...then
without due process it went to court and they took money from my boss who submitted a 1099 for me...even though I
make less than $14,000 and am not taxable...what the hell is up with this and how can I fix it?..."
"Contact The Taxpayer Rights Advocates Office. Don't let them transfer you back to a representative. Insist that you
speak to someone in the advocate's office and file a complaint. If that doesn't work contact the governor's office directly
via letter. Whatever you do be CO operative and don't relay you're frustration and anger because that will make them
shut you down. The advocate's office results are usually favorable on the side of the taxpayer. Good luck. I can't stand
that place. lol..." -- ex-CTFB employee
"Ok thanx...They already shut everything down so they can't do that to me now thankfully...And both my jobs got
gutted by Newsom so in a way I'm untouchable by them now...Plus the IRS is likely sending me back the roughly $1200
dollars the state took from me unlawfully in Corona virus economic stimulation funds...And right after I sent this out the
whole damn state shut down so maybe you're right...and thanx again..." > Note: The CFTB apparently does not like dissent
just like the CCP...So the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB is the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB etc etc etc + SEE ALSO: THE DNC IS THE
CCP IS THE DNC IS THE CCP ETC @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dnc-is-ccp-is-dnc-is-ccp-etc.html.."

In retrospect; 1) The CA EDD is a total and complete disaster along with Governor
Newsom; and 2) The CTFB has been sending out grossly overstated tax bills;
including when Kamala Harris was CA AG -- and this is just part of the reason why
this SF bay area region is a slave zone for so many low income individuals like me
and many others...Because not only are low income individuals in general
discriminated against on a class-based discrimination level; but low income white
males are also discriminated against more than any other subgroup in this particular
region...Adding to this; Democrats like Kamala Harris and Joe Biden also actually
want to tax the janitor who Biden just beat up behind the locker room with evil his tax
plan...A janitor who probably lives in an RV near from his work; and a janitor who will
probably continue to do so as long as he or she keeps being overtaxed by
Biden...And imagine if that janitor is a female -- think about it: Joe Biden just
metaphorically beat up a female janitor!?! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE
hypothetical behavior that must cease Joe Biden!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 1:21:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street
"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...
A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like

this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...
I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...
But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares
about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...
In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by
accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to
Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon
to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...
Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY
NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!
I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as

even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant
neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for
our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...
EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @
co...
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...
EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost
always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional

distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been

purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU

FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they

take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council

meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any

property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the

"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after

Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and

Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what

sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for

about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!
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To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
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Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Thursday, October 1, 2020 2:40:54 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
Have a nice day everyone...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 2:40:08 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...
It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the
democratic public hearing process in general for imp...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 1:48:37 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the democratic public hearing
process in general for important local decisions is not only dangerous to the prospect
of 'the inevitability of deepened democracy' if you will; but it also obviously can lead to
intensive radicalization like you read in the last few emails...
It's like they say; when peaceful revolution is made impossible; there are generally
only two options left:
Do nothing or do something less than peaceful...And you know doing nothing is never
an option for me and many others...And people like Mister Olenak who have paid into
government coffers through their lifetimes tend to get more protection than people like
me who have not put as much into their system...
===

Note: As taxes and levies and penalties are really nothing more than official bribes to
keep government off your back much like mob protection money...And Mister Olenak
is a perfect example of this -- including the mob-style sit down administrative hearing
with Mister Olenak and two police officers who protected this violent angry pig with
billy clubs (just like they do at a mob sit down hearing -- as police billy clubs =
baseball bats)...
(SCPD Officers Seagrave and Lopez in other words...And the judge actually liked
me...How could he not?
I am obviously an awesome person with a big heart and somewhat superior intellect
as well)...
===
Adding to all of this; attending city council meetings can be very dangerous to your
personal safety as police allow those who saw you at the city council meeting on
video to stalk and harass you as they obviously did with me at my residence for
simply disagreeing with them or whatever their fucking god damned problem was
and/or is...I am living proof of this and this is part of the reason I will never attend
another city council meeting ever again...And some of the people doing the staling
and harassment are cops...
BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM

BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM
Edward Snowden was brave to stand up for the rule of law, and
what's right. However, he really didn't reveal any...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

So fuck that motherfucking bastard Newsom...Luckily the CCP has destroyed his
chances of going forth...
All this started back with me calling the City of Santa Clara on Mister Olenak for
pouring bleach into duck food to try and poison ducks in the early 2000s...Mister
Olenak is truly a dangerous and deranged old fuck...He not only threatened to attack
me and my father; but he also followed through with his threats and nothing was done
about it...Even when he admitted to the attack in front of a judge (Louis Amadeo
Junior) And while I am not intimidated by Mister Olenaks' coercive behavior; that is
his main nefarious goal here; so what Mister Olenak has done lately is the same old
witness intimidation that he has been doing for many years now...
With the help of local police departments; and some wonder why so many are angry at law
enforcement...I feel the discrimination with Seagrave was partially sexual identity-based; and
partially racially-based too with Officer Lopez...
But since the City of Santa Clara is so obviously and publicly gender-biased against
males (low income white males are discriminated against the most in this particular
bay area region) partially due to the fact that the City of Santa Clara and many other
similar agencies in this region openly celebrate bravery in females but not males -- I
do not receive equal protections...If females are so empowered now why do they
need extra protections?
And pedestrians in this region are still regularly run over on the sometimes bustling
and overcrowded streets of the bay area...When the infrastructure and buildings
surrounding the streets have been in constant change since this region began; the
streets themselves remain largely the same; dangerously stuck in the 1950s and 60s
traffic calming-wise...And with all the money in the world at one time here in Silicon
Valley until recently; foot dragging on this all-important safety issue has caused
nothing to be done about it...
What is more important? Life or commerce? (see: the UK) Then when you add in the
massive and unnecessary cutbacks to traffic safety police officers that has happened
over the last 20 years (cops seemed to hide out at 5 pm when the overwhelming
traffic stampede began in the 90s) it has made it even more dangerous for
pedestrians and wildlife and whatever else is in the way of this often out of control
traffic stampede...
Whether or not the deaths of Meesha and Cali are accidental or not; the fact that
animal cruelty is now a serious federal felony makes even accidental traffic deaths of
our pets and/or wildlife an all-important issue that must be dealt with in an expedient
and pro-active fashion...Defensive driving is what I was always taught and is one of

the reasons I drove for living for almost 40 years without any accidents or tickets...
Furthermore; if I had not been illegally and/or unconstitutionally removed from
Nextdoor.com after Missy Cat died (and/or Yahoo Birdland neighbors after I spoke
about the Struble/Discher incident -- see link below) illegal actions that caused me
IMMENSE emotional distress -- I would have been in the loop about important local
issues like the possible presence of coyotes for instance...
NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION /
DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

And due to the new situation where animals are federally protected for once -- like
they should have the whole time -- whether involuntary or purposeful; all forms of
unsanctioned animal cruelty must be heavily curtailed and eventually stopped; with
the added benefit of ensuring that humans are protected better as well in the
process...
On Wednesday, September 30, 2020, 5:01:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

And then there's this:
MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD

MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD
MISTER OLENAK WALKING HIS DOG BY MY HOUSE -- MISTER
OLENAK IS THE SAME PERSON WHO ATTACKED ME ON MY
PROPERTY ONE...

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:24:35 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

So the City of Sunnyvale and all of the POS corporations they suck up to are now
using this CCP-related downturn as a way to stop people from attending meetings
and effectively speaking their minds to potentially alter the city's course in the
future...While covid is good in a very small way because it kills humans while humans
are killing my cats (right now I like cats better than many humans - too bad) it is also
bad in a way due to the lack of due process it creates when it comes to public
hearings about important issues like land usage issues...When land usage issues are
the only reason most people attend city council meetings...
So democracy is dead; I no longer vote and never will again; and Democrats Newsom
and Harris and Weiner have effectively KILLED DEMOCRACY!?! SO FUCK KAMALA
HARRIS ALL THE WAY BACK TO HELL WHERE SHE CAME FROM ALONG WITH
BIDEN AND NEWSOM AND REST OF THEIR POS PARTY!
GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER 2016

GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER
2016
John finally voted once again at his old h igh s chool campus on 8
November 2016! > GO TO: VIOLATION OF THE VOT...

Have a nice day everyone! :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:13:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

By thew way: "We are facing very serious crises with COVID-19 and the economic
fallout. We need to act very cautiously in city finances so that we do not compromise
public safety, parks, libraries and other things that make Sunnyvale a great place to
live. The background picture is Sunnyvale's Sunken Gardens Golf Course. There is
pressure to close our golf courses since golf is becoming less popular. If closed, will
they become high rise office buildings or a park..." -- Mike Goldman
Note: OVER MY DEAD BODY WILL YOU PUT A HIGH RISE TOWER AT SUNKEN
GARDENS! BACK OFF CITY OF SUNNYVALE YOU GOD DAMNED OUT OF
CONTROL BLOOD SUCKING MAGGOTS!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:06:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: I just added future Sunnyvale Mayor Mike Goldman to this email thread to bring
him up to date...I asked him to tell animal control to put a hold on Cali Cat's body to
positively determine her cause of death...I will soon explain why Mike is the best
choice for strong mayor; since his approach is so much like mine...And I will also
share my money-saving / people empowering ideas that democrats like Newsom and
Harris so despise...
While the San Jose Mercury News has been pushing pro-growth candidates in their
editorial section in this grossly overcrowded region lately...Even though local cities
are full of people fed up with the traffic mess that is now gone thanx to the the latest
economic slowdown (there is a good side to it all) It seems that many local officials
don't realize this little Silicon Valley party is over for now until further notice...
People will decide who is best based upon their needs; not the needs of the SJ
Mercury News who is based in a grossly overcrowded and overbuilt region that used
to be the Valley of Heart's Delight...Or the needs of Newsom and Harris who have
effectively made me decide to never attend a city council meeting ever again...
Because what is the point anyway after SB 35 and SB 50 and/or Proposition 64 which
killed Proposition 215 after misleading the public into thinking it was only about
recreational pot?
DEMOCRACY IS DEAD! AND YOU CAN THANK NEWSOM AND WEINER AND
HARRIS ETC FOR IT!
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS ACTIVELY TRYING TO KILL DEMOCRACY AS WE
KNOW IT!
Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...
Other than that; how's your day going!? :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:11:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

What I am getting at here is: once I am fully compensated for the various rights etc
violations that I experienced over time from all agencies and departments etc involved
in my years of government/police-sponsored torture; I will be more than happy to give
the CTFB and/or IRS their fair share...I have absolutely no problem with this...
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:03:49 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; 1) After all of these various egregious rights violations and illegal
behaviors on the part of others; including the federal government using military
helicopters in a totally lame and unsuccessful attempt to intimidate and/or coerce me
and Jimmy who was too drunk to notice: 1a) It's bad because the CIA broke the law;
and 1b) good because me and Jimmy Finley will go down in history for this! 2)
Because John Lennon and Jim Morrison never had the US Military used against
them! 2a) WoW! 3) Then I also got a big fat overinflated tax bill based upon several
non-existent employees I never had even after HR Block appealed for me; nonexistent employees that the CTFB has the burden of proof of naming...So I gave up
on this crooked agency...
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
Weighing in on this subject: Unless someone has signed a contract ~
they cannot be classified as a contractor......

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR NEWSOM:

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
NEWSOM:
UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former
Tax Compliance Specialist at California State Bo...
"UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former Tax Compliance Specialist at California State
Board of Equalization" and I have been grossly overcharged on taxes for many years now stating I have several
employees and charging me for them when I have never had any employees...and when I appealed it with HR Block;
they rejected the appeal and kept sending me bills which I finally started ignoring due to their fraudulent claims...then
without due process it went to court and they took money from my boss who submitted a 1099 for me...even though I
make less than $14,000 and am not taxable...what the hell is up with this and how can I fix it?..."
"Contact The Taxpayer Rights Advocates Office. Don't let them transfer you back to a representative. Insist that you
speak to someone in the advocate's office and file a complaint. If that doesn't work contact the governor's office directly
via letter. Whatever you do be CO operative and don't relay you're frustration and anger because that will make them
shut you down. The advocate's office results are usually favorable on the side of the taxpayer. Good luck. I can't stand
that place. lol..." -- ex-CTFB employee
"Ok thanx...They already shut everything down so they can't do that to me now thankfully...And both my jobs got
gutted by Newsom so in a way I'm untouchable by them now...Plus the IRS is likely sending me back the roughly $1200
dollars the state took from me unlawfully in Corona virus economic stimulation funds...And right after I sent this out the
whole damn state shut down so maybe you're right...and thanx again..." > Note: The CFTB apparently does not like dissent
just like the CCP...So the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB is the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB etc etc etc + SEE ALSO: THE DNC IS THE
CCP IS THE DNC IS THE CCP ETC @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dnc-is-ccp-is-dnc-is-ccp-etc.html.."

In retrospect; 1) The CA EDD is a total and complete disaster along with Governor
Newsom; and 2) The CTFB has been sending out grossly overstated tax bills;
including when Kamala Harris was CA AG -- and this is just part of the reason why
this SF bay area region is a slave zone for so many low income individuals like me
and many others...Because not only are low income individuals in general
discriminated against on a class-based discrimination level; but low income white
males are also discriminated against more than any other subgroup in this particular
region...Adding to this; Democrats like Kamala Harris and Joe Biden also actually
want to tax the janitor who Biden just beat up behind the locker room with evil his tax
plan...A janitor who probably lives in an RV near from his work; and a janitor who will
probably continue to do so as long as he or she keeps being overtaxed by
Biden...And imagine if that janitor is a female -- think about it: Joe Biden just
metaphorically beat up a female janitor!?! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE
hypothetical behavior that must cease Joe Biden!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 1:21:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street
"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...

A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like
this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...
I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...
But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares
about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...
In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by
accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to
Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon
to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...
Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY
NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!

I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as
even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant
neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for
our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...
EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @
co...
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...
EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost

always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family

members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already

overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert

the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any

discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective

civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."

GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one

bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @

http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...

So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...

And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
Stretch Brian (USACAN); raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc0310011@yahoo.com; mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net;
mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com;
joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org;
chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; patrick@sdpap.org;
ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney;
jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov;
gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; galaxy_454@yahoo.com; florestrisha09@gmail.com; Be
Judged; Jeremy Schmidt; mike@mikegoldman4mayor.org
Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Friday, October 2, 2020 1:07:21 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
I corrected the blog post...I actually got 2 speeding tickets in my life...Oops...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 2:40:08 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...
It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the
democratic public hearing process in general for imp...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 1:48:37 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the democratic public hearing
process in general for important local decisions is not only dangerous to the prospect
of 'the inevitability of deepened democracy' if you will; but it also obviously can lead to
intensive radicalization like you read in the last few emails...
It's like they say; when peaceful revolution is made impossible; there are generally
only two options left:
Do nothing or do something less than peaceful...And you know doing nothing is never
an option for me and many others...And people like Mister Olenak who have paid into
government coffers through their lifetimes tend to get more protection than people like
me who have not put as much into their system...
===

Note: As taxes and levies and penalties are really nothing more than official bribes to
keep government off your back much like mob protection money...And Mister Olenak
is a perfect example of this -- including the mob-style sit down administrative hearing
with Mister Olenak and two police officers who protected this violent angry pig with
billy clubs (just like they do at a mob sit down hearing -- as police billy clubs =
baseball bats)...
(SCPD Officers Seagrave and Lopez in other words...And the judge actually liked
me...How could he not?
I am obviously an awesome person with a big heart and somewhat superior intellect
as well)...
===
Adding to all of this; attending city council meetings can be very dangerous to your
personal safety as police allow those who saw you at the city council meeting on
video to stalk and harass you as they obviously did with me at my residence for
simply disagreeing with them or whatever their fucking god damned problem was
and/or is...I am living proof of this and this is part of the reason I will never attend
another city council meeting ever again...And some of the people doing the staling
and harassment are cops...
BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM

BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM
Edward Snowden was brave to stand up for the rule of law, and
what's right. However, he really didn't reveal any...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

So fuck that motherfucking bastard Newsom...Luckily the CCP has destroyed his
chances of going forth...
All this started back with me calling the City of Santa Clara on Mister Olenak for
pouring bleach into duck food to try and poison ducks in the early 2000s...Mister
Olenak is truly a dangerous and deranged old fuck...He not only threatened to attack
me and my father; but he also followed through with his threats and nothing was done
about it...Even when he admitted to the attack in front of a judge (Louis Amadeo
Junior) And while I am not intimidated by Mister Olenaks' coercive behavior; that is
his main nefarious goal here; so what Mister Olenak has done lately is the same old
witness intimidation that he has been doing for many years now...
With the help of local police departments; and some wonder why so many are angry at law
enforcement...I feel the discrimination with Seagrave was partially sexual identity-based; and
partially racially-based too with Officer Lopez...
But since the City of Santa Clara is so obviously and publicly gender-biased against
males (low income white males are discriminated against the most in this particular
bay area region) partially due to the fact that the City of Santa Clara and many other
similar agencies in this region openly celebrate bravery in females but not males -- I
do not receive equal protections...If females are so empowered now why do they
need extra protections?
And pedestrians in this region are still regularly run over on the sometimes bustling
and overcrowded streets of the bay area...When the infrastructure and buildings
surrounding the streets have been in constant change since this region began; the
streets themselves remain largely the same; dangerously stuck in the 1950s and 60s
traffic calming-wise...And with all the money in the world at one time here in Silicon
Valley until recently; foot dragging on this all-important safety issue has caused
nothing to be done about it...
What is more important? Life or commerce? (see: the UK) Then when you add in the
massive and unnecessary cutbacks to traffic safety police officers that has happened
over the last 20 years (cops seemed to hide out at 5 pm when the overwhelming
traffic stampede began in the 90s) it has made it even more dangerous for
pedestrians and wildlife and whatever else is in the way of this often out of control
traffic stampede...
Whether or not the deaths of Meesha and Cali are accidental or not; the fact that
animal cruelty is now a serious federal felony makes even accidental traffic deaths of
our pets and/or wildlife an all-important issue that must be dealt with in an expedient
and pro-active fashion...Defensive driving is what I was always taught and is one of

the reasons I drove for living for almost 40 years without any accidents or tickets...
Furthermore; if I had not been illegally and/or unconstitutionally removed from
Nextdoor.com after Missy Cat died (and/or Yahoo Birdland neighbors after I spoke
about the Struble/Discher incident -- see link below) illegal actions that caused me
IMMENSE emotional distress -- I would have been in the loop about important local
issues like the possible presence of coyotes for instance...
NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION /
DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

And due to the new situation where animals are federally protected for once -- like
they should have the whole time -- whether involuntary or purposeful; all forms of
unsanctioned animal cruelty must be heavily curtailed and eventually stopped; with
the added benefit of ensuring that humans are protected better as well in the
process...
On Wednesday, September 30, 2020, 5:01:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

And then there's this:
MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD

MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD
MISTER OLENAK WALKING HIS DOG BY MY HOUSE -- MISTER
OLENAK IS THE SAME PERSON WHO ATTACKED ME ON MY
PROPERTY ONE...

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:24:35 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

So the City of Sunnyvale and all of the POS corporations they suck up to are now
using this CCP-related downturn as a way to stop people from attending meetings
and effectively speaking their minds to potentially alter the city's course in the
future...While covid is good in a very small way because it kills humans while humans
are killing my cats (right now I like cats better than many humans - too bad) it is also
bad in a way due to the lack of due process it creates when it comes to public
hearings about important issues like land usage issues...When land usage issues are
the only reason most people attend city council meetings...
So democracy is dead; I no longer vote and never will again; and Democrats Newsom
and Harris and Weiner have effectively KILLED DEMOCRACY!?! SO FUCK KAMALA
HARRIS ALL THE WAY BACK TO HELL WHERE SHE CAME FROM ALONG WITH
BIDEN AND NEWSOM AND REST OF THEIR POS PARTY!
GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER 2016

GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER
2016
John finally voted once again at his old h igh s chool campus on 8
November 2016! > GO TO: VIOLATION OF THE VOT...

Have a nice day everyone! :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:13:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

By thew way: "We are facing very serious crises with COVID-19 and the economic
fallout. We need to act very cautiously in city finances so that we do not compromise
public safety, parks, libraries and other things that make Sunnyvale a great place to
live. The background picture is Sunnyvale's Sunken Gardens Golf Course. There is
pressure to close our golf courses since golf is becoming less popular. If closed, will
they become high rise office buildings or a park..." -- Mike Goldman
Note: OVER MY DEAD BODY WILL YOU PUT A HIGH RISE TOWER AT SUNKEN
GARDENS! BACK OFF CITY OF SUNNYVALE YOU GOD DAMNED OUT OF
CONTROL BLOOD SUCKING MAGGOTS!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:06:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: I just added future Sunnyvale Mayor Mike Goldman to this email thread to bring
him up to date...I asked him to tell animal control to put a hold on Cali Cat's body to
positively determine her cause of death...I will soon explain why Mike is the best
choice for strong mayor; since his approach is so much like mine...And I will also
share my money-saving / people empowering ideas that democrats like Newsom and
Harris so despise...
While the San Jose Mercury News has been pushing pro-growth candidates in their
editorial section in this grossly overcrowded region lately...Even though local cities
are full of people fed up with the traffic mess that is now gone thanx to the the latest
economic slowdown (there is a good side to it all) It seems that many local officials
don't realize this little Silicon Valley party is over for now until further notice...
People will decide who is best based upon their needs; not the needs of the SJ
Mercury News who is based in a grossly overcrowded and overbuilt region that used
to be the Valley of Heart's Delight...Or the needs of Newsom and Harris who have
effectively made me decide to never attend a city council meeting ever again...
Because what is the point anyway after SB 35 and SB 50 and/or Proposition 64 which
killed Proposition 215 after misleading the public into thinking it was only about
recreational pot?
DEMOCRACY IS DEAD! AND YOU CAN THANK NEWSOM AND WEINER AND
HARRIS ETC FOR IT!
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS ACTIVELY TRYING TO KILL DEMOCRACY AS WE
KNOW IT!
Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...
Other than that; how's your day going!? :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:11:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

What I am getting at here is: once I am fully compensated for the various rights etc
violations that I experienced over time from all agencies and departments etc involved
in my years of government/police-sponsored torture; I will be more than happy to give
the CTFB and/or IRS their fair share...I have absolutely no problem with this...
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:03:49 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; 1) After all of these various egregious rights violations and illegal
behaviors on the part of others; including the federal government using military
helicopters in a totally lame and unsuccessful attempt to intimidate and/or coerce me
and Jimmy who was too drunk to notice: 1a) It's bad because the CIA broke the law;
and 1b) good because me and Jimmy Finley will go down in history for this! 2)
Because John Lennon and Jim Morrison never had the US Military used against
them! 2a) WoW! 3) Then I also got a big fat overinflated tax bill based upon several
non-existent employees I never had even after HR Block appealed for me; nonexistent employees that the CTFB has the burden of proof of naming...So I gave up
on this crooked agency...
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
Weighing in on this subject: Unless someone has signed a contract ~
they cannot be classified as a contractor......

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR NEWSOM:

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
NEWSOM:
UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former
Tax Compliance Specialist at California State Bo...
"UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former Tax Compliance Specialist at California State
Board of Equalization" and I have been grossly overcharged on taxes for many years now stating I have several
employees and charging me for them when I have never had any employees...and when I appealed it with HR Block;
they rejected the appeal and kept sending me bills which I finally started ignoring due to their fraudulent claims...then
without due process it went to court and they took money from my boss who submitted a 1099 for me...even though I
make less than $14,000 and am not taxable...what the hell is up with this and how can I fix it?..."
"Contact The Taxpayer Rights Advocates Office. Don't let them transfer you back to a representative. Insist that you
speak to someone in the advocate's office and file a complaint. If that doesn't work contact the governor's office directly
via letter. Whatever you do be CO operative and don't relay you're frustration and anger because that will make them
shut you down. The advocate's office results are usually favorable on the side of the taxpayer. Good luck. I can't stand
that place. lol..." -- ex-CTFB employee
"Ok thanx...They already shut everything down so they can't do that to me now thankfully...And both my jobs got
gutted by Newsom so in a way I'm untouchable by them now...Plus the IRS is likely sending me back the roughly $1200
dollars the state took from me unlawfully in Corona virus economic stimulation funds...And right after I sent this out the
whole damn state shut down so maybe you're right...and thanx again..." > Note: The CFTB apparently does not like dissent
just like the CCP...So the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB is the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB etc etc etc + SEE ALSO: THE DNC IS THE
CCP IS THE DNC IS THE CCP ETC @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dnc-is-ccp-is-dnc-is-ccp-etc.html.."

In retrospect; 1) The CA EDD is a total and complete disaster along with Governor
Newsom; and 2) The CTFB has been sending out grossly overstated tax bills;
including when Kamala Harris was CA AG -- and this is just part of the reason why
this SF bay area region is a slave zone for so many low income individuals like me
and many others...Because not only are low income individuals in general
discriminated against on a class-based discrimination level; but low income white
males are also discriminated against more than any other subgroup in this particular
region...Adding to this; Democrats like Kamala Harris and Joe Biden also actually
want to tax the janitor who Biden just beat up behind the locker room with evil his tax
plan...A janitor who probably lives in an RV near from his work; and a janitor who will
probably continue to do so as long as he or she keeps being overtaxed by
Biden...And imagine if that janitor is a female -- think about it: Joe Biden just
metaphorically beat up a female janitor!?! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE
hypothetical behavior that must cease Joe Biden!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 1:21:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street
"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...

A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like
this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...
I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...
But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares
about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...
In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by
accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to
Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon
to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...
Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY
NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!

I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as
even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant
neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for
our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...
EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @
co...
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...
EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost

always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family

members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already

overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert

the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any

discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective

civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."

GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one

bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @

http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...

So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...

And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
Stretch Brian (USACAN); raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc0310011@yahoo.com; mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net;
mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com;
joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org;
chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; patrick@sdpap.org;
ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney;
jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov;
gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; galaxy_454@yahoo.com; florestrisha09@gmail.com; Be
Judged; Jeremy Schmidt; mike@mikegoldman4mayor.org
Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Friday, October 2, 2020 2:14:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Other than that finally I spoke to Sunnyvale Animal Control yesterday regarding Cali
Cat...It was the lady who responded to the call about Cali; and she said she saw
nothing unusual about Cali when she hauled her off...But this is the third dead cat of
mine in as many weeks; so how could that not raise a red flag for her?
It is more than obvious to me that not only does Sunnyvale Animal Control do a better
job than many jurisdictions; like other place in America or the world where they have
no morals regarding animal rights -- but they also are not stepping up their game due
to the new reality of federal animal cruelty laws...I said to her; what if there were dead
human bodies lying all over the place like animals are...Would you not take a photo
and not treat them like they were crimes scenes like you do with dead animals?
Obviously not...
I also told her about a late night encounter of mine at Denny's with a person who
claimed to work for every 3 letter agency in the book (FBI-CIA etc) He said he would
be flown into foreign territories by helicopter to kill certain people (rebel leaders etc)
while making it look like it was an accident (and he was trained to do so) Gary Webb
for instance...Or Kurt Kobain; although I tend to think Kurt was responsible for
that...Regardless; you know damn well that this practice of killing and making it look
accidental is practiced here in America as well...Sorta -- but not exactly -- like the latenight ambush attack back in July 2007 that occurred a few days after requesting a
public hearing about the SCPD duck feeding SWAT team incident ~ and/or the
connected years-long police-sponsored siege on my residence by the RPF...
LAYING IN WAIT, MALICIOUS VANDALISM AND ATTEMPTED VEHICULAR MANSLAUGHTER
+ REBEL LEADER LIK ROPER + THE SMOKING GUN? POLICE-SPONSORED GANG STALKING; WITNESS INTIMIDATION;
CONSPIRACY; LAYING IN WAIT; MALICIOUS MISCHIEF ETC

THE SMOKING GUN? POLICE-SPONSORED GANG
STALKING; WITNESS INTIMIDATION; C...
O n 24 July 2007 John requested a hearing from the City of Santa
Clara regarding a wrongful arrest/kidnapping b...

REBEL LEADER LIK ROPER
CIVIL RIGHTS ~ AN OVERVIEW: A civil right is an enforceable right or
privilege, which if interfered with by ano...

LAYING IN WAIT, MALICIOUS VANDALISM AND
ATTEMPTED VEHICULAR MANSLAUGHTER
i was going to meet a few friends at denny's after karaoke, but
'luckily' i came home for a minute first instead...

Therefore it is imperative that ALL animal deaths be treated differently in the future...I
asked the Sunnyvale Animal Control lady if she took photos of the animals she
gathers at work and she said no...I suggested that whether she is required to do it or
not; all dead animals that she comes upon should be treated like crimes scenes and
documented and photographed not only to help people identify their missing pets; but
to also add an extra layer of protection as well just in case...
I told her "it's no skin off your back to take a photo of the dead animals you find...It
takes about a second...Why don't you use your smart phone?..." etc...So why doesn't
animal control just start doing this now? We need a new directive for animal
control...Most dead animals animal control finds likely died accidentally; and some
dead animals were victims of tangling with wildlife; but for that small percentage of
animals who were killed purposefully; further documentation of all incidents must
occur...
For instance; the story about Baby Cat being killed by a wild animal is still suspect to
me since I can see no wild dogs running around on surveillance the night she
disappeared...Adding to this; there was a solar light that was suspiciously moved
around on my property the same night she disappeared...And that light may hold
clues to who took it apart; as a human had to have done it...But since Sunnyvale DPS
handled my own situation so badly and with such disdain for my life; why would they
suddenly start caring about cats more? After all; one particular DPS officer has killed

11 PEOPLE so far without being arrested...
And many times it is people with knives they could have easily stopped without killing
them...For instance; I have had 3 people come at me with knives in my lifetime and I
successfully got away from all of them without killing any of them...And protecting and
serving the public is what cops are really supposed to be doing; not killing the public
while they are at it...But again it all gets back to the usage of semi-obsolete guns and
tasers; which either kill or maim or jolt people with thousands of volts of electricity;
which is obviously a form of cruel and unusual punishment...Guns will always be
needed for certain law enforcement situations; but for many encounters they should
not be used...
For instance; killing mountain lions here in California is now illegal; so why is it still
legal to shoot humans? Therefore humane restraint techniques used to capture wild
animals without harming them must be considered for usage on human subjects in
the future...Net guns for instance that shoot a net over someone to render them
helpless while not harming them; allowing certain unruly suspects to be apprehended
without harm...
And I know damn well that many current protestors do not like this humane restraint
technique idea even though it will prevent unnecessary deaths; mainly because they
feel like they will be treated like animals...But without any other better options it is
more than obvious to me that this is the future...And as long as people continue
acting like animals; they should be treated that way...And conversely; animals must
be exponentially treated better as well so humans can receive better treatment in
return...it's very simple...
Therefore; Sunnyvale Animal Control and all other animal control agencies must
increasingly step up their games to meet the new higher standard of animal protection
since animal cruelty is now a federal felony...The evolution of human consciousness
will never cease; and it must continue on in an upwards fashion...
On Friday, October 2, 2020, 1:06:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I corrected the blog post...I actually got 2 speeding tickets in my life...Oops...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 2:40:08 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...
It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the
democratic public hearing process in general for imp...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 1:48:37 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the democratic public hearing

process in general for important local decisions is not only dangerous to the prospect
of 'the inevitability of deepened democracy' if you will; but it also obviously can lead to
intensive radicalization like you read in the last few emails...
It's like they say; when peaceful revolution is made impossible; there are generally
only two options left:
Do nothing or do something less than peaceful...And you know doing nothing is never
an option for me and many others...And people like Mister Olenak who have paid into
government coffers through their lifetimes tend to get more protection than people like
me who have not put as much into their system...
===
Note: As taxes and levies and penalties are really nothing more than official bribes to
keep government off your back much like mob protection money...And Mister Olenak
is a perfect example of this -- including the mob-style sit down administrative hearing
with Mister Olenak and two police officers who protected this violent angry pig with
billy clubs (just like they do at a mob sit down hearing -- as police billy clubs =
baseball bats)...
(SCPD Officers Seagrave and Lopez in other words...And the judge actually liked
me...How could he not?
I am obviously an awesome person with a big heart and somewhat superior intellect
as well)...
===
Adding to all of this; attending city council meetings can be very dangerous to your
personal safety as police allow those who saw you at the city council meeting on
video to stalk and harass you as they obviously did with me at my residence for
simply disagreeing with them or whatever their fucking god damned problem was
and/or is...I am living proof of this and this is part of the reason I will never attend
another city council meeting ever again...And some of the people doing the staling
and harassment are cops...
BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM

BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM

Edward Snowden was brave to stand up for the rule of law, and
what's right. However, he really didn't reveal any...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

So fuck that motherfucking bastard Newsom...Luckily the CCP has destroyed his
chances of going forth...
All this started back with me calling the City of Santa Clara on Mister Olenak for
pouring bleach into duck food to try and poison ducks in the early 2000s...Mister
Olenak is truly a dangerous and deranged old fuck...He not only threatened to attack
me and my father; but he also followed through with his threats and nothing was done
about it...Even when he admitted to the attack in front of a judge (Louis Amadeo
Junior) And while I am not intimidated by Mister Olenaks' coercive behavior; that is
his main nefarious goal here; so what Mister Olenak has done lately is the same old
witness intimidation that he has been doing for many years now...
With the help of local police departments; and some wonder why so many are angry at law
enforcement...I feel the discrimination with Seagrave was partially sexual identity-based; and
partially racially-based too with Officer Lopez...
But since the City of Santa Clara is so obviously and publicly gender-biased against
males (low income white males are discriminated against the most in this particular
bay area region) partially due to the fact that the City of Santa Clara and many other
similar agencies in this region openly celebrate bravery in females but not males -- I
do not receive equal protections...If females are so empowered now why do they
need extra protections?
And pedestrians in this region are still regularly run over on the sometimes bustling
and overcrowded streets of the bay area...When the infrastructure and buildings
surrounding the streets have been in constant change since this region began; the
streets themselves remain largely the same; dangerously stuck in the 1950s and 60s
traffic calming-wise...And with all the money in the world at one time here in Silicon

Valley until recently; foot dragging on this all-important safety issue has caused
nothing to be done about it...
What is more important? Life or commerce? (see: the UK) Then when you add in the
massive and unnecessary cutbacks to traffic safety police officers that has happened
over the last 20 years (cops seemed to hide out at 5 pm when the overwhelming
traffic stampede began in the 90s) it has made it even more dangerous for
pedestrians and wildlife and whatever else is in the way of this often out of control
traffic stampede...
Whether or not the deaths of Meesha and Cali are accidental or not; the fact that
animal cruelty is now a serious federal felony makes even accidental traffic deaths of
our pets and/or wildlife an all-important issue that must be dealt with in an expedient
and pro-active fashion...Defensive driving is what I was always taught and is one of
the reasons I drove for living for almost 40 years without any accidents or tickets...
Furthermore; if I had not been illegally and/or unconstitutionally removed from
Nextdoor.com after Missy Cat died (and/or Yahoo Birdland neighbors after I spoke
about the Struble/Discher incident -- see link below) illegal actions that caused me
IMMENSE emotional distress -- I would have been in the loop about important local
issues like the possible presence of coyotes for instance...
NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION /
DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

And due to the new situation where animals are federally protected for once -- like
they should have the whole time -- whether involuntary or purposeful; all forms of
unsanctioned animal cruelty must be heavily curtailed and eventually stopped; with
the added benefit of ensuring that humans are protected better as well in the
process...
On Wednesday, September 30, 2020, 5:01:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

And then there's this:
MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD

MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD
MISTER OLENAK WALKING HIS DOG BY MY HOUSE -- MISTER
OLENAK IS THE SAME PERSON WHO ATTACKED ME ON MY
PROPERTY ONE...

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:24:35 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

So the City of Sunnyvale and all of the POS corporations they suck up to are now
using this CCP-related downturn as a way to stop people from attending meetings
and effectively speaking their minds to potentially alter the city's course in the
future...While covid is good in a very small way because it kills humans while humans
are killing my cats (right now I like cats better than many humans - too bad) it is also
bad in a way due to the lack of due process it creates when it comes to public
hearings about important issues like land usage issues...When land usage issues are
the only reason most people attend city council meetings...
So democracy is dead; I no longer vote and never will again; and Democrats Newsom
and Harris and Weiner have effectively KILLED DEMOCRACY!?! SO FUCK KAMALA
HARRIS ALL THE WAY BACK TO HELL WHERE SHE CAME FROM ALONG WITH
BIDEN AND NEWSOM AND REST OF THEIR POS PARTY!
GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER 2016

GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER
2016
John finally voted once again at his old h igh s chool campus on 8
November 2016! > GO TO: VIOLATION OF THE VOT...

Have a nice day everyone! :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:13:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

By thew way: "We are facing very serious crises with COVID-19 and the economic
fallout. We need to act very cautiously in city finances so that we do not compromise
public safety, parks, libraries and other things that make Sunnyvale a great place to
live. The background picture is Sunnyvale's Sunken Gardens Golf Course. There is
pressure to close our golf courses since golf is becoming less popular. If closed, will
they become high rise office buildings or a park..." -- Mike Goldman
Note: OVER MY DEAD BODY WILL YOU PUT A HIGH RISE TOWER AT SUNKEN
GARDENS! BACK OFF CITY OF SUNNYVALE YOU GOD DAMNED OUT OF
CONTROL BLOOD SUCKING MAGGOTS!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:06:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: I just added future Sunnyvale Mayor Mike Goldman to this email thread to bring
him up to date...I asked him to tell animal control to put a hold on Cali Cat's body to
positively determine her cause of death...I will soon explain why Mike is the best
choice for strong mayor; since his approach is so much like mine...And I will also
share my money-saving / people empowering ideas that democrats like Newsom and
Harris so despise...
While the San Jose Mercury News has been pushing pro-growth candidates in their
editorial section in this grossly overcrowded region lately...Even though local cities
are full of people fed up with the traffic mess that is now gone thanx to the the latest
economic slowdown (there is a good side to it all) It seems that many local officials
don't realize this little Silicon Valley party is over for now until further notice...
People will decide who is best based upon their needs; not the needs of the SJ
Mercury News who is based in a grossly overcrowded and overbuilt region that used
to be the Valley of Heart's Delight...Or the needs of Newsom and Harris who have
effectively made me decide to never attend a city council meeting ever again...

Because what is the point anyway after SB 35 and SB 50 and/or Proposition 64 which
killed Proposition 215 after misleading the public into thinking it was only about
recreational pot?
DEMOCRACY IS DEAD! AND YOU CAN THANK NEWSOM AND WEINER AND
HARRIS ETC FOR IT!
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS ACTIVELY TRYING TO KILL DEMOCRACY AS WE
KNOW IT!
Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...
Other than that; how's your day going!? :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:11:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

What I am getting at here is: once I am fully compensated for the various rights etc
violations that I experienced over time from all agencies and departments etc involved
in my years of government/police-sponsored torture; I will be more than happy to give
the CTFB and/or IRS their fair share...I have absolutely no problem with this...
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:03:49 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; 1) After all of these various egregious rights violations and illegal
behaviors on the part of others; including the federal government using military
helicopters in a totally lame and unsuccessful attempt to intimidate and/or coerce me
and Jimmy who was too drunk to notice: 1a) It's bad because the CIA broke the law;
and 1b) good because me and Jimmy Finley will go down in history for this! 2)
Because John Lennon and Jim Morrison never had the US Military used against
them! 2a) WoW! 3) Then I also got a big fat overinflated tax bill based upon several

non-existent employees I never had even after HR Block appealed for me; nonexistent employees that the CTFB has the burden of proof of naming...So I gave up
on this crooked agency...
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
Weighing in on this subject: Unless someone has signed a contract ~
they cannot be classified as a contractor......

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR NEWSOM:

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
NEWSOM:
UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former
Tax Compliance Specialist at California State Bo...
"UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former Tax Compliance Specialist at California State
Board of Equalization" and I have been grossly overcharged on taxes for many years now stating I have several
employees and charging me for them when I have never had any employees...and when I appealed it with HR Block;
they rejected the appeal and kept sending me bills which I finally started ignoring due to their fraudulent claims...then
without due process it went to court and they took money from my boss who submitted a 1099 for me...even though I
make less than $14,000 and am not taxable...what the hell is up with this and how can I fix it?..."
"Contact The Taxpayer Rights Advocates Office. Don't let them transfer you back to a representative. Insist that you
speak to someone in the advocate's office and file a complaint. If that doesn't work contact the governor's office directly
via letter. Whatever you do be CO operative and don't relay you're frustration and anger because that will make them
shut you down. The advocate's office results are usually favorable on the side of the taxpayer. Good luck. I can't stand
that place. lol..." -- ex-CTFB employee
"Ok thanx...They already shut everything down so they can't do that to me now thankfully...And both my jobs got
gutted by Newsom so in a way I'm untouchable by them now...Plus the IRS is likely sending me back the roughly $1200
dollars the state took from me unlawfully in Corona virus economic stimulation funds...And right after I sent this out the
whole damn state shut down so maybe you're right...and thanx again..." > Note: The CFTB apparently does not like dissent
just like the CCP...So the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB is the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB etc etc etc + SEE ALSO: THE DNC IS THE
CCP IS THE DNC IS THE CCP ETC @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dnc-is-ccp-is-dnc-is-ccp-etc.html.."

In retrospect; 1) The CA EDD is a total and complete disaster along with Governor
Newsom; and 2) The CTFB has been sending out grossly overstated tax bills;
including when Kamala Harris was CA AG -- and this is just part of the reason why
this SF bay area region is a slave zone for so many low income individuals like me
and many others...Because not only are low income individuals in general
discriminated against on a class-based discrimination level; but low income white
males are also discriminated against more than any other subgroup in this particular

region...Adding to this; Democrats like Kamala Harris and Joe Biden also actually
want to tax the janitor who Biden just beat up behind the locker room with evil his tax
plan...A janitor who probably lives in an RV near from his work; and a janitor who will
probably continue to do so as long as he or she keeps being overtaxed by
Biden...And imagine if that janitor is a female -- think about it: Joe Biden just
metaphorically beat up a female janitor!?! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE
hypothetical behavior that must cease Joe Biden!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 1:21:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street
"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...
A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like
this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...
I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...
But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares
about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...
In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by
accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to
Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon

to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...
Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY
NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!
I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as
even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant
neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for
our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...
EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @
co...
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...
EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost
always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just

evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES

CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after

his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat

on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other

greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record

straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...

+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared

(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).

John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to

fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most

elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...

It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...

So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not

coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.

After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!
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To:
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Lik Roper
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jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov;
gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
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mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; galaxy_454@yahoo.com; florestrisha09@gmail.com; Be
Judged; Jeremy Schmidt; mike@mikegoldman4mayor.org
Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Friday, October 2, 2020 4:43:29 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

here's something from my Facebook page today: "i can't help but think this was the goal to
begin with; to infect trump...either way the obiden administration conspiring with china to
make a biological weapons after they were banned in the 1970s is very suspect whether
they backed out or not (great idea: let's make new biological weapons with our enemy!?);
along with allowing the virus in by not shutting down flights -- while playing the race card
allowing the CCP to win their insidious little game (it's a very big game actually); and
including encouraging violence through nonfeasance and/or riots to ensue to help
purposefully spread it around and allow their democratic/CPP virus to take hold; and
therefore cause a need for more forced health care like democrats always wanted...this is all
part of the plan and soros is the head of it all encouraging not only the hatred towards
trump (who is another rich guy while all rich guys do not like each other) but also the
spread of the virus...and all during a time when small business is dwindling -- but why
should soros care? he owns all the big businesses that are thriving right now so he is
getting windfall profits...these are the most important words ever written...as the world
wallows in nonsensical absurdities; i know the real truth...and the truth knows no
boundaries..." > www.likroper.com/AIDS.html
On Friday, October 2, 2020, 2:12:36 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that finally I spoke to Sunnyvale Animal Control yesterday regarding Cali
Cat...It was the lady who responded to the call about Cali; and she said she saw
nothing unusual about Cali when she hauled her off...But this is the third dead cat of
mine in as many weeks; so how could that not raise a red flag for her?
It is more than obvious to me that not only does Sunnyvale Animal Control do a better
job than many jurisdictions; like other place in America or the world where they have
no morals regarding animal rights -- but they also are not stepping up their game due

to the new reality of federal animal cruelty laws...I said to her; what if there were dead
human bodies lying all over the place like animals are...Would you not take a photo
and not treat them like they were crimes scenes like you do with dead animals?
Obviously not...
I also told her about a late night encounter of mine at Denny's with a person who
claimed to work for every 3 letter agency in the book (FBI-CIA etc) He said he would
be flown into foreign territories by helicopter to kill certain people (rebel leaders etc)
while making it look like it was an accident (and he was trained to do so) Gary Webb
for instance...Or Kurt Kobain; although I tend to think Kurt was responsible for
that...Regardless; you know damn well that this practice of killing and making it look
accidental is practiced here in America as well...Sorta -- but not exactly -- like the latenight ambush attack back in July 2007 that occurred a few days after requesting a
public hearing about the SCPD duck feeding SWAT team incident ~ and/or the
connected years-long police-sponsored siege on my residence by the RPF...
LAYING IN WAIT, MALICIOUS VANDALISM AND ATTEMPTED VEHICULAR MANSLAUGHTER
+ REBEL LEADER LIK ROPER + THE SMOKING GUN? POLICE-SPONSORED GANG STALKING; WITNESS INTIMIDATION;
CONSPIRACY; LAYING IN WAIT; MALICIOUS MISCHIEF ETC

THE SMOKING GUN? POLICE-SPONSORED GANG
STALKING; WITNESS INTIMIDATION; C...
O n 24 July 2007 John requested a hearing from the City of Santa
Clara regarding a wrongful arrest/kidnapping b...

REBEL LEADER LIK ROPER
CIVIL RIGHTS ~ AN OVERVIEW: A civil right is an enforceable right or
privilege, which if interfered with by ano...

LAYING IN WAIT, MALICIOUS VANDALISM AND
ATTEMPTED VEHICULAR MANSLAUGHTER
i was going to meet a few friends at denny's after karaoke, but
'luckily' i came home for a minute first instead...

Therefore it is imperative that ALL animal deaths be treated differently in the future...I
asked the Sunnyvale Animal Control lady if she took photos of the animals she
gathers at work and she said no...I suggested that whether she is required to do it or
not; all dead animals that she comes upon should be treated like crimes scenes and

documented and photographed not only to help people identify their missing pets; but
to also add an extra layer of protection as well just in case...
I told her "it's no skin off your back to take a photo of the dead animals you find...It
takes about a second...Why don't you use your smart phone?..." etc...So why doesn't
animal control just start doing this now? We need a new directive for animal
control...Most dead animals animal control finds likely died accidentally; and some
dead animals were victims of tangling with wildlife; but for that small percentage of
animals who were killed purposefully; further documentation of all incidents must
occur...
For instance; the story about Baby Cat being killed by a wild animal is still suspect to
me since I can see no wild dogs running around on surveillance the night she
disappeared...Adding to this; there was a solar light that was suspiciously moved
around on my property the same night she disappeared...And that light may hold
clues to who took it apart; as a human had to have done it...But since Sunnyvale DPS
handled my own situation so badly and with such disdain for my life; why would they
suddenly start caring about cats more? After all; one particular DPS officer has killed
11 PEOPLE so far without being arrested...
And many times it is people with knives they could have easily stopped without killing
them...For instance; I have had 3 people come at me with knives in my lifetime and I
successfully got away from all of them without killing any of them...And protecting and
serving the public is what cops are really supposed to be doing; not killing the public
while they are at it...But again it all gets back to the usage of semi-obsolete guns and
tasers; which either kill or maim or jolt people with thousands of volts of electricity;
which is obviously a form of cruel and unusual punishment...Guns will always be
needed for certain law enforcement situations; but for many encounters they should
not be used...
For instance; killing mountain lions here in California is now illegal; so why is it still
legal to shoot humans? Therefore humane restraint techniques used to capture wild
animals without harming them must be considered for usage on human subjects in
the future...Net guns for instance that shoot a net over someone to render them
helpless while not harming them; allowing certain unruly suspects to be apprehended
without harm...
And I know damn well that many current protestors do not like this humane restraint
technique idea even though it will prevent unnecessary deaths; mainly because they
feel like they will be treated like animals...But without any other better options it is
more than obvious to me that this is the future...And as long as people continue
acting like animals; they should be treated that way...And conversely; animals must
be exponentially treated better as well so humans can receive better treatment in
return...it's very simple...
Therefore; Sunnyvale Animal Control and all other animal control agencies must
increasingly step up their games to meet the new higher standard of animal protection
since animal cruelty is now a federal felony...The evolution of human consciousness

will never cease; and it must continue on in an upwards fashion...
On Friday, October 2, 2020, 1:06:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I corrected the blog post...I actually got 2 speeding tickets in my life...Oops...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 2:40:08 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...
It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the
democratic public hearing process in general for imp...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 1:48:37 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the democratic public hearing
process in general for important local decisions is not only dangerous to the prospect
of 'the inevitability of deepened democracy' if you will; but it also obviously can lead to
intensive radicalization like you read in the last few emails...
It's like they say; when peaceful revolution is made impossible; there are generally
only two options left:
Do nothing or do something less than peaceful...And you know doing nothing is never
an option for me and many others...And people like Mister Olenak who have paid into
government coffers through their lifetimes tend to get more protection than people like
me who have not put as much into their system...
===
Note: As taxes and levies and penalties are really nothing more than official bribes to
keep government off your back much like mob protection money...And Mister Olenak
is a perfect example of this -- including the mob-style sit down administrative hearing
with Mister Olenak and two police officers who protected this violent angry pig with
billy clubs (just like they do at a mob sit down hearing -- as police billy clubs =
baseball bats)...
(SCPD Officers Seagrave and Lopez in other words...And the judge actually liked
me...How could he not?
I am obviously an awesome person with a big heart and somewhat superior intellect
as well)...
===
Adding to all of this; attending city council meetings can be very dangerous to your
personal safety as police allow those who saw you at the city council meeting on

video to stalk and harass you as they obviously did with me at my residence for
simply disagreeing with them or whatever their fucking god damned problem was
and/or is...I am living proof of this and this is part of the reason I will never attend
another city council meeting ever again...And some of the people doing the staling
and harassment are cops...
BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM

BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM
Edward Snowden was brave to stand up for the rule of law, and
what's right. However, he really didn't reveal any...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

So fuck that motherfucking bastard Newsom...Luckily the CCP has destroyed his
chances of going forth...
All this started back with me calling the City of Santa Clara on Mister Olenak for
pouring bleach into duck food to try and poison ducks in the early 2000s...Mister
Olenak is truly a dangerous and deranged old fuck...He not only threatened to attack
me and my father; but he also followed through with his threats and nothing was done
about it...Even when he admitted to the attack in front of a judge (Louis Amadeo
Junior) And while I am not intimidated by Mister Olenaks' coercive behavior; that is

his main nefarious goal here; so what Mister Olenak has done lately is the same old
witness intimidation that he has been doing for many years now...
With the help of local police departments; and some wonder why so many are angry at law
enforcement...I feel the discrimination with Seagrave was partially sexual identity-based; and
partially racially-based too with Officer Lopez...
But since the City of Santa Clara is so obviously and publicly gender-biased against
males (low income white males are discriminated against the most in this particular
bay area region) partially due to the fact that the City of Santa Clara and many other
similar agencies in this region openly celebrate bravery in females but not males -- I
do not receive equal protections...If females are so empowered now why do they
need extra protections?
And pedestrians in this region are still regularly run over on the sometimes bustling
and overcrowded streets of the bay area...When the infrastructure and buildings
surrounding the streets have been in constant change since this region began; the
streets themselves remain largely the same; dangerously stuck in the 1950s and 60s
traffic calming-wise...And with all the money in the world at one time here in Silicon
Valley until recently; foot dragging on this all-important safety issue has caused
nothing to be done about it...
What is more important? Life or commerce? (see: the UK) Then when you add in the
massive and unnecessary cutbacks to traffic safety police officers that has happened
over the last 20 years (cops seemed to hide out at 5 pm when the overwhelming
traffic stampede began in the 90s) it has made it even more dangerous for
pedestrians and wildlife and whatever else is in the way of this often out of control
traffic stampede...
Whether or not the deaths of Meesha and Cali are accidental or not; the fact that
animal cruelty is now a serious federal felony makes even accidental traffic deaths of
our pets and/or wildlife an all-important issue that must be dealt with in an expedient
and pro-active fashion...Defensive driving is what I was always taught and is one of
the reasons I drove for living for almost 40 years without any accidents or tickets...
Furthermore; if I had not been illegally and/or unconstitutionally removed from
Nextdoor.com after Missy Cat died (and/or Yahoo Birdland neighbors after I spoke
about the Struble/Discher incident -- see link below) illegal actions that caused me
IMMENSE emotional distress -- I would have been in the loop about important local
issues like the possible presence of coyotes for instance...
NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION /
DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

And due to the new situation where animals are federally protected for once -- like
they should have the whole time -- whether involuntary or purposeful; all forms of
unsanctioned animal cruelty must be heavily curtailed and eventually stopped; with
the added benefit of ensuring that humans are protected better as well in the
process...
On Wednesday, September 30, 2020, 5:01:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

And then there's this:
MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD

MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD
MISTER OLENAK WALKING HIS DOG BY MY HOUSE -- MISTER
OLENAK IS THE SAME PERSON WHO ATTACKED ME ON MY
PROPERTY ONE...

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:24:35 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

So the City of Sunnyvale and all of the POS corporations they suck up to are now
using this CCP-related downturn as a way to stop people from attending meetings
and effectively speaking their minds to potentially alter the city's course in the
future...While covid is good in a very small way because it kills humans while humans
are killing my cats (right now I like cats better than many humans - too bad) it is also
bad in a way due to the lack of due process it creates when it comes to public
hearings about important issues like land usage issues...When land usage issues are
the only reason most people attend city council meetings...
So democracy is dead; I no longer vote and never will again; and Democrats Newsom
and Harris and Weiner have effectively KILLED DEMOCRACY!?! SO FUCK KAMALA
HARRIS ALL THE WAY BACK TO HELL WHERE SHE CAME FROM ALONG WITH
BIDEN AND NEWSOM AND REST OF THEIR POS PARTY!
GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER 2016

GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER
2016
John finally voted once again at his old h igh s chool campus on 8
November 2016! > GO TO: VIOLATION OF THE VOT...

Have a nice day everyone! :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:13:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

By thew way: "We are facing very serious crises with COVID-19 and the economic
fallout. We need to act very cautiously in city finances so that we do not compromise
public safety, parks, libraries and other things that make Sunnyvale a great place to
live. The background picture is Sunnyvale's Sunken Gardens Golf Course. There is
pressure to close our golf courses since golf is becoming less popular. If closed, will
they become high rise office buildings or a park..." -- Mike Goldman
Note: OVER MY DEAD BODY WILL YOU PUT A HIGH RISE TOWER AT SUNKEN
GARDENS! BACK OFF CITY OF SUNNYVALE YOU GOD DAMNED OUT OF
CONTROL BLOOD SUCKING MAGGOTS!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:06:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: I just added future Sunnyvale Mayor Mike Goldman to this email thread to bring
him up to date...I asked him to tell animal control to put a hold on Cali Cat's body to
positively determine her cause of death...I will soon explain why Mike is the best
choice for strong mayor; since his approach is so much like mine...And I will also
share my money-saving / people empowering ideas that democrats like Newsom and
Harris so despise...
While the San Jose Mercury News has been pushing pro-growth candidates in their
editorial section in this grossly overcrowded region lately...Even though local cities
are full of people fed up with the traffic mess that is now gone thanx to the the latest
economic slowdown (there is a good side to it all) It seems that many local officials
don't realize this little Silicon Valley party is over for now until further notice...
People will decide who is best based upon their needs; not the needs of the SJ
Mercury News who is based in a grossly overcrowded and overbuilt region that used
to be the Valley of Heart's Delight...Or the needs of Newsom and Harris who have
effectively made me decide to never attend a city council meeting ever again...
Because what is the point anyway after SB 35 and SB 50 and/or Proposition 64 which
killed Proposition 215 after misleading the public into thinking it was only about
recreational pot?
DEMOCRACY IS DEAD! AND YOU CAN THANK NEWSOM AND WEINER AND
HARRIS ETC FOR IT!
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS ACTIVELY TRYING TO KILL DEMOCRACY AS WE
KNOW IT!
Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...
Other than that; how's your day going!? :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:11:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

What I am getting at here is: once I am fully compensated for the various rights etc
violations that I experienced over time from all agencies and departments etc involved
in my years of government/police-sponsored torture; I will be more than happy to give
the CTFB and/or IRS their fair share...I have absolutely no problem with this...
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:03:49 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; 1) After all of these various egregious rights violations and illegal
behaviors on the part of others; including the federal government using military
helicopters in a totally lame and unsuccessful attempt to intimidate and/or coerce me
and Jimmy who was too drunk to notice: 1a) It's bad because the CIA broke the law;
and 1b) good because me and Jimmy Finley will go down in history for this! 2)
Because John Lennon and Jim Morrison never had the US Military used against
them! 2a) WoW! 3) Then I also got a big fat overinflated tax bill based upon several
non-existent employees I never had even after HR Block appealed for me; nonexistent employees that the CTFB has the burden of proof of naming...So I gave up
on this crooked agency...
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
Weighing in on this subject: Unless someone has signed a contract ~
they cannot be classified as a contractor......

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR NEWSOM:

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
NEWSOM:
UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former
Tax Compliance Specialist at California State Bo...
"UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former Tax Compliance Specialist at California State
Board of Equalization" and I have been grossly overcharged on taxes for many years now stating I have several
employees and charging me for them when I have never had any employees...and when I appealed it with HR Block;
they rejected the appeal and kept sending me bills which I finally started ignoring due to their fraudulent claims...then
without due process it went to court and they took money from my boss who submitted a 1099 for me...even though I
make less than $14,000 and am not taxable...what the hell is up with this and how can I fix it?..."

"Contact The Taxpayer Rights Advocates Office. Don't let them transfer you back to a representative. Insist that you
speak to someone in the advocate's office and file a complaint. If that doesn't work contact the governor's office directly
via letter. Whatever you do be CO operative and don't relay you're frustration and anger because that will make them
shut you down. The advocate's office results are usually favorable on the side of the taxpayer. Good luck. I can't stand
that place. lol..." -- ex-CTFB employee
"Ok thanx...They already shut everything down so they can't do that to me now thankfully...And both my jobs got
gutted by Newsom so in a way I'm untouchable by them now...Plus the IRS is likely sending me back the roughly $1200
dollars the state took from me unlawfully in Corona virus economic stimulation funds...And right after I sent this out the
whole damn state shut down so maybe you're right...and thanx again..." > Note: The CFTB apparently does not like dissent
just like the CCP...So the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB is the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB etc etc etc + SEE ALSO: THE DNC IS THE
CCP IS THE DNC IS THE CCP ETC @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dnc-is-ccp-is-dnc-is-ccp-etc.html.."

In retrospect; 1) The CA EDD is a total and complete disaster along with Governor
Newsom; and 2) The CTFB has been sending out grossly overstated tax bills;
including when Kamala Harris was CA AG -- and this is just part of the reason why
this SF bay area region is a slave zone for so many low income individuals like me
and many others...Because not only are low income individuals in general
discriminated against on a class-based discrimination level; but low income white
males are also discriminated against more than any other subgroup in this particular
region...Adding to this; Democrats like Kamala Harris and Joe Biden also actually
want to tax the janitor who Biden just beat up behind the locker room with evil his tax
plan...A janitor who probably lives in an RV near from his work; and a janitor who will
probably continue to do so as long as he or she keeps being overtaxed by
Biden...And imagine if that janitor is a female -- think about it: Joe Biden just
metaphorically beat up a female janitor!?! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE
hypothetical behavior that must cease Joe Biden!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 1:21:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street
"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...
A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like
this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...
I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...
But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares

about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...
In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by
accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to
Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon
to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...
Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY
NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!
I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as
even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant
neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for
our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...
EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @
co...
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...
EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost
always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal

ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the

end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body

until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...

On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC

+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at

parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled

against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)

Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main

suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...

If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...

Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is

a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did

with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
Stretch Brian (USACAN); raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc0310011@yahoo.com; mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net;
mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com;
joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org;
chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; patrick@sdpap.org;
ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney;
jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov;
gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; galaxy_454@yahoo.com; florestrisha09@gmail.com; Be
Judged; Jeremy Schmidt; mike@mikegoldman4mayor.org
Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Friday, October 2, 2020 4:48:07 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
OOPS: Here's something from my Facebook page today: "i can't help but think this was the goal to begin with; to infect trump...either way
the obiden administration conspiring with china to make biological weapons after they were banned in the 1970s is very suspect whether
they backed out or not (great idea: let's make new biological weapons with our enemy!?); along with allowing the virus in by not shutting
down flights -- while playing the race card allowing the CCP to win their insidious little game (it's a very big game actually); and including
encouraging violence through non feasance and/or riots to ensue to help purposefully spread it around and allow their democratic/CPP
virus to take hold; and therefore cause a need for more forced health care like democrats always wanted...this is all part of the plan and
soros is the head of it all encouraging not only the hatred towards trump (who is another rich guy while all rich guys do not like each
other) but also the spread of the virus...and all during a time when small business is dwindling -- but why should soros care? he owns all
the big businesses that are thriving right now so he is getting windfall profits...these are the most important words ever written...as the
world wallows in nonsensical absurdities; i know the real truth...and the truth knows no boundaries..." >
http://www.likroper.com/AIDS.html :)

On Friday, October 2, 2020, 4:43:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

here's something from my Facebook page today: "i can't help but think this was the goal to
begin with; to infect trump...either way the obiden administration conspiring with china to
make a biological weapons after they were banned in the 1970s is very suspect whether
they backed out or not (great idea: let's make new biological weapons with our enemy!?);
along with allowing the virus in by not shutting down flights -- while playing the race card
allowing the CCP to win their insidious little game (it's a very big game actually); and
including encouraging violence through nonfeasance and/or riots to ensue to help
purposefully spread it around and allow their democratic/CPP virus to take hold; and
therefore cause a need for more forced health care like democrats always wanted...this is all
part of the plan and soros is the head of it all encouraging not only the hatred towards
trump (who is another rich guy while all rich guys do not like each other) but also the
spread of the virus...and all during a time when small business is dwindling -- but why
should soros care? he owns all the big businesses that are thriving right now so he is
getting windfall profits...these are the most important words ever written...as the world
wallows in nonsensical absurdities; i know the real truth...and the truth knows no
boundaries..." > www.likroper.com/AIDS.html
On Friday, October 2, 2020, 2:12:36 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that finally I spoke to Sunnyvale Animal Control yesterday regarding Cali
Cat...It was the lady who responded to the call about Cali; and she said she saw
nothing unusual about Cali when she hauled her off...But this is the third dead cat of
mine in as many weeks; so how could that not raise a red flag for her?
It is more than obvious to me that not only does Sunnyvale Animal Control do a better
job than many jurisdictions; like other place in America or the world where they have
no morals regarding animal rights -- but they also are not stepping up their game due
to the new reality of federal animal cruelty laws...I said to her; what if there were dead
human bodies lying all over the place like animals are...Would you not take a photo
and not treat them like they were crimes scenes like you do with dead animals?
Obviously not...
I also told her about a late night encounter of mine at Denny's with a person who
claimed to work for every 3 letter agency in the book (FBI-CIA etc) He said he would
be flown into foreign territories by helicopter to kill certain people (rebel leaders etc)
while making it look like it was an accident (and he was trained to do so) Gary Webb
for instance...Or Kurt Kobain; although I tend to think Kurt was responsible for
that...Regardless; you know damn well that this practice of killing and making it look
accidental is practiced here in America as well...Sorta -- but not exactly -- like the latenight ambush attack back in July 2007 that occurred a few days after requesting a
public hearing about the SCPD duck feeding SWAT team incident ~ and/or the
connected years-long police-sponsored siege on my residence by the RPF...
LAYING IN WAIT, MALICIOUS VANDALISM AND ATTEMPTED VEHICULAR MANSLAUGHTER
+ REBEL LEADER LIK ROPER + THE SMOKING GUN? POLICE-SPONSORED GANG STALKING; WITNESS INTIMIDATION;
CONSPIRACY; LAYING IN WAIT; MALICIOUS MISCHIEF ETC

THE SMOKING GUN? POLICE-SPONSORED GANG
STALKING; WITNESS INTIMIDATION; C...
O n 24 July 2007 John requested a hearing from the City of Santa
Clara regarding a wrongful arrest/kidnapping b...

REBEL LEADER LIK ROPER
CIVIL RIGHTS ~ AN OVERVIEW: A civil right is an enforceable right or
privilege, which if interfered with by ano...

LAYING IN WAIT, MALICIOUS VANDALISM AND
ATTEMPTED VEHICULAR MANSLAUGHTER
i was going to meet a few friends at denny's after karaoke, but
'luckily' i came home for a minute first instead...

Therefore it is imperative that ALL animal deaths be treated differently in the future...I
asked the Sunnyvale Animal Control lady if she took photos of the animals she
gathers at work and she said no...I suggested that whether she is required to do it or
not; all dead animals that she comes upon should be treated like crimes scenes and
documented and photographed not only to help people identify their missing pets; but
to also add an extra layer of protection as well just in case...
I told her "it's no skin off your back to take a photo of the dead animals you find...It
takes about a second...Why don't you use your smart phone?..." etc...So why doesn't
animal control just start doing this now? We need a new directive for animal
control...Most dead animals animal control finds likely died accidentally; and some
dead animals were victims of tangling with wildlife; but for that small percentage of
animals who were killed purposefully; further documentation of all incidents must
occur...
For instance; the story about Baby Cat being killed by a wild animal is still suspect to
me since I can see no wild dogs running around on surveillance the night she
disappeared...Adding to this; there was a solar light that was suspiciously moved
around on my property the same night she disappeared...And that light may hold
clues to who took it apart; as a human had to have done it...But since Sunnyvale DPS
handled my own situation so badly and with such disdain for my life; why would they
suddenly start caring about cats more? After all; one particular DPS officer has killed
11 PEOPLE so far without being arrested...
And many times it is people with knives they could have easily stopped without killing
them...For instance; I have had 3 people come at me with knives in my lifetime and I
successfully got away from all of them without killing any of them...And protecting and
serving the public is what cops are really supposed to be doing; not killing the public
while they are at it...But again it all gets back to the usage of semi-obsolete guns and
tasers; which either kill or maim or jolt people with thousands of volts of electricity;
which is obviously a form of cruel and unusual punishment...Guns will always be
needed for certain law enforcement situations; but for many encounters they should
not be used...
For instance; killing mountain lions here in California is now illegal; so why is it still
legal to shoot humans? Therefore humane restraint techniques used to capture wild
animals without harming them must be considered for usage on human subjects in
the future...Net guns for instance that shoot a net over someone to render them
helpless while not harming them; allowing certain unruly suspects to be apprehended
without harm...
And I know damn well that many current protestors do not like this humane restraint

technique idea even though it will prevent unnecessary deaths; mainly because they
feel like they will be treated like animals...But without any other better options it is
more than obvious to me that this is the future...And as long as people continue
acting like animals; they should be treated that way...And conversely; animals must
be exponentially treated better as well so humans can receive better treatment in
return...it's very simple...
Therefore; Sunnyvale Animal Control and all other animal control agencies must
increasingly step up their games to meet the new higher standard of animal protection
since animal cruelty is now a federal felony...The evolution of human consciousness
will never cease; and it must continue on in an upwards fashion...
On Friday, October 2, 2020, 1:06:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I corrected the blog post...I actually got 2 speeding tickets in my life...Oops...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 2:40:08 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...
It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the
democratic public hearing process in general for imp...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 1:48:37 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the democratic public hearing
process in general for important local decisions is not only dangerous to the prospect
of 'the inevitability of deepened democracy' if you will; but it also obviously can lead to
intensive radicalization like you read in the last few emails...
It's like they say; when peaceful revolution is made impossible; there are generally
only two options left:
Do nothing or do something less than peaceful...And you know doing nothing is never
an option for me and many others...And people like Mister Olenak who have paid into
government coffers through their lifetimes tend to get more protection than people like
me who have not put as much into their system...
===
Note: As taxes and levies and penalties are really nothing more than official bribes to
keep government off your back much like mob protection money...And Mister Olenak
is a perfect example of this -- including the mob-style sit down administrative hearing
with Mister Olenak and two police officers who protected this violent angry pig with
billy clubs (just like they do at a mob sit down hearing -- as police billy clubs =
baseball bats)...

(SCPD Officers Seagrave and Lopez in other words...And the judge actually liked
me...How could he not?
I am obviously an awesome person with a big heart and somewhat superior intellect
as well)...
===
Adding to all of this; attending city council meetings can be very dangerous to your
personal safety as police allow those who saw you at the city council meeting on
video to stalk and harass you as they obviously did with me at my residence for
simply disagreeing with them or whatever their fucking god damned problem was
and/or is...I am living proof of this and this is part of the reason I will never attend
another city council meeting ever again...And some of the people doing the staling
and harassment are cops...
BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM

BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM
Edward Snowden was brave to stand up for the rule of law, and
what's right. However, he really didn't reveal any...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

So fuck that motherfucking bastard Newsom...Luckily the CCP has destroyed his
chances of going forth...
All this started back with me calling the City of Santa Clara on Mister Olenak for
pouring bleach into duck food to try and poison ducks in the early 2000s...Mister
Olenak is truly a dangerous and deranged old fuck...He not only threatened to attack
me and my father; but he also followed through with his threats and nothing was done
about it...Even when he admitted to the attack in front of a judge (Louis Amadeo
Junior) And while I am not intimidated by Mister Olenaks' coercive behavior; that is
his main nefarious goal here; so what Mister Olenak has done lately is the same old
witness intimidation that he has been doing for many years now...
With the help of local police departments; and some wonder why so many are angry at law
enforcement...I feel the discrimination with Seagrave was partially sexual identity-based; and
partially racially-based too with Officer Lopez...
But since the City of Santa Clara is so obviously and publicly gender-biased against
males (low income white males are discriminated against the most in this particular
bay area region) partially due to the fact that the City of Santa Clara and many other
similar agencies in this region openly celebrate bravery in females but not males -- I
do not receive equal protections...If females are so empowered now why do they
need extra protections?
And pedestrians in this region are still regularly run over on the sometimes bustling
and overcrowded streets of the bay area...When the infrastructure and buildings
surrounding the streets have been in constant change since this region began; the
streets themselves remain largely the same; dangerously stuck in the 1950s and 60s
traffic calming-wise...And with all the money in the world at one time here in Silicon
Valley until recently; foot dragging on this all-important safety issue has caused
nothing to be done about it...
What is more important? Life or commerce? (see: the UK) Then when you add in the
massive and unnecessary cutbacks to traffic safety police officers that has happened
over the last 20 years (cops seemed to hide out at 5 pm when the overwhelming
traffic stampede began in the 90s) it has made it even more dangerous for
pedestrians and wildlife and whatever else is in the way of this often out of control
traffic stampede...
Whether or not the deaths of Meesha and Cali are accidental or not; the fact that
animal cruelty is now a serious federal felony makes even accidental traffic deaths of
our pets and/or wildlife an all-important issue that must be dealt with in an expedient
and pro-active fashion...Defensive driving is what I was always taught and is one of
the reasons I drove for living for almost 40 years without any accidents or tickets...
Furthermore; if I had not been illegally and/or unconstitutionally removed from
Nextdoor.com after Missy Cat died (and/or Yahoo Birdland neighbors after I spoke
about the Struble/Discher incident -- see link below) illegal actions that caused me
IMMENSE emotional distress -- I would have been in the loop about important local

issues like the possible presence of coyotes for instance...
NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION /
DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

And due to the new situation where animals are federally protected for once -- like
they should have the whole time -- whether involuntary or purposeful; all forms of
unsanctioned animal cruelty must be heavily curtailed and eventually stopped; with
the added benefit of ensuring that humans are protected better as well in the
process...
On Wednesday, September 30, 2020, 5:01:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

And then there's this:
MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD

MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD
MISTER OLENAK WALKING HIS DOG BY MY HOUSE -- MISTER
OLENAK IS THE SAME PERSON WHO ATTACKED ME ON MY
PROPERTY ONE...

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:24:35 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

So the City of Sunnyvale and all of the POS corporations they suck up to are now
using this CCP-related downturn as a way to stop people from attending meetings
and effectively speaking their minds to potentially alter the city's course in the
future...While covid is good in a very small way because it kills humans while humans
are killing my cats (right now I like cats better than many humans - too bad) it is also
bad in a way due to the lack of due process it creates when it comes to public
hearings about important issues like land usage issues...When land usage issues are
the only reason most people attend city council meetings...
So democracy is dead; I no longer vote and never will again; and Democrats Newsom
and Harris and Weiner have effectively KILLED DEMOCRACY!?! SO FUCK KAMALA
HARRIS ALL THE WAY BACK TO HELL WHERE SHE CAME FROM ALONG WITH
BIDEN AND NEWSOM AND REST OF THEIR POS PARTY!
GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER 2016

GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER
2016
John finally voted once again at his old h igh s chool campus on 8
November 2016! > GO TO: VIOLATION OF THE VOT...

Have a nice day everyone! :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:13:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

By thew way: "We are facing very serious crises with COVID-19 and the economic
fallout. We need to act very cautiously in city finances so that we do not compromise
public safety, parks, libraries and other things that make Sunnyvale a great place to
live. The background picture is Sunnyvale's Sunken Gardens Golf Course. There is

pressure to close our golf courses since golf is becoming less popular. If closed, will
they become high rise office buildings or a park..." -- Mike Goldman
Note: OVER MY DEAD BODY WILL YOU PUT A HIGH RISE TOWER AT SUNKEN
GARDENS! BACK OFF CITY OF SUNNYVALE YOU GOD DAMNED OUT OF
CONTROL BLOOD SUCKING MAGGOTS!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:06:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: I just added future Sunnyvale Mayor Mike Goldman to this email thread to bring
him up to date...I asked him to tell animal control to put a hold on Cali Cat's body to
positively determine her cause of death...I will soon explain why Mike is the best
choice for strong mayor; since his approach is so much like mine...And I will also
share my money-saving / people empowering ideas that democrats like Newsom and
Harris so despise...
While the San Jose Mercury News has been pushing pro-growth candidates in their
editorial section in this grossly overcrowded region lately...Even though local cities
are full of people fed up with the traffic mess that is now gone thanx to the the latest
economic slowdown (there is a good side to it all) It seems that many local officials
don't realize this little Silicon Valley party is over for now until further notice...
People will decide who is best based upon their needs; not the needs of the SJ
Mercury News who is based in a grossly overcrowded and overbuilt region that used
to be the Valley of Heart's Delight...Or the needs of Newsom and Harris who have
effectively made me decide to never attend a city council meeting ever again...
Because what is the point anyway after SB 35 and SB 50 and/or Proposition 64 which
killed Proposition 215 after misleading the public into thinking it was only about
recreational pot?
DEMOCRACY IS DEAD! AND YOU CAN THANK NEWSOM AND WEINER AND
HARRIS ETC FOR IT!
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS ACTIVELY TRYING TO KILL DEMOCRACY AS WE
KNOW IT!
Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...
Other than that; how's your day going!? :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:11:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

What I am getting at here is: once I am fully compensated for the various rights etc
violations that I experienced over time from all agencies and departments etc involved
in my years of government/police-sponsored torture; I will be more than happy to give
the CTFB and/or IRS their fair share...I have absolutely no problem with this...
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:03:49 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; 1) After all of these various egregious rights violations and illegal
behaviors on the part of others; including the federal government using military
helicopters in a totally lame and unsuccessful attempt to intimidate and/or coerce me
and Jimmy who was too drunk to notice: 1a) It's bad because the CIA broke the law;
and 1b) good because me and Jimmy Finley will go down in history for this! 2)
Because John Lennon and Jim Morrison never had the US Military used against
them! 2a) WoW! 3) Then I also got a big fat overinflated tax bill based upon several
non-existent employees I never had even after HR Block appealed for me; nonexistent employees that the CTFB has the burden of proof of naming...So I gave up
on this crooked agency...
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
Weighing in on this subject: Unless someone has signed a contract ~
they cannot be classified as a contractor......

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR NEWSOM:

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
NEWSOM:
UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former
Tax Compliance Specialist at California State Bo...
"UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former Tax Compliance Specialist at California State
Board of Equalization" and I have been grossly overcharged on taxes for many years now stating I have several
employees and charging me for them when I have never had any employees...and when I appealed it with HR Block;
they rejected the appeal and kept sending me bills which I finally started ignoring due to their fraudulent claims...then
without due process it went to court and they took money from my boss who submitted a 1099 for me...even though I
make less than $14,000 and am not taxable...what the hell is up with this and how can I fix it?..."
"Contact The Taxpayer Rights Advocates Office. Don't let them transfer you back to a representative. Insist that you
speak to someone in the advocate's office and file a complaint. If that doesn't work contact the governor's office directly
via letter. Whatever you do be CO operative and don't relay you're frustration and anger because that will make them
shut you down. The advocate's office results are usually favorable on the side of the taxpayer. Good luck. I can't stand
that place. lol..." -- ex-CTFB employee
"Ok thanx...They already shut everything down so they can't do that to me now thankfully...And both my jobs got
gutted by Newsom so in a way I'm untouchable by them now...Plus the IRS is likely sending me back the roughly $1200
dollars the state took from me unlawfully in Corona virus economic stimulation funds...And right after I sent this out the
whole damn state shut down so maybe you're right...and thanx again..." > Note: The CFTB apparently does not like dissent
just like the CCP...So the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB is the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB etc etc etc + SEE ALSO: THE DNC IS THE
CCP IS THE DNC IS THE CCP ETC @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dnc-is-ccp-is-dnc-is-ccp-etc.html.."

In retrospect; 1) The CA EDD is a total and complete disaster along with Governor
Newsom; and 2) The CTFB has been sending out grossly overstated tax bills;
including when Kamala Harris was CA AG -- and this is just part of the reason why
this SF bay area region is a slave zone for so many low income individuals like me
and many others...Because not only are low income individuals in general
discriminated against on a class-based discrimination level; but low income white
males are also discriminated against more than any other subgroup in this particular
region...Adding to this; Democrats like Kamala Harris and Joe Biden also actually
want to tax the janitor who Biden just beat up behind the locker room with evil his tax
plan...A janitor who probably lives in an RV near from his work; and a janitor who will
probably continue to do so as long as he or she keeps being overtaxed by
Biden...And imagine if that janitor is a female -- think about it: Joe Biden just
metaphorically beat up a female janitor!?! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE
hypothetical behavior that must cease Joe Biden!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 1:21:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street
"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...
A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like
this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...

I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...
But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares
about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...
In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by
accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to
Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon
to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...
Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY
NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!
I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as
even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant
neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for

our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...
EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @
co...
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...
EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost
always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive

situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...

The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety

cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...

In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the

way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up

being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;

but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was

officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a

roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden

narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done

something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===

BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?

(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to

discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care

about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all

public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!
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By the way; as for the email before last; I know it is lying in wait and not laying in
wait...But I can't change it now because the neighborhood copwatch page was
hacked long ago...But by whom?...It's good in a way though because it is a snapshot
from that time period and I have actually forgotten some of the details; so it is good i
chronicled it for this future time to finally attain justice and compensation...
It's all backed up information in case any of you are planning on asking to have this
history erased as is the latest trend by various social media platforms (like early
Christians did in Egypt and South America etc)...
And! I've got another live one harassing and stalking me now too...I'll tell all of you
including Officer Jay Schmitty in a future blog post if I get to it...Attached are photos of
the vehicle involved...It's Farmanian again; someone Sunnyvale Police could have
arrested for misdemeanor assault long ago but didn't; so he feels emboldened to
continue on with this stalking and harassment and intimidation...
And Farmanian's older brother was and/or is a DEA agent; while the younger
Farmanian (who was driving the vehicle seen in the photos) used to sell pot to my
friend of mine a long long time ago...Funny how that works...
SEE ALSO: THE REVOLVING DOOR OF VIOLENT STALKING AND HARASSMENT
@ http://likroper.com/TRDOVSAH3.wmv

Anyway; if this guy continues to act up I will emailOfficer Schmitty and maybe he can
have a little talk with Mister Farmanian since he lives within Schmitty's
jurisdiction...That's all it would have taken with the RPF; a simple: "A neighbor of
yours seems to think there are disturbances originating from this residence; so if this
is true plaese cease and desist any alleged stalking and/or harassing behaviors or

you could end up facing charges or having the vehicle used in these alleged noncoincidental behaviors temporarily impounded...
Thank you..." Or something like that...I would make a great cop and you all know it...
On Friday, October 2, 2020, 4:47:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

OOPS: Here's something from my Facebook page today: "i can't help but think this was the goal to begin with; to infect trump...either way
the obiden administration conspiring with china to make biological weapons after they were banned in the 1970s is very suspect whether
they backed out or not (great idea: let's make new biological weapons with our enemy!?); along with allowing the virus in by not shutting
down flights -- while playing the race card allowing the CCP to win their insidious little game (it's a very big game actually); and including
encouraging violence through non feasance and/or riots to ensue to help purposefully spread it around and allow their democratic/CPP
virus to take hold; and therefore cause a need for more forced health care like democrats always wanted...this is all part of the plan and
soros is the head of it all encouraging not only the hatred towards trump (who is another rich guy while all rich guys do not like each
other) but also the spread of the virus...and all during a time when small business is dwindling -- but why should soros care? he owns all
the big businesses that are thriving right now so he is getting windfall profits...these are the most important words ever written...as the
world wallows in nonsensical absurdities; i know the real truth...and the truth knows no boundaries..." >
http://www.likroper.com/AIDS.html :)

On Friday, October 2, 2020, 4:43:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

here's something from my Facebook page today: "i can't help but think this was the goal to
begin with; to infect trump...either way the obiden administration conspiring with china to
make a biological weapons after they were banned in the 1970s is very suspect whether
they backed out or not (great idea: let's make new biological weapons with our enemy!?);
along with allowing the virus in by not shutting down flights -- while playing the race card
allowing the CCP to win their insidious little game (it's a very big game actually); and
including encouraging violence through nonfeasance and/or riots to ensue to help
purposefully spread it around and allow their democratic/CPP virus to take hold; and
therefore cause a need for more forced health care like democrats always wanted...this is all
part of the plan and soros is the head of it all encouraging not only the hatred towards
trump (who is another rich guy while all rich guys do not like each other) but also the
spread of the virus...and all during a time when small business is dwindling -- but why
should soros care? he owns all the big businesses that are thriving right now so he is
getting windfall profits...these are the most important words ever written...as the world
wallows in nonsensical absurdities; i know the real truth...and the truth knows no
boundaries..." > www.likroper.com/AIDS.html
On Friday, October 2, 2020, 2:12:36 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that finally I spoke to Sunnyvale Animal Control yesterday regarding Cali
Cat...It was the lady who responded to the call about Cali; and she said she saw
nothing unusual about Cali when she hauled her off...But this is the third dead cat of
mine in as many weeks; so how could that not raise a red flag for her?
It is more than obvious to me that not only does Sunnyvale Animal Control do a better
job than many jurisdictions; like other place in America or the world where they have
no morals regarding animal rights -- but they also are not stepping up their game due
to the new reality of federal animal cruelty laws...I said to her; what if there were dead
human bodies lying all over the place like animals are...Would you not take a photo
and not treat them like they were crimes scenes like you do with dead animals?
Obviously not...

I also told her about a late night encounter of mine at Denny's with a person who
claimed to work for every 3 letter agency in the book (FBI-CIA etc) He said he would
be flown into foreign territories by helicopter to kill certain people (rebel leaders etc)
while making it look like it was an accident (and he was trained to do so) Gary Webb
for instance...Or Kurt Kobain; although I tend to think Kurt was responsible for
that...Regardless; you know damn well that this practice of killing and making it look
accidental is practiced here in America as well...Sorta -- but not exactly -- like the latenight ambush attack back in July 2007 that occurred a few days after requesting a
public hearing about the SCPD duck feeding SWAT team incident ~ and/or the
connected years-long police-sponsored siege on my residence by the RPF...
LAYING IN WAIT, MALICIOUS VANDALISM AND ATTEMPTED VEHICULAR MANSLAUGHTER
+ REBEL LEADER LIK ROPER + THE SMOKING GUN? POLICE-SPONSORED GANG STALKING; WITNESS INTIMIDATION;
CONSPIRACY; LAYING IN WAIT; MALICIOUS MISCHIEF ETC

THE SMOKING GUN? POLICE-SPONSORED GANG
STALKING; WITNESS INTIMIDATION; C...
O n 24 July 2007 John requested a hearing from the City of Santa
Clara regarding a wrongful arrest/kidnapping b...

REBEL LEADER LIK ROPER
CIVIL RIGHTS ~ AN OVERVIEW: A civil right is an enforceable right or
privilege, which if interfered with by ano...

LAYING IN WAIT, MALICIOUS VANDALISM AND
ATTEMPTED VEHICULAR MANSLAUGHTER
i was going to meet a few friends at denny's after karaoke, but
'luckily' i came home for a minute first instead...

Therefore it is imperative that ALL animal deaths be treated differently in the future...I
asked the Sunnyvale Animal Control lady if she took photos of the animals she
gathers at work and she said no...I suggested that whether she is required to do it or
not; all dead animals that she comes upon should be treated like crimes scenes and
documented and photographed not only to help people identify their missing pets; but
to also add an extra layer of protection as well just in case...
I told her "it's no skin off your back to take a photo of the dead animals you find...It
takes about a second...Why don't you use your smart phone?..." etc...So why doesn't

animal control just start doing this now? We need a new directive for animal
control...Most dead animals animal control finds likely died accidentally; and some
dead animals were victims of tangling with wildlife; but for that small percentage of
animals who were killed purposefully; further documentation of all incidents must
occur...
For instance; the story about Baby Cat being killed by a wild animal is still suspect to
me since I can see no wild dogs running around on surveillance the night she
disappeared...Adding to this; there was a solar light that was suspiciously moved
around on my property the same night she disappeared...And that light may hold
clues to who took it apart; as a human had to have done it...But since Sunnyvale DPS
handled my own situation so badly and with such disdain for my life; why would they
suddenly start caring about cats more? After all; one particular DPS officer has killed
11 PEOPLE so far without being arrested...
And many times it is people with knives they could have easily stopped without killing
them...For instance; I have had 3 people come at me with knives in my lifetime and I
successfully got away from all of them without killing any of them...And protecting and
serving the public is what cops are really supposed to be doing; not killing the public
while they are at it...But again it all gets back to the usage of semi-obsolete guns and
tasers; which either kill or maim or jolt people with thousands of volts of electricity;
which is obviously a form of cruel and unusual punishment...Guns will always be
needed for certain law enforcement situations; but for many encounters they should
not be used...
For instance; killing mountain lions here in California is now illegal; so why is it still
legal to shoot humans? Therefore humane restraint techniques used to capture wild
animals without harming them must be considered for usage on human subjects in
the future...Net guns for instance that shoot a net over someone to render them
helpless while not harming them; allowing certain unruly suspects to be apprehended
without harm...
And I know damn well that many current protestors do not like this humane restraint
technique idea even though it will prevent unnecessary deaths; mainly because they
feel like they will be treated like animals...But without any other better options it is
more than obvious to me that this is the future...And as long as people continue
acting like animals; they should be treated that way...And conversely; animals must
be exponentially treated better as well so humans can receive better treatment in
return...it's very simple...
Therefore; Sunnyvale Animal Control and all other animal control agencies must
increasingly step up their games to meet the new higher standard of animal protection
since animal cruelty is now a federal felony...The evolution of human consciousness
will never cease; and it must continue on in an upwards fashion...
On Friday, October 2, 2020, 1:06:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I corrected the blog post...I actually got 2 speeding tickets in my life...Oops...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 2:40:08 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...
It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the
democratic public hearing process in general for imp...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 1:48:37 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the democratic public hearing
process in general for important local decisions is not only dangerous to the prospect
of 'the inevitability of deepened democracy' if you will; but it also obviously can lead to
intensive radicalization like you read in the last few emails...
It's like they say; when peaceful revolution is made impossible; there are generally
only two options left:
Do nothing or do something less than peaceful...And you know doing nothing is never
an option for me and many others...And people like Mister Olenak who have paid into
government coffers through their lifetimes tend to get more protection than people like
me who have not put as much into their system...
===
Note: As taxes and levies and penalties are really nothing more than official bribes to
keep government off your back much like mob protection money...And Mister Olenak
is a perfect example of this -- including the mob-style sit down administrative hearing
with Mister Olenak and two police officers who protected this violent angry pig with
billy clubs (just like they do at a mob sit down hearing -- as police billy clubs =
baseball bats)...
(SCPD Officers Seagrave and Lopez in other words...And the judge actually liked
me...How could he not?
I am obviously an awesome person with a big heart and somewhat superior intellect
as well)...
===
Adding to all of this; attending city council meetings can be very dangerous to your
personal safety as police allow those who saw you at the city council meeting on
video to stalk and harass you as they obviously did with me at my residence for
simply disagreeing with them or whatever their fucking god damned problem was
and/or is...I am living proof of this and this is part of the reason I will never attend
another city council meeting ever again...And some of the people doing the staling
and harassment are cops...

BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM

BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM
Edward Snowden was brave to stand up for the rule of law, and
what's right. However, he really didn't reveal any...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

So fuck that motherfucking bastard Newsom...Luckily the CCP has destroyed his
chances of going forth...
All this started back with me calling the City of Santa Clara on Mister Olenak for
pouring bleach into duck food to try and poison ducks in the early 2000s...Mister
Olenak is truly a dangerous and deranged old fuck...He not only threatened to attack
me and my father; but he also followed through with his threats and nothing was done
about it...Even when he admitted to the attack in front of a judge (Louis Amadeo
Junior) And while I am not intimidated by Mister Olenaks' coercive behavior; that is
his main nefarious goal here; so what Mister Olenak has done lately is the same old
witness intimidation that he has been doing for many years now...
With the help of local police departments; and some wonder why so many are angry at law
enforcement...I feel the discrimination with Seagrave was partially sexual identity-based; and
partially racially-based too with Officer Lopez...

But since the City of Santa Clara is so obviously and publicly gender-biased against
males (low income white males are discriminated against the most in this particular
bay area region) partially due to the fact that the City of Santa Clara and many other
similar agencies in this region openly celebrate bravery in females but not males -- I
do not receive equal protections...If females are so empowered now why do they
need extra protections?
And pedestrians in this region are still regularly run over on the sometimes bustling
and overcrowded streets of the bay area...When the infrastructure and buildings
surrounding the streets have been in constant change since this region began; the
streets themselves remain largely the same; dangerously stuck in the 1950s and 60s
traffic calming-wise...And with all the money in the world at one time here in Silicon
Valley until recently; foot dragging on this all-important safety issue has caused
nothing to be done about it...
What is more important? Life or commerce? (see: the UK) Then when you add in the
massive and unnecessary cutbacks to traffic safety police officers that has happened
over the last 20 years (cops seemed to hide out at 5 pm when the overwhelming
traffic stampede began in the 90s) it has made it even more dangerous for
pedestrians and wildlife and whatever else is in the way of this often out of control
traffic stampede...
Whether or not the deaths of Meesha and Cali are accidental or not; the fact that
animal cruelty is now a serious federal felony makes even accidental traffic deaths of
our pets and/or wildlife an all-important issue that must be dealt with in an expedient
and pro-active fashion...Defensive driving is what I was always taught and is one of
the reasons I drove for living for almost 40 years without any accidents or tickets...
Furthermore; if I had not been illegally and/or unconstitutionally removed from
Nextdoor.com after Missy Cat died (and/or Yahoo Birdland neighbors after I spoke
about the Struble/Discher incident -- see link below) illegal actions that caused me
IMMENSE emotional distress -- I would have been in the loop about important local
issues like the possible presence of coyotes for instance...
NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION /
DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC

ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

And due to the new situation where animals are federally protected for once -- like
they should have the whole time -- whether involuntary or purposeful; all forms of
unsanctioned animal cruelty must be heavily curtailed and eventually stopped; with
the added benefit of ensuring that humans are protected better as well in the
process...
On Wednesday, September 30, 2020, 5:01:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

And then there's this:
MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD

MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD
MISTER OLENAK WALKING HIS DOG BY MY HOUSE -- MISTER
OLENAK IS THE SAME PERSON WHO ATTACKED ME ON MY
PROPERTY ONE...

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:24:35 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

So the City of Sunnyvale and all of the POS corporations they suck up to are now
using this CCP-related downturn as a way to stop people from attending meetings
and effectively speaking their minds to potentially alter the city's course in the
future...While covid is good in a very small way because it kills humans while humans
are killing my cats (right now I like cats better than many humans - too bad) it is also

bad in a way due to the lack of due process it creates when it comes to public
hearings about important issues like land usage issues...When land usage issues are
the only reason most people attend city council meetings...
So democracy is dead; I no longer vote and never will again; and Democrats Newsom
and Harris and Weiner have effectively KILLED DEMOCRACY!?! SO FUCK KAMALA
HARRIS ALL THE WAY BACK TO HELL WHERE SHE CAME FROM ALONG WITH
BIDEN AND NEWSOM AND REST OF THEIR POS PARTY!
GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER 2016

GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER
2016
John finally voted once again at his old h igh s chool campus on 8
November 2016! > GO TO: VIOLATION OF THE VOT...

Have a nice day everyone! :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:13:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

By thew way: "We are facing very serious crises with COVID-19 and the economic
fallout. We need to act very cautiously in city finances so that we do not compromise
public safety, parks, libraries and other things that make Sunnyvale a great place to
live. The background picture is Sunnyvale's Sunken Gardens Golf Course. There is
pressure to close our golf courses since golf is becoming less popular. If closed, will
they become high rise office buildings or a park..." -- Mike Goldman
Note: OVER MY DEAD BODY WILL YOU PUT A HIGH RISE TOWER AT SUNKEN
GARDENS! BACK OFF CITY OF SUNNYVALE YOU GOD DAMNED OUT OF
CONTROL BLOOD SUCKING MAGGOTS!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:06:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: I just added future Sunnyvale Mayor Mike Goldman to this email thread to bring
him up to date...I asked him to tell animal control to put a hold on Cali Cat's body to
positively determine her cause of death...I will soon explain why Mike is the best
choice for strong mayor; since his approach is so much like mine...And I will also
share my money-saving / people empowering ideas that democrats like Newsom and

Harris so despise...
While the San Jose Mercury News has been pushing pro-growth candidates in their
editorial section in this grossly overcrowded region lately...Even though local cities
are full of people fed up with the traffic mess that is now gone thanx to the the latest
economic slowdown (there is a good side to it all) It seems that many local officials
don't realize this little Silicon Valley party is over for now until further notice...
People will decide who is best based upon their needs; not the needs of the SJ
Mercury News who is based in a grossly overcrowded and overbuilt region that used
to be the Valley of Heart's Delight...Or the needs of Newsom and Harris who have
effectively made me decide to never attend a city council meeting ever again...
Because what is the point anyway after SB 35 and SB 50 and/or Proposition 64 which
killed Proposition 215 after misleading the public into thinking it was only about
recreational pot?
DEMOCRACY IS DEAD! AND YOU CAN THANK NEWSOM AND WEINER AND
HARRIS ETC FOR IT!
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS ACTIVELY TRYING TO KILL DEMOCRACY AS WE
KNOW IT!
Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...
Other than that; how's your day going!? :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:11:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

What I am getting at here is: once I am fully compensated for the various rights etc

violations that I experienced over time from all agencies and departments etc involved
in my years of government/police-sponsored torture; I will be more than happy to give
the CTFB and/or IRS their fair share...I have absolutely no problem with this...
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:03:49 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; 1) After all of these various egregious rights violations and illegal
behaviors on the part of others; including the federal government using military
helicopters in a totally lame and unsuccessful attempt to intimidate and/or coerce me
and Jimmy who was too drunk to notice: 1a) It's bad because the CIA broke the law;
and 1b) good because me and Jimmy Finley will go down in history for this! 2)
Because John Lennon and Jim Morrison never had the US Military used against
them! 2a) WoW! 3) Then I also got a big fat overinflated tax bill based upon several
non-existent employees I never had even after HR Block appealed for me; nonexistent employees that the CTFB has the burden of proof of naming...So I gave up
on this crooked agency...
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
Weighing in on this subject: Unless someone has signed a contract ~
they cannot be classified as a contractor......

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR NEWSOM:

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
NEWSOM:
UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former
Tax Compliance Specialist at California State Bo...
"UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former Tax Compliance Specialist at California State
Board of Equalization" and I have been grossly overcharged on taxes for many years now stating I have several
employees and charging me for them when I have never had any employees...and when I appealed it with HR Block;
they rejected the appeal and kept sending me bills which I finally started ignoring due to their fraudulent claims...then
without due process it went to court and they took money from my boss who submitted a 1099 for me...even though I
make less than $14,000 and am not taxable...what the hell is up with this and how can I fix it?..."
"Contact The Taxpayer Rights Advocates Office. Don't let them transfer you back to a representative. Insist that you
speak to someone in the advocate's office and file a complaint. If that doesn't work contact the governor's office directly
via letter. Whatever you do be CO operative and don't relay you're frustration and anger because that will make them
shut you down. The advocate's office results are usually favorable on the side of the taxpayer. Good luck. I can't stand
that place. lol..." -- ex-CTFB employee

"Ok thanx...They already shut everything down so they can't do that to me now thankfully...And both my jobs got
gutted by Newsom so in a way I'm untouchable by them now...Plus the IRS is likely sending me back the roughly $1200
dollars the state took from me unlawfully in Corona virus economic stimulation funds...And right after I sent this out the
whole damn state shut down so maybe you're right...and thanx again..." > Note: The CFTB apparently does not like dissent
just like the CCP...So the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB is the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB etc etc etc + SEE ALSO: THE DNC IS THE
CCP IS THE DNC IS THE CCP ETC @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dnc-is-ccp-is-dnc-is-ccp-etc.html.."

In retrospect; 1) The CA EDD is a total and complete disaster along with Governor
Newsom; and 2) The CTFB has been sending out grossly overstated tax bills;
including when Kamala Harris was CA AG -- and this is just part of the reason why
this SF bay area region is a slave zone for so many low income individuals like me
and many others...Because not only are low income individuals in general
discriminated against on a class-based discrimination level; but low income white
males are also discriminated against more than any other subgroup in this particular
region...Adding to this; Democrats like Kamala Harris and Joe Biden also actually
want to tax the janitor who Biden just beat up behind the locker room with evil his tax
plan...A janitor who probably lives in an RV near from his work; and a janitor who will
probably continue to do so as long as he or she keeps being overtaxed by
Biden...And imagine if that janitor is a female -- think about it: Joe Biden just
metaphorically beat up a female janitor!?! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE
hypothetical behavior that must cease Joe Biden!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 1:21:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street
"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...
A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like
this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...
I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...
But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares
about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...

In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by
accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to
Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon
to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...
Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY
NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!
I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as
even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant
neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for
our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...
EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @
co...
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...
EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost
always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...

Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when

things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the

trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on

Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant

Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.

1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...

GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...

It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...

So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the

streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...

Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help

knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...

The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking

the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
Stretch Brian (USACAN); raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc0310011@yahoo.com; mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net;
mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com;
joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org;
chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; patrick@sdpap.org;
ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney;
jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov;
gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; galaxy_454@yahoo.com; florestrisha09@gmail.com; Be
Judged; Jeremy Schmidt; mike@mikegoldman4mayor.org
Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Saturday, October 3, 2020 2:15:31 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
I also wanted to add that this Farmanian dude used to grow the pot he sold to my friend up in the Santa Cruz mountains on property his
parents owned...So I'll bet a substantial amount of his income of his in the past was not legally garnered..His Father Mister Farmanian
was one of the people who worked on the Apollo Project rocket engines...So one brother was growing and selling pot; while the other
brother became a DEA agent...It all makes sense to me now...But the pot he sold to my friend Eggy was a little too strong; like it got me
so high it sorta shut my eyes and I really did not enjoy it...I never knew what strain it was...Anyway...

On Friday, October 2, 2020, 5:14:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

By the way; as for the email before last; I know it is lying in wait and not laying in
wait...But I can't change it now because the neighborhood copwatch page was
hacked long ago...But by whom?...It's good in a way though because it is a snapshot
from that time period and I have actually forgotten some of the details; so it is good i
chronicled it for this future time to finally attain justice and compensation...
It's all backed up information in case any of you are planning on asking to have this
history erased as is the latest trend by various social media platforms (like early
Christians did in Egypt and South America etc)...
And! I've got another live one harassing and stalking me now too...I'll tell all of you
including Officer Jay Schmitty in a future blog post if I get to it...Attached are photos of
the vehicle involved...It's Farmanian again; someone Sunnyvale Police could have
arrested for misdemeanor assault long ago but didn't; so he feels emboldened to
continue on with this stalking and harassment and intimidation...
And Farmanian's older brother was and/or is a DEA agent; while the younger
Farmanian (who was driving the vehicle seen in the photos) used to sell pot to my
friend of mine a long long time ago...Funny how that works...
SEE ALSO: THE REVOLVING DOOR OF VIOLENT STALKING AND HARASSMENT
@ http://likroper.com/TRDOVSAH3.wmv

Anyway; if this guy continues to act up I will emailOfficer Schmitty and maybe he can

have a little talk with Mister Farmanian since he lives within Schmitty's
jurisdiction...That's all it would have taken with the RPF; a simple: "A neighbor of
yours seems to think there are disturbances originating from this residence; so if this
is true plaese cease and desist any alleged stalking and/or harassing behaviors or
you could end up facing charges or having the vehicle used in these alleged noncoincidental behaviors temporarily impounded...
Thank you..." Or something like that...I would make a great cop and you all know it...
On Friday, October 2, 2020, 4:47:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

OOPS: Here's something from my Facebook page today: "i can't help but think this was the goal to begin with; to infect trump...either way
the obiden administration conspiring with china to make biological weapons after they were banned in the 1970s is very suspect whether
they backed out or not (great idea: let's make new biological weapons with our enemy!?); along with allowing the virus in by not shutting
down flights -- while playing the race card allowing the CCP to win their insidious little game (it's a very big game actually); and including
encouraging violence through non feasance and/or riots to ensue to help purposefully spread it around and allow their democratic/CPP
virus to take hold; and therefore cause a need for more forced health care like democrats always wanted...this is all part of the plan and
soros is the head of it all encouraging not only the hatred towards trump (who is another rich guy while all rich guys do not like each
other) but also the spread of the virus...and all during a time when small business is dwindling -- but why should soros care? he owns all
the big businesses that are thriving right now so he is getting windfall profits...these are the most important words ever written...as the
world wallows in nonsensical absurdities; i know the real truth...and the truth knows no boundaries..." >
http://www.likroper.com/AIDS.html :)

On Friday, October 2, 2020, 4:43:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

here's something from my Facebook page today: "i can't help but think this was the goal to
begin with; to infect trump...either way the obiden administration conspiring with china to
make a biological weapons after they were banned in the 1970s is very suspect whether
they backed out or not (great idea: let's make new biological weapons with our enemy!?);
along with allowing the virus in by not shutting down flights -- while playing the race card
allowing the CCP to win their insidious little game (it's a very big game actually); and
including encouraging violence through nonfeasance and/or riots to ensue to help
purposefully spread it around and allow their democratic/CPP virus to take hold; and
therefore cause a need for more forced health care like democrats always wanted...this is all
part of the plan and soros is the head of it all encouraging not only the hatred towards
trump (who is another rich guy while all rich guys do not like each other) but also the
spread of the virus...and all during a time when small business is dwindling -- but why
should soros care? he owns all the big businesses that are thriving right now so he is
getting windfall profits...these are the most important words ever written...as the world
wallows in nonsensical absurdities; i know the real truth...and the truth knows no
boundaries..." > www.likroper.com/AIDS.html
On Friday, October 2, 2020, 2:12:36 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that finally I spoke to Sunnyvale Animal Control yesterday regarding Cali
Cat...It was the lady who responded to the call about Cali; and she said she saw
nothing unusual about Cali when she hauled her off...But this is the third dead cat of
mine in as many weeks; so how could that not raise a red flag for her?
It is more than obvious to me that not only does Sunnyvale Animal Control do a better
job than many jurisdictions; like other place in America or the world where they have
no morals regarding animal rights -- but they also are not stepping up their game due
to the new reality of federal animal cruelty laws...I said to her; what if there were dead

human bodies lying all over the place like animals are...Would you not take a photo
and not treat them like they were crimes scenes like you do with dead animals?
Obviously not...
I also told her about a late night encounter of mine at Denny's with a person who
claimed to work for every 3 letter agency in the book (FBI-CIA etc) He said he would
be flown into foreign territories by helicopter to kill certain people (rebel leaders etc)
while making it look like it was an accident (and he was trained to do so) Gary Webb
for instance...Or Kurt Kobain; although I tend to think Kurt was responsible for
that...Regardless; you know damn well that this practice of killing and making it look
accidental is practiced here in America as well...Sorta -- but not exactly -- like the latenight ambush attack back in July 2007 that occurred a few days after requesting a
public hearing about the SCPD duck feeding SWAT team incident ~ and/or the
connected years-long police-sponsored siege on my residence by the RPF...
LAYING IN WAIT, MALICIOUS VANDALISM AND ATTEMPTED VEHICULAR MANSLAUGHTER
+ REBEL LEADER LIK ROPER + THE SMOKING GUN? POLICE-SPONSORED GANG STALKING; WITNESS INTIMIDATION;
CONSPIRACY; LAYING IN WAIT; MALICIOUS MISCHIEF ETC

THE SMOKING GUN? POLICE-SPONSORED GANG
STALKING; WITNESS INTIMIDATION; C...
O n 24 July 2007 John requested a hearing from the City of Santa
Clara regarding a wrongful arrest/kidnapping b...

REBEL LEADER LIK ROPER
CIVIL RIGHTS ~ AN OVERVIEW: A civil right is an enforceable right or
privilege, which if interfered with by ano...

LAYING IN WAIT, MALICIOUS VANDALISM AND
ATTEMPTED VEHICULAR MANSLAUGHTER
i was going to meet a few friends at denny's after karaoke, but
'luckily' i came home for a minute first instead...

Therefore it is imperative that ALL animal deaths be treated differently in the future...I
asked the Sunnyvale Animal Control lady if she took photos of the animals she
gathers at work and she said no...I suggested that whether she is required to do it or
not; all dead animals that she comes upon should be treated like crimes scenes and
documented and photographed not only to help people identify their missing pets; but

to also add an extra layer of protection as well just in case...
I told her "it's no skin off your back to take a photo of the dead animals you find...It
takes about a second...Why don't you use your smart phone?..." etc...So why doesn't
animal control just start doing this now? We need a new directive for animal
control...Most dead animals animal control finds likely died accidentally; and some
dead animals were victims of tangling with wildlife; but for that small percentage of
animals who were killed purposefully; further documentation of all incidents must
occur...
For instance; the story about Baby Cat being killed by a wild animal is still suspect to
me since I can see no wild dogs running around on surveillance the night she
disappeared...Adding to this; there was a solar light that was suspiciously moved
around on my property the same night she disappeared...And that light may hold
clues to who took it apart; as a human had to have done it...But since Sunnyvale DPS
handled my own situation so badly and with such disdain for my life; why would they
suddenly start caring about cats more? After all; one particular DPS officer has killed
11 PEOPLE so far without being arrested...
And many times it is people with knives they could have easily stopped without killing
them...For instance; I have had 3 people come at me with knives in my lifetime and I
successfully got away from all of them without killing any of them...And protecting and
serving the public is what cops are really supposed to be doing; not killing the public
while they are at it...But again it all gets back to the usage of semi-obsolete guns and
tasers; which either kill or maim or jolt people with thousands of volts of electricity;
which is obviously a form of cruel and unusual punishment...Guns will always be
needed for certain law enforcement situations; but for many encounters they should
not be used...
For instance; killing mountain lions here in California is now illegal; so why is it still
legal to shoot humans? Therefore humane restraint techniques used to capture wild
animals without harming them must be considered for usage on human subjects in
the future...Net guns for instance that shoot a net over someone to render them
helpless while not harming them; allowing certain unruly suspects to be apprehended
without harm...
And I know damn well that many current protestors do not like this humane restraint
technique idea even though it will prevent unnecessary deaths; mainly because they
feel like they will be treated like animals...But without any other better options it is
more than obvious to me that this is the future...And as long as people continue
acting like animals; they should be treated that way...And conversely; animals must
be exponentially treated better as well so humans can receive better treatment in
return...it's very simple...
Therefore; Sunnyvale Animal Control and all other animal control agencies must
increasingly step up their games to meet the new higher standard of animal protection
since animal cruelty is now a federal felony...The evolution of human consciousness
will never cease; and it must continue on in an upwards fashion...

On Friday, October 2, 2020, 1:06:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I corrected the blog post...I actually got 2 speeding tickets in my life...Oops...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 2:40:08 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...
It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the
democratic public hearing process in general for imp...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 1:48:37 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the democratic public hearing
process in general for important local decisions is not only dangerous to the prospect
of 'the inevitability of deepened democracy' if you will; but it also obviously can lead to
intensive radicalization like you read in the last few emails...
It's like they say; when peaceful revolution is made impossible; there are generally
only two options left:
Do nothing or do something less than peaceful...And you know doing nothing is never
an option for me and many others...And people like Mister Olenak who have paid into
government coffers through their lifetimes tend to get more protection than people like
me who have not put as much into their system...
===
Note: As taxes and levies and penalties are really nothing more than official bribes to
keep government off your back much like mob protection money...And Mister Olenak
is a perfect example of this -- including the mob-style sit down administrative hearing
with Mister Olenak and two police officers who protected this violent angry pig with
billy clubs (just like they do at a mob sit down hearing -- as police billy clubs =
baseball bats)...
(SCPD Officers Seagrave and Lopez in other words...And the judge actually liked
me...How could he not?
I am obviously an awesome person with a big heart and somewhat superior intellect
as well)...
===
Adding to all of this; attending city council meetings can be very dangerous to your
personal safety as police allow those who saw you at the city council meeting on
video to stalk and harass you as they obviously did with me at my residence for

simply disagreeing with them or whatever their fucking god damned problem was
and/or is...I am living proof of this and this is part of the reason I will never attend
another city council meeting ever again...And some of the people doing the staling
and harassment are cops...
BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM

BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM
Edward Snowden was brave to stand up for the rule of law, and
what's right. However, he really didn't reveal any...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

So fuck that motherfucking bastard Newsom...Luckily the CCP has destroyed his
chances of going forth...
All this started back with me calling the City of Santa Clara on Mister Olenak for
pouring bleach into duck food to try and poison ducks in the early 2000s...Mister
Olenak is truly a dangerous and deranged old fuck...He not only threatened to attack
me and my father; but he also followed through with his threats and nothing was done
about it...Even when he admitted to the attack in front of a judge (Louis Amadeo
Junior) And while I am not intimidated by Mister Olenaks' coercive behavior; that is
his main nefarious goal here; so what Mister Olenak has done lately is the same old

witness intimidation that he has been doing for many years now...
With the help of local police departments; and some wonder why so many are angry at law
enforcement...I feel the discrimination with Seagrave was partially sexual identity-based; and
partially racially-based too with Officer Lopez...
But since the City of Santa Clara is so obviously and publicly gender-biased against
males (low income white males are discriminated against the most in this particular
bay area region) partially due to the fact that the City of Santa Clara and many other
similar agencies in this region openly celebrate bravery in females but not males -- I
do not receive equal protections...If females are so empowered now why do they
need extra protections?
And pedestrians in this region are still regularly run over on the sometimes bustling
and overcrowded streets of the bay area...When the infrastructure and buildings
surrounding the streets have been in constant change since this region began; the
streets themselves remain largely the same; dangerously stuck in the 1950s and 60s
traffic calming-wise...And with all the money in the world at one time here in Silicon
Valley until recently; foot dragging on this all-important safety issue has caused
nothing to be done about it...
What is more important? Life or commerce? (see: the UK) Then when you add in the
massive and unnecessary cutbacks to traffic safety police officers that has happened
over the last 20 years (cops seemed to hide out at 5 pm when the overwhelming
traffic stampede began in the 90s) it has made it even more dangerous for
pedestrians and wildlife and whatever else is in the way of this often out of control
traffic stampede...
Whether or not the deaths of Meesha and Cali are accidental or not; the fact that
animal cruelty is now a serious federal felony makes even accidental traffic deaths of
our pets and/or wildlife an all-important issue that must be dealt with in an expedient
and pro-active fashion...Defensive driving is what I was always taught and is one of
the reasons I drove for living for almost 40 years without any accidents or tickets...
Furthermore; if I had not been illegally and/or unconstitutionally removed from
Nextdoor.com after Missy Cat died (and/or Yahoo Birdland neighbors after I spoke
about the Struble/Discher incident -- see link below) illegal actions that caused me
IMMENSE emotional distress -- I would have been in the loop about important local
issues like the possible presence of coyotes for instance...
NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION /
DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

And due to the new situation where animals are federally protected for once -- like
they should have the whole time -- whether involuntary or purposeful; all forms of
unsanctioned animal cruelty must be heavily curtailed and eventually stopped; with
the added benefit of ensuring that humans are protected better as well in the
process...
On Wednesday, September 30, 2020, 5:01:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

And then there's this:
MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD

MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD
MISTER OLENAK WALKING HIS DOG BY MY HOUSE -- MISTER
OLENAK IS THE SAME PERSON WHO ATTACKED ME ON MY
PROPERTY ONE...

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:24:35 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

So the City of Sunnyvale and all of the POS corporations they suck up to are now
using this CCP-related downturn as a way to stop people from attending meetings
and effectively speaking their minds to potentially alter the city's course in the
future...While covid is good in a very small way because it kills humans while humans
are killing my cats (right now I like cats better than many humans - too bad) it is also
bad in a way due to the lack of due process it creates when it comes to public
hearings about important issues like land usage issues...When land usage issues are
the only reason most people attend city council meetings...
So democracy is dead; I no longer vote and never will again; and Democrats Newsom
and Harris and Weiner have effectively KILLED DEMOCRACY!?! SO FUCK KAMALA
HARRIS ALL THE WAY BACK TO HELL WHERE SHE CAME FROM ALONG WITH
BIDEN AND NEWSOM AND REST OF THEIR POS PARTY!
GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER 2016

GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER
2016
John finally voted once again at his old h igh s chool campus on 8
November 2016! > GO TO: VIOLATION OF THE VOT...

Have a nice day everyone! :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:13:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

By thew way: "We are facing very serious crises with COVID-19 and the economic
fallout. We need to act very cautiously in city finances so that we do not compromise
public safety, parks, libraries and other things that make Sunnyvale a great place to
live. The background picture is Sunnyvale's Sunken Gardens Golf Course. There is
pressure to close our golf courses since golf is becoming less popular. If closed, will
they become high rise office buildings or a park..." -- Mike Goldman
Note: OVER MY DEAD BODY WILL YOU PUT A HIGH RISE TOWER AT SUNKEN
GARDENS! BACK OFF CITY OF SUNNYVALE YOU GOD DAMNED OUT OF
CONTROL BLOOD SUCKING MAGGOTS!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:06:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: I just added future Sunnyvale Mayor Mike Goldman to this email thread to bring
him up to date...I asked him to tell animal control to put a hold on Cali Cat's body to
positively determine her cause of death...I will soon explain why Mike is the best
choice for strong mayor; since his approach is so much like mine...And I will also
share my money-saving / people empowering ideas that democrats like Newsom and
Harris so despise...
While the San Jose Mercury News has been pushing pro-growth candidates in their
editorial section in this grossly overcrowded region lately...Even though local cities
are full of people fed up with the traffic mess that is now gone thanx to the the latest
economic slowdown (there is a good side to it all) It seems that many local officials
don't realize this little Silicon Valley party is over for now until further notice...
People will decide who is best based upon their needs; not the needs of the SJ
Mercury News who is based in a grossly overcrowded and overbuilt region that used
to be the Valley of Heart's Delight...Or the needs of Newsom and Harris who have
effectively made me decide to never attend a city council meeting ever again...
Because what is the point anyway after SB 35 and SB 50 and/or Proposition 64 which
killed Proposition 215 after misleading the public into thinking it was only about
recreational pot?
DEMOCRACY IS DEAD! AND YOU CAN THANK NEWSOM AND WEINER AND
HARRIS ETC FOR IT!
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS ACTIVELY TRYING TO KILL DEMOCRACY AS WE
KNOW IT!
Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...
Other than that; how's your day going!? :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:11:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

What I am getting at here is: once I am fully compensated for the various rights etc
violations that I experienced over time from all agencies and departments etc involved
in my years of government/police-sponsored torture; I will be more than happy to give
the CTFB and/or IRS their fair share...I have absolutely no problem with this...
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:03:49 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; 1) After all of these various egregious rights violations and illegal
behaviors on the part of others; including the federal government using military
helicopters in a totally lame and unsuccessful attempt to intimidate and/or coerce me
and Jimmy who was too drunk to notice: 1a) It's bad because the CIA broke the law;
and 1b) good because me and Jimmy Finley will go down in history for this! 2)
Because John Lennon and Jim Morrison never had the US Military used against
them! 2a) WoW! 3) Then I also got a big fat overinflated tax bill based upon several
non-existent employees I never had even after HR Block appealed for me; nonexistent employees that the CTFB has the burden of proof of naming...So I gave up
on this crooked agency...
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
Weighing in on this subject: Unless someone has signed a contract ~
they cannot be classified as a contractor......

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR NEWSOM:

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
NEWSOM:
UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former
Tax Compliance Specialist at California State Bo...
"UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former Tax Compliance Specialist at California State
Board of Equalization" and I have been grossly overcharged on taxes for many years now stating I have several
employees and charging me for them when I have never had any employees...and when I appealed it with HR Block;
they rejected the appeal and kept sending me bills which I finally started ignoring due to their fraudulent claims...then
without due process it went to court and they took money from my boss who submitted a 1099 for me...even though I
make less than $14,000 and am not taxable...what the hell is up with this and how can I fix it?..."

"Contact The Taxpayer Rights Advocates Office. Don't let them transfer you back to a representative. Insist that you
speak to someone in the advocate's office and file a complaint. If that doesn't work contact the governor's office directly
via letter. Whatever you do be CO operative and don't relay you're frustration and anger because that will make them
shut you down. The advocate's office results are usually favorable on the side of the taxpayer. Good luck. I can't stand
that place. lol..." -- ex-CTFB employee
"Ok thanx...They already shut everything down so they can't do that to me now thankfully...And both my jobs got
gutted by Newsom so in a way I'm untouchable by them now...Plus the IRS is likely sending me back the roughly $1200
dollars the state took from me unlawfully in Corona virus economic stimulation funds...And right after I sent this out the
whole damn state shut down so maybe you're right...and thanx again..." > Note: The CFTB apparently does not like dissent
just like the CCP...So the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB is the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB etc etc etc + SEE ALSO: THE DNC IS THE
CCP IS THE DNC IS THE CCP ETC @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dnc-is-ccp-is-dnc-is-ccp-etc.html.."

In retrospect; 1) The CA EDD is a total and complete disaster along with Governor
Newsom; and 2) The CTFB has been sending out grossly overstated tax bills;
including when Kamala Harris was CA AG -- and this is just part of the reason why
this SF bay area region is a slave zone for so many low income individuals like me
and many others...Because not only are low income individuals in general
discriminated against on a class-based discrimination level; but low income white
males are also discriminated against more than any other subgroup in this particular
region...Adding to this; Democrats like Kamala Harris and Joe Biden also actually
want to tax the janitor who Biden just beat up behind the locker room with evil his tax
plan...A janitor who probably lives in an RV near from his work; and a janitor who will
probably continue to do so as long as he or she keeps being overtaxed by
Biden...And imagine if that janitor is a female -- think about it: Joe Biden just
metaphorically beat up a female janitor!?! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE
hypothetical behavior that must cease Joe Biden!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 1:21:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street
"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...
A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like
this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...
I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...
But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares

about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...
In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by
accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to
Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon
to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...
Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY
NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!
I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as
even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant
neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for
our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...
EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @
co...
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...
EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost
always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...
So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal

ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...
I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats
too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the

end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount
importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body

until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years
ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...

On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC

+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at

parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled

against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html
QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)

Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main

suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...
And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...

If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...

Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months
before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is

a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did

with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Lik Roper
Stretch Brian (USACAN); raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mc0310011@yahoo.com; mcuban@axs.tv; admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov;
srubenstein@sfchronicle.com; otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov;
district7@sanjoseca.gov; markhamplazata@gmail.com; moneal@pdo.sccgov.org; schatman@scscourt.org;
donald.rocha@sanjoseca.gov; dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org; sylvia.macdonald@ido.sccgov.org;
mary.murtagh@eahhousing.org; gary.goodman@pdo.sccgov.org; hwilliams@scscourt.org; Human Relations
Commission; aleksandra.ridgeway@sheriff.sccgov.org; wbrown@sfchronicle.com;
mturpin@bayareanewsgroup.com; publisher@bayareanewsgroup.com; editor@bayareanewsgroup.com;
editor@siliconvalleyfreepress.com; eclendaniel@bayareanewsgroup.com; rkeith@bayareanewsgroup.com;
sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
asgonzalez@scusd.net; jmuirhead@scusd.net; vjfairchild@scusd.net; aratermann@scusd.net;
mrichardson@scusd.net; mryan@scusd.net; pubworks@sunnyvale.ca.gov; joebravo@bravolaw.com;
joe@piastalaw.biz; districtattorney@sfgov.org; 6th.district@jud.ca.gov; scottlargent38@gmail.com; will@crimdefense.com; anna@annaeshoo4congress.com; guardians@aclu.org; fdngift@aclu.org;
chartley@sunnyvale.ca.gov; pubdef-mediarelations@sfgov.org; Council, City; patrick@sdpap.org;
ukoffice@chinaculture.org; parmit.randhawa@georgehills.com; corrupt@brianmccomas.attorney;
jdiaz@sfchronicle.com; 1guitard.as@gmail.com; paulette.altmaier@gmail.com; hotline@hudoig.gov;
gerald.engler@doj.ca.gov; supreme.court@jud.ca.gov; san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov; david.rose@doj.ca.gov;
servesdap@sdap.org; john.bennett@ic.fbi.gov; mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org; chesa@sfgov.org;
mccomas.b.c@gmail.com; info@siliconvalleydebug.org; galaxy_454@yahoo.com; florestrisha09@gmail.com; Be
Judged; Jeremy Schmidt; mike@mikegoldman4mayor.org
Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #8
Saturday, October 3, 2020 2:18:39 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
BTW: The usage of small font makes the last message more secretive and clandestine...

On Saturday, October 3, 2020, 2:15:04 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I also wanted to add that this Farmanian dude used to grow the pot he sold to my friend up in the Santa Cruz mountains on property his
parents owned...So I'll bet a substantial amount of his income of his in the past was not legally garnered..His Father Mister Farmanian
was one of the people who worked on the Apollo Project rocket engines...So one brother was growing and selling pot; while the other
brother became a DEA agent...It all makes sense to me now...But the pot he sold to my friend Eggy was a little too strong; like it got me
so high it sorta shut my eyes and I really did not enjoy it...I never knew what strain it was...Anyway...

On Friday, October 2, 2020, 5:14:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

By the way; as for the email before last; I know it is lying in wait and not laying in
wait...But I can't change it now because the neighborhood copwatch page was
hacked long ago...But by whom?...It's good in a way though because it is a snapshot
from that time period and I have actually forgotten some of the details; so it is good i
chronicled it for this future time to finally attain justice and compensation...
It's all backed up information in case any of you are planning on asking to have this
history erased as is the latest trend by various social media platforms (like early
Christians did in Egypt and South America etc)...
And! I've got another live one harassing and stalking me now too...I'll tell all of you
including Officer Jay Schmitty in a future blog post if I get to it...Attached are photos of
the vehicle involved...It's Farmanian again; someone Sunnyvale Police could have
arrested for misdemeanor assault long ago but didn't; so he feels emboldened to
continue on with this stalking and harassment and intimidation...
And Farmanian's older brother was and/or is a DEA agent; while the younger
Farmanian (who was driving the vehicle seen in the photos) used to sell pot to my

friend of mine a long long time ago...Funny how that works...
SEE ALSO: THE REVOLVING DOOR OF VIOLENT STALKING AND HARASSMENT
@ http://likroper.com/TRDOVSAH3.wmv

Anyway; if this guy continues to act up I will emailOfficer Schmitty and maybe he can
have a little talk with Mister Farmanian since he lives within Schmitty's
jurisdiction...That's all it would have taken with the RPF; a simple: "A neighbor of
yours seems to think there are disturbances originating from this residence; so if this
is true plaese cease and desist any alleged stalking and/or harassing behaviors or
you could end up facing charges or having the vehicle used in these alleged noncoincidental behaviors temporarily impounded...
Thank you..." Or something like that...I would make a great cop and you all know it...
On Friday, October 2, 2020, 4:47:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

OOPS: Here's something from my Facebook page today: "i can't help but think this was the goal to begin with; to infect trump...either way
the obiden administration conspiring with china to make biological weapons after they were banned in the 1970s is very suspect whether
they backed out or not (great idea: let's make new biological weapons with our enemy!?); along with allowing the virus in by not shutting
down flights -- while playing the race card allowing the CCP to win their insidious little game (it's a very big game actually); and including
encouraging violence through non feasance and/or riots to ensue to help purposefully spread it around and allow their democratic/CPP
virus to take hold; and therefore cause a need for more forced health care like democrats always wanted...this is all part of the plan and
soros is the head of it all encouraging not only the hatred towards trump (who is another rich guy while all rich guys do not like each
other) but also the spread of the virus...and all during a time when small business is dwindling -- but why should soros care? he owns all
the big businesses that are thriving right now so he is getting windfall profits...these are the most important words ever written...as the
world wallows in nonsensical absurdities; i know the real truth...and the truth knows no boundaries..." >
http://www.likroper.com/AIDS.html :)

On Friday, October 2, 2020, 4:43:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

here's something from my Facebook page today: "i can't help but think this was the goal to
begin with; to infect trump...either way the obiden administration conspiring with china to
make a biological weapons after they were banned in the 1970s is very suspect whether
they backed out or not (great idea: let's make new biological weapons with our enemy!?);
along with allowing the virus in by not shutting down flights -- while playing the race card
allowing the CCP to win their insidious little game (it's a very big game actually); and
including encouraging violence through nonfeasance and/or riots to ensue to help
purposefully spread it around and allow their democratic/CPP virus to take hold; and
therefore cause a need for more forced health care like democrats always wanted...this is all
part of the plan and soros is the head of it all encouraging not only the hatred towards
trump (who is another rich guy while all rich guys do not like each other) but also the
spread of the virus...and all during a time when small business is dwindling -- but why
should soros care? he owns all the big businesses that are thriving right now so he is
getting windfall profits...these are the most important words ever written...as the world
wallows in nonsensical absurdities; i know the real truth...and the truth knows no
boundaries..." > www.likroper.com/AIDS.html
On Friday, October 2, 2020, 2:12:36 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that finally I spoke to Sunnyvale Animal Control yesterday regarding Cali
Cat...It was the lady who responded to the call about Cali; and she said she saw
nothing unusual about Cali when she hauled her off...But this is the third dead cat of
mine in as many weeks; so how could that not raise a red flag for her?

It is more than obvious to me that not only does Sunnyvale Animal Control do a better
job than many jurisdictions; like other place in America or the world where they have
no morals regarding animal rights -- but they also are not stepping up their game due
to the new reality of federal animal cruelty laws...I said to her; what if there were dead
human bodies lying all over the place like animals are...Would you not take a photo
and not treat them like they were crimes scenes like you do with dead animals?
Obviously not...
I also told her about a late night encounter of mine at Denny's with a person who
claimed to work for every 3 letter agency in the book (FBI-CIA etc) He said he would
be flown into foreign territories by helicopter to kill certain people (rebel leaders etc)
while making it look like it was an accident (and he was trained to do so) Gary Webb
for instance...Or Kurt Kobain; although I tend to think Kurt was responsible for
that...Regardless; you know damn well that this practice of killing and making it look
accidental is practiced here in America as well...Sorta -- but not exactly -- like the latenight ambush attack back in July 2007 that occurred a few days after requesting a
public hearing about the SCPD duck feeding SWAT team incident ~ and/or the
connected years-long police-sponsored siege on my residence by the RPF...
LAYING IN WAIT, MALICIOUS VANDALISM AND ATTEMPTED VEHICULAR MANSLAUGHTER
+ REBEL LEADER LIK ROPER + THE SMOKING GUN? POLICE-SPONSORED GANG STALKING; WITNESS INTIMIDATION;
CONSPIRACY; LAYING IN WAIT; MALICIOUS MISCHIEF ETC

THE SMOKING GUN? POLICE-SPONSORED GANG
STALKING; WITNESS INTIMIDATION; C...
O n 24 July 2007 John requested a hearing from the City of Santa
Clara regarding a wrongful arrest/kidnapping b...

REBEL LEADER LIK ROPER
CIVIL RIGHTS ~ AN OVERVIEW: A civil right is an enforceable right or
privilege, which if interfered with by ano...

LAYING IN WAIT, MALICIOUS VANDALISM AND
ATTEMPTED VEHICULAR MANSLAUGHTER
i was going to meet a few friends at denny's after karaoke, but
'luckily' i came home for a minute first instead...

Therefore it is imperative that ALL animal deaths be treated differently in the future...I
asked the Sunnyvale Animal Control lady if she took photos of the animals she
gathers at work and she said no...I suggested that whether she is required to do it or
not; all dead animals that she comes upon should be treated like crimes scenes and
documented and photographed not only to help people identify their missing pets; but
to also add an extra layer of protection as well just in case...
I told her "it's no skin off your back to take a photo of the dead animals you find...It
takes about a second...Why don't you use your smart phone?..." etc...So why doesn't
animal control just start doing this now? We need a new directive for animal
control...Most dead animals animal control finds likely died accidentally; and some
dead animals were victims of tangling with wildlife; but for that small percentage of
animals who were killed purposefully; further documentation of all incidents must
occur...
For instance; the story about Baby Cat being killed by a wild animal is still suspect to
me since I can see no wild dogs running around on surveillance the night she
disappeared...Adding to this; there was a solar light that was suspiciously moved
around on my property the same night she disappeared...And that light may hold
clues to who took it apart; as a human had to have done it...But since Sunnyvale DPS
handled my own situation so badly and with such disdain for my life; why would they
suddenly start caring about cats more? After all; one particular DPS officer has killed
11 PEOPLE so far without being arrested...
And many times it is people with knives they could have easily stopped without killing
them...For instance; I have had 3 people come at me with knives in my lifetime and I
successfully got away from all of them without killing any of them...And protecting and
serving the public is what cops are really supposed to be doing; not killing the public
while they are at it...But again it all gets back to the usage of semi-obsolete guns and
tasers; which either kill or maim or jolt people with thousands of volts of electricity;
which is obviously a form of cruel and unusual punishment...Guns will always be
needed for certain law enforcement situations; but for many encounters they should
not be used...
For instance; killing mountain lions here in California is now illegal; so why is it still
legal to shoot humans? Therefore humane restraint techniques used to capture wild
animals without harming them must be considered for usage on human subjects in
the future...Net guns for instance that shoot a net over someone to render them
helpless while not harming them; allowing certain unruly suspects to be apprehended
without harm...
And I know damn well that many current protestors do not like this humane restraint
technique idea even though it will prevent unnecessary deaths; mainly because they
feel like they will be treated like animals...But without any other better options it is
more than obvious to me that this is the future...And as long as people continue
acting like animals; they should be treated that way...And conversely; animals must
be exponentially treated better as well so humans can receive better treatment in
return...it's very simple...

Therefore; Sunnyvale Animal Control and all other animal control agencies must
increasingly step up their games to meet the new higher standard of animal protection
since animal cruelty is now a federal felony...The evolution of human consciousness
will never cease; and it must continue on in an upwards fashion...
On Friday, October 2, 2020, 1:06:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I corrected the blog post...I actually got 2 speeding tickets in my life...Oops...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 2:40:08 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...

PUBLIC HEARINGS = DUE PROCESS (ETC)...
It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the
democratic public hearing process in general for imp...

On Thursday, October 1, 2020, 1:48:37 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It should be obvious that destroying due process and/or the democratic public hearing
process in general for important local decisions is not only dangerous to the prospect
of 'the inevitability of deepened democracy' if you will; but it also obviously can lead to
intensive radicalization like you read in the last few emails...
It's like they say; when peaceful revolution is made impossible; there are generally
only two options left:
Do nothing or do something less than peaceful...And you know doing nothing is never
an option for me and many others...And people like Mister Olenak who have paid into
government coffers through their lifetimes tend to get more protection than people like
me who have not put as much into their system...
===
Note: As taxes and levies and penalties are really nothing more than official bribes to
keep government off your back much like mob protection money...And Mister Olenak
is a perfect example of this -- including the mob-style sit down administrative hearing
with Mister Olenak and two police officers who protected this violent angry pig with
billy clubs (just like they do at a mob sit down hearing -- as police billy clubs =
baseball bats)...
(SCPD Officers Seagrave and Lopez in other words...And the judge actually liked
me...How could he not?
I am obviously an awesome person with a big heart and somewhat superior intellect
as well)...
===

Adding to all of this; attending city council meetings can be very dangerous to your
personal safety as police allow those who saw you at the city council meeting on
video to stalk and harass you as they obviously did with me at my residence for
simply disagreeing with them or whatever their fucking god damned problem was
and/or is...I am living proof of this and this is part of the reason I will never attend
another city council meeting ever again...And some of the people doing the staling
and harassment are cops...
BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM

BIGGERTHANSNOWDEN.COM
Edward Snowden was brave to stand up for the rule of law, and
what's right. However, he really didn't reveal any...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

So fuck that motherfucking bastard Newsom...Luckily the CCP has destroyed his
chances of going forth...
All this started back with me calling the City of Santa Clara on Mister Olenak for
pouring bleach into duck food to try and poison ducks in the early 2000s...Mister
Olenak is truly a dangerous and deranged old fuck...He not only threatened to attack
me and my father; but he also followed through with his threats and nothing was done

about it...Even when he admitted to the attack in front of a judge (Louis Amadeo
Junior) And while I am not intimidated by Mister Olenaks' coercive behavior; that is
his main nefarious goal here; so what Mister Olenak has done lately is the same old
witness intimidation that he has been doing for many years now...
With the help of local police departments; and some wonder why so many are angry at law
enforcement...I feel the discrimination with Seagrave was partially sexual identity-based; and
partially racially-based too with Officer Lopez...
But since the City of Santa Clara is so obviously and publicly gender-biased against
males (low income white males are discriminated against the most in this particular
bay area region) partially due to the fact that the City of Santa Clara and many other
similar agencies in this region openly celebrate bravery in females but not males -- I
do not receive equal protections...If females are so empowered now why do they
need extra protections?
And pedestrians in this region are still regularly run over on the sometimes bustling
and overcrowded streets of the bay area...When the infrastructure and buildings
surrounding the streets have been in constant change since this region began; the
streets themselves remain largely the same; dangerously stuck in the 1950s and 60s
traffic calming-wise...And with all the money in the world at one time here in Silicon
Valley until recently; foot dragging on this all-important safety issue has caused
nothing to be done about it...
What is more important? Life or commerce? (see: the UK) Then when you add in the
massive and unnecessary cutbacks to traffic safety police officers that has happened
over the last 20 years (cops seemed to hide out at 5 pm when the overwhelming
traffic stampede began in the 90s) it has made it even more dangerous for
pedestrians and wildlife and whatever else is in the way of this often out of control
traffic stampede...
Whether or not the deaths of Meesha and Cali are accidental or not; the fact that
animal cruelty is now a serious federal felony makes even accidental traffic deaths of
our pets and/or wildlife an all-important issue that must be dealt with in an expedient
and pro-active fashion...Defensive driving is what I was always taught and is one of
the reasons I drove for living for almost 40 years without any accidents or tickets...
Furthermore; if I had not been illegally and/or unconstitutionally removed from
Nextdoor.com after Missy Cat died (and/or Yahoo Birdland neighbors after I spoke
about the Struble/Discher incident -- see link below) illegal actions that caused me
IMMENSE emotional distress -- I would have been in the loop about important local
issues like the possible presence of coyotes for instance...
NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION /
DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

And due to the new situation where animals are federally protected for once -- like
they should have the whole time -- whether involuntary or purposeful; all forms of
unsanctioned animal cruelty must be heavily curtailed and eventually stopped; with
the added benefit of ensuring that humans are protected better as well in the
process...
On Wednesday, September 30, 2020, 5:01:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

And then there's this:
MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD

MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD
MISTER OLENAK WALKING HIS DOG BY MY HOUSE -- MISTER
OLENAK IS THE SAME PERSON WHO ATTACKED ME ON MY
PROPERTY ONE...

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:24:35 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

So the City of Sunnyvale and all of the POS corporations they suck up to are now
using this CCP-related downturn as a way to stop people from attending meetings
and effectively speaking their minds to potentially alter the city's course in the
future...While covid is good in a very small way because it kills humans while humans
are killing my cats (right now I like cats better than many humans - too bad) it is also
bad in a way due to the lack of due process it creates when it comes to public
hearings about important issues like land usage issues...When land usage issues are
the only reason most people attend city council meetings...
So democracy is dead; I no longer vote and never will again; and Democrats Newsom
and Harris and Weiner have effectively KILLED DEMOCRACY!?! SO FUCK KAMALA
HARRIS ALL THE WAY BACK TO HELL WHERE SHE CAME FROM ALONG WITH
BIDEN AND NEWSOM AND REST OF THEIR POS PARTY!
GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER 2016

GENERAL ELECTION DAY / 8 NOVEMBER
2016
John finally voted once again at his old h igh s chool campus on 8
November 2016! > GO TO: VIOLATION OF THE VOT...

Have a nice day everyone! :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:13:58 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

By thew way: "We are facing very serious crises with COVID-19 and the economic
fallout. We need to act very cautiously in city finances so that we do not compromise
public safety, parks, libraries and other things that make Sunnyvale a great place to
live. The background picture is Sunnyvale's Sunken Gardens Golf Course. There is
pressure to close our golf courses since golf is becoming less popular. If closed, will
they become high rise office buildings or a park..." -- Mike Goldman
Note: OVER MY DEAD BODY WILL YOU PUT A HIGH RISE TOWER AT SUNKEN
GARDENS! BACK OFF CITY OF SUNNYVALE YOU GOD DAMNED OUT OF
CONTROL BLOOD SUCKING MAGGOTS!

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 4:06:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: I just added future Sunnyvale Mayor Mike Goldman to this email thread to bring
him up to date...I asked him to tell animal control to put a hold on Cali Cat's body to
positively determine her cause of death...I will soon explain why Mike is the best
choice for strong mayor; since his approach is so much like mine...And I will also
share my money-saving / people empowering ideas that democrats like Newsom and
Harris so despise...
While the San Jose Mercury News has been pushing pro-growth candidates in their
editorial section in this grossly overcrowded region lately...Even though local cities
are full of people fed up with the traffic mess that is now gone thanx to the the latest
economic slowdown (there is a good side to it all) It seems that many local officials
don't realize this little Silicon Valley party is over for now until further notice...
People will decide who is best based upon their needs; not the needs of the SJ
Mercury News who is based in a grossly overcrowded and overbuilt region that used
to be the Valley of Heart's Delight...Or the needs of Newsom and Harris who have
effectively made me decide to never attend a city council meeting ever again...
Because what is the point anyway after SB 35 and SB 50 and/or Proposition 64 which
killed Proposition 215 after misleading the public into thinking it was only about
recreational pot?
DEMOCRACY IS DEAD! AND YOU CAN THANK NEWSOM AND WEINER AND
HARRIS ETC FOR IT!
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS ACTIVELY TRYING TO KILL DEMOCRACY AS WE
KNOW IT!
Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

Sunnyvale | MikeGoldman4Mayor | Home

SEE ALSO: BIRDLAND FREE PRESS

BIRDLAND FREE PRESS
ZERO PABLUM NEWS FOR THE SUNNYVALE BIRDLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD AND BEYOND...

Other than that; how's your day going!? :D

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:11:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

What I am getting at here is: once I am fully compensated for the various rights etc
violations that I experienced over time from all agencies and departments etc involved
in my years of government/police-sponsored torture; I will be more than happy to give
the CTFB and/or IRS their fair share...I have absolutely no problem with this...
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 3:03:49 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; 1) After all of these various egregious rights violations and illegal
behaviors on the part of others; including the federal government using military
helicopters in a totally lame and unsuccessful attempt to intimidate and/or coerce me
and Jimmy who was too drunk to notice: 1a) It's bad because the CIA broke the law;
and 1b) good because me and Jimmy Finley will go down in history for this! 2)
Because John Lennon and Jim Morrison never had the US Military used against
them! 2a) WoW! 3) Then I also got a big fat overinflated tax bill based upon several
non-existent employees I never had even after HR Block appealed for me; nonexistent employees that the CTFB has the burden of proof of naming...So I gave up
on this crooked agency...
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
EMPLOYMENT DISRUPTION BY THE SOC:
Weighing in on this subject: Unless someone has signed a contract ~
they cannot be classified as a contractor......

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR NEWSOM:

MESSAGE TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
NEWSOM:
UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former
Tax Compliance Specialist at California State Bo...
"UPDATE / 27 APR 2020: "Hey Rosanna I noticed you were a "Former Tax Compliance Specialist at California State
Board of Equalization" and I have been grossly overcharged on taxes for many years now stating I have several

employees and charging me for them when I have never had any employees...and when I appealed it with HR Block;
they rejected the appeal and kept sending me bills which I finally started ignoring due to their fraudulent claims...then
without due process it went to court and they took money from my boss who submitted a 1099 for me...even though I
make less than $14,000 and am not taxable...what the hell is up with this and how can I fix it?..."
"Contact The Taxpayer Rights Advocates Office. Don't let them transfer you back to a representative. Insist that you
speak to someone in the advocate's office and file a complaint. If that doesn't work contact the governor's office directly
via letter. Whatever you do be CO operative and don't relay you're frustration and anger because that will make them
shut you down. The advocate's office results are usually favorable on the side of the taxpayer. Good luck. I can't stand
that place. lol..." -- ex-CTFB employee
"Ok thanx...They already shut everything down so they can't do that to me now thankfully...And both my jobs got
gutted by Newsom so in a way I'm untouchable by them now...Plus the IRS is likely sending me back the roughly $1200
dollars the state took from me unlawfully in Corona virus economic stimulation funds...And right after I sent this out the
whole damn state shut down so maybe you're right...and thanx again..." > Note: The CFTB apparently does not like dissent
just like the CCP...So the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB is the CCP is the DNC is the CTFB etc etc etc + SEE ALSO: THE DNC IS THE
CCP IS THE DNC IS THE CCP ETC @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dnc-is-ccp-is-dnc-is-ccp-etc.html.."

In retrospect; 1) The CA EDD is a total and complete disaster along with Governor
Newsom; and 2) The CTFB has been sending out grossly overstated tax bills;
including when Kamala Harris was CA AG -- and this is just part of the reason why
this SF bay area region is a slave zone for so many low income individuals like me
and many others...Because not only are low income individuals in general
discriminated against on a class-based discrimination level; but low income white
males are also discriminated against more than any other subgroup in this particular
region...Adding to this; Democrats like Kamala Harris and Joe Biden also actually
want to tax the janitor who Biden just beat up behind the locker room with evil his tax
plan...A janitor who probably lives in an RV near from his work; and a janitor who will
probably continue to do so as long as he or she keeps being overtaxed by
Biden...And imagine if that janitor is a female -- think about it: Joe Biden just
metaphorically beat up a female janitor!?! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE
hypothetical behavior that must cease Joe Biden!
On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 1:21:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here is an attached video from July 2019 created in the months before Sunnyvale
DPS ordered the 19 MPH green garbage can to be removed...According to my
neighbor Bobby Martinez Junior: Bobby witnessed a man face down in the street
"gurgling blood" as DPS stood by and did not provide assistance to this victim...
A victim who later died from his injuries...
Then no increased signage other than a cardboard sign was installed in response to
the needless death of this bicyclist -- if for nothing else to stop another incident like
this from occurring and/or to honor the life of the victim...But DPS took no further
action after leaving the scene...This shows a deep disdain for human life...
I told my neighbor yesterday when we were discussing the TWO SUCCESSFUL
PETITIONS FOR SPEED HUMPS ON MY STREET that the City of Santa Clara killed
(When Cupertino just installed them for safety reasons without asking any residents
on Voss Road for instance) One speed hump would have been right where Cali Cat
was killed...That is; if Cali Cat was killed accidentally...

But it all gets back to human lives don't even seem to matter so why am I expecting
government to care about my cats? That is a big stretch for many lesser folks...They
put a big show on TV occasionally to make it look like society at large actually cares
about animals; then the same old crap occurs...But once again; with animal cruelty
now a federal felony (signed by Trump) this puts all of this into an entirely new
perspective...
In other words; local law enforcement just got a new job; and you can no longer just
scoop up dead cats and dogs and assume they deserved it or it happened by
accident or whatever...
It is now a VERY SERIOUS matter whether anyone likes it or not and/or whether or
not Seagrave had any pets in his and/or her lifetime...Life experience is what often
determines an officers' response to animal issues...
Adding to all of this; the Santa Clara Traffic engineer at the time personally went to
Mister Olenak's house and allowed that old POS to kill the entire speed hump plan
since it needed an ok from directly adjacent homeowners like Mister Olenak...Mister
Olenak is like an old gangster that the City of Santa Clara has repeatedly relied upon
to do their dirty work...Everything from the mob style sit down hearings like the Louis
Amadeo Junior administrative hearing ~ to killing speed hump plans...
Louis Amadeo Junior made a good call; but he also did not have Mister Olenak
arrested when Mister Olenak blurted out his admission to attacking me in court -along with Seagrave and Lopez who I gave a Nazi salute to and left in response to it
all...Only to be followed home by some City of Santa Clara freak who I saw on my
street after stalking me ...I guess they thought I was "fleeing the scene" or something
(haha what a fucking JOKE!) while they taunted my highly impressionable Dad with
the highly dysfunctional Olenak family -- while Mister Olenak had threatened my
father with assault the morning he viciously attacked me like an angry pig...
Mister Olenak was not arrested for this attack; and he was later maliciously used as a
"witness to duck feeding" -- THAT THE EX-MAYOR OF SANTA CLARA JUDY
NADLER GAVE ME PERMISSION TO FEED AT A CITY COUNCIL MEETING! WITH
COUNCIL FOOTAGE LATER DESTROYED WHEN I REQUESTED IT!
I also told my neighbor yesterday we would need about ten people to get run over in
this neighborhood before they would do nothing about it; like 'they' do up in SF all of
the time (See: Gross Negligence) Then 'they' would have meetings or something as
even more people got run over -- then eventually decide to do nothing about it if some
other psychopathic POS like Mister Olenak complained about it...This is the "vibrant
neighborhoods" democrats like to talk about all the time...Happy little death zones for
our family members...
Then 'they' wouldn't choose a simple cost-effective plan like mine; 'they' would
instead find some expensive multi-million dollar contractor to essentially do the same
thing you could largely accomplish with speed humps...

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO:

EMAIL MESSAGE #3 TO SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO:
"Here is the very simple and inexpensive ~ yet ultra-complex idea
that I am proposing to calm traffic here in ...

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!

WE ARE BIRDLAND STRONG!
BIRDLAND NEIGHBORHOOD MASCOT SUPER CHICKEN! DON'T BE
A CHICKEN! GET INVOLVED! EMAIL THE LOCAL CITY COUNCILS @
co...
AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES

CITY...

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON PERSONALITY DISORDER TESTS AS
VIOLENT CRIMINALS?

ANOTHER EMAIL TO US SENATOR ANNA
ESCHOO: COPS OFTEN SCORE THE SAME ON
PE...
EX-LAPD COP ROBERT GETTINGER JUST GOT OUT OF FACEBOOK
JAIL... ROBERT GETTINGER WAS A GOOD COP WHO GOT SCREWED
OV...

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:43:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

BTW: Some online troll wrote that screenshot shit in the comments section and now
my 94-year old Dad is hysterical because he read it and now he thinks he is going to
get a big bill for it all when he has no idea I have already cleared up the situation and
stopped the gross negligence from occurring at least at some level...People are fed
up with having their hands tied and with police doing nothing but the wrong
things...And many people all across America are stepping up and doing good things
about the various problems within their neighborhoods -- Because cops are almost
always there when you don't need them; and never there when you really do;and the
traffic calming departments here in Silicon Valley are not doing a good enough job...
On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:38:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just added to that blog post: "

Any neighborhood psychopaths who have a problem with bringing increased safety to our
neighborhood and/or any spineless individual who only has threatening, angry, negative, slanderous and/or defamatory comments based upon old
SCPD police misconduct done by officers who have since been retired; and/or anyone who has anything negative to say about this obviously sensitive
situation -- can go fuck themselves...A SCPD Officer knows about the flyers and I got permission from Santa Clara Traffic department long ago to help
slow people down in this neighborhood...And the City of Sunnyvale gave the ok to the 19 MPH green garbage years ago; for the City of Santa Clara not
replacing the 19MPH sign at the corner...And my entire property is under surveillance...Adding to all of this; this is all part of a gross negligence lawsuit
now as well...

"

On Monday, September 28, 2020, 4:37:20 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

Ok here's a 'good' example of the kind of human shit I have been forced to deal with
in this neighborhood for many years now without any help from police...This person is
threatening to trespass on my property and throw things into the backyard of a 94
year old man who just had a stroke; and right after 3 cats died...No kind words; just
evil psychopathic shit from HELL (and/or likely Santa Clara)...And they are showing
obvious signs that my reputation has been slandered as well -- likely by the
SCPD...All it takes is one person calling you crazy in response to police allegations of
mental illness...When people with disabilities -- whether real or imagined as they
obviously are in this case -- cannot be discriminated against and/or treated differently
than anyone else...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 9:33:10 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I just took this screenshot attachment of this blog post comments section...It looks like
there is some open hatred again here in Birdland and it looks like we have a person
of interest...
REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 7:08:02 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY 2020:

AMENDED CLAIM SUBMITTED TO GHC 25 MAY
2020:
I POSTED THIS BACK IN 2017! -- THEREFORE IT'S HIGH TIME TO
OVERCOME YOUR SEVERE CRANIAL POSTERIOR SYNDROMES
CITY...

The May 2020 GHC claim made against the City of Sunnyvale is bolstered by the two
recent seemingly accidental deaths of Meesha Cat and Cali Cat...This is why it is so
important to determine Cali Cat's cause of death; because if Cali's death was an
accident along with Meesha Cat's death; then Sunnyvale DPS's prosecutorial
misconduct highlighted by my recent GHC claim pointing to Sunnyvale DPS
attempting to restrain my good faith efforts to make this neighborhood a safe place: 1)
not only showed selective and unnecessary -- and what could be seen as retaliatory
law enforcement (due to yet another GHC claim made before the May 2020 GHC
submission) against a recent stroke victim (Dad) who had a stroke after the very
stressful years-long unregulated RPF siege; 1a) with zero equal law enforcement of
several active threats outside my residence apprehended over time; but it has also 2)
exposed a gaping hole in the safety in our neighborhood residents; including family
members in the form of cats who are now dead...The Sunnyvale DPS Police Chief
once said dogs are family members; so that means cats are as well...
Adding to all of this; Officer Seagrave piled on tons of extra intentional emotional
distress by threatening to take my family members away from me (my cats most of
who are now dead) instead of arresting Mister Olenak for animal cruelty and making
threats of assault and finally carrying them out...
The safety cone on Thunderbird been there for a long time mainly to slow down traffic
on Thunderbird a bit because I got sick of people ripping by my window at 60 MPH
and taking the turn onto Dunford dangerously...We have adults and children and cats
and ducks and etc who all need a safe neighborhood...

So no; public works dude; it was not to save a parking spot dumbass!
I parked my vehicle only after you insinuated this!
That one safety cone is also used to create a safe haven on the street for seasonal
ducks who visit the neighborhood under and around the duck crossing signs I worked
with both cities to have installed...Ducks the ex- Mayor of Santa Clara gave me
permission to feed at a city council meeting...
Ducks many people feed other than me; and ducks who also need to be fed properly
due to dwindling habitat and herbicide/pesticide usage on lawns etc (there used to
actually be Wood Ducks living in the trees on Wood Duck Avenue for instance) and
also mainly due to the City of Santa Clara's non-existent environmental
protections...Also; ducks who are not wild or domestic; but somewhere in
between...Ducks Officer Seagrave and Lopez desperately tried to get me to stop
feeding (an unlawful order by the way -- see last paragraph) These rogue officers
were willing to drag me into an administrative hearing and allow the Olenak family to
taunt my father (who had been threatened by Mister Olenak the morning he attacked
me) then used both Mister Olenak and Tom Foley as "witnesses to (governmentsanctioned) duck feeding" of all things!?! When both of these people attacked me and
stalked me! And Tom Foley sat in his truck outside my house for a few weeks after
his attack!?! Even though he was a drunk felon on parole at the time@?@
Obviously ass-backwards liberal law enforcement ideology...
And the safety cone on Thunderbird was in a place to help protect Meesha Cat from
being hit; it obviously did not work but without it the situation could have been much
worse and even more dangerous...
Safety cones are for protecting and bolstering public safety; and with Sunnyvale
Public safety went against their core mission of public safety when they attempted to
get me to remove that safety cone; along with the city-approved 19 MPH green
recycling container that was given the ok by the City of Sunnyvale many years ago...
And pedestrians have been getting run over in this SF bay area region left and right
while local leaders continue to cram more and more and more people into this already
overcrowded SF bay area region without any necessary traffic calming to control the
mess...Making local governments somewhat grossly negligent...
And now there have been two cats who look like they may have either been
purposefully killed; or accidentally killed on a street the City of Santa Clara promised
to increase traffic calming on at a late 1990s public meeting (Dunford Way) and
another cat possibly accidentally killed on Thunderbird Avenue -- were the safety
cone in question has been placed for quite some time to slow traffic...And to top all of
this off; Baby Cat's body was given to another agency and is forever gone...A family
member in other words...
Three dead cats in three weeks...Do the math...Something is wrong and needs to be
fixed...

I demand a criminal investigation into these suspicious deaths...
On Sunday, September 27, 2020, 1:37:16 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I DEMAND A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INTO WHY 3 OF MY CATS HAVE BEEN FOUND DEAD IN
THE LAST 3 WEEKS!
REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE CALI CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER
After hearing from a neighbor about what they had read online on a
neighborhood social networking site about yet...

On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 1:20:03 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU FOREVER

REST IN PEACE MEECHA CAT I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of
my cats was dead...I found Meecha in the s...

I woke up this morning to the doorbell and a lady telling me one of my cats was dead...I found Meecha in
the street and it looks like she got hit by a car but I am not totally sure and I don't trust animal control
enough now to call them because they will just deem it an accident and take her away...When this looks
like it could have been done to make it look like an accident...Either way she needs to be buried in the
backyard where she spent so much of her time during her roughly 13 years and not thrown in the trash by
animal control...Sunnyvale DPS even said that dogs are family members; so that should include cats

too...
Meecha showed up one Christmas morning a few years after my brother was killed in a head on collision
on Christmas eve; so I immediately made her part of the family...She was a feral cat with a clipped ear
and I never found out where she came from or how old she really was but she was a loyal friend to the
end...And with Baby Cat gone; Meecha was coming out to the front yard more to keep Baby Cat's sister
Molly company because I think she sensed something was wrong...Needless to say things are looking
more suspicious than ever now and I don't know who to blame or who to go to for help when human life
is not even currently being cared about enough in this overcrowded region...Meecha was the sweetest cat
and she got along with all the other cats and I miss her and love her with all my heart...And just when
things seemed bad they got worse...And there was a safety cone moved around yesterday very near to
the spot where I found Meecha; so I will be checking surveillance footage to get footage of any possible
person(s) of interest...My gut level feeling is that two suspicious cat deaths in two weeks is no accident...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 3:25:57 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

This is a rehash of a past message re-written for the blog:
UPDATE / 11 SEP 2020: I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have
been a victim of a coyote because someone said they saw a dead black and white cat
on Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...So I called
Sunnyvale Animal Control to confirm if they gathered a cat who looked like Baby Cat
and who was a victim of predation; but they did not have any answers and referred
me to another agency...And this all occurred after DPS non-emergency neglected to
tell me about contacting animal control when I called them 3 Sep 2020...
They apparently gave Baby Cats' body to Silicon Valley animal control and now it
looks like they mishandled her body and she is gone...Which will end up as yet
another claim against the City of Sunnyvale within 6 months because this is yet more
unnecessary emotional distress that I do not need to be feeling right now at this
crucial time when closure is so important...The last claim I filed mentioned her
medical condition; which they obviously did not care about...And now Baby Cat is
dead and gone...
It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert
the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? Like I said; I called DPS nonemergency Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have
brought up animal control too...And if animal control does this all the time; do they
take photos of the animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do
they keep the body until they find the owner for ID? If not they should because animal
cruelty is now a federal felony that is taken very seriously...
In retrospect; I totally get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or
animal rights in general -- let alone human rights...I wouldn't be filing claims against
the City of Sunnyvale if human rights in general were an issue society actually cared
about...And since the greatness of a nation is measured by the way they treat their
animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected to human cruelty (in
that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well) it is of paramount

importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes increasingly humane
towards animals and/or their own kind...As there is no other greater goal for
inhumanity...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 12:33:51 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

The coyote theory seems to be the most viable answer to the death of Baby Cat; but I
have checked the surveillance footage and I have seen no wild dogs running along
the street in front of my house yet...So it is still up in the air as to what exactly
happened to Baby Cat last week...I'll keep you posted...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:49:31 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Oops: "In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why
wasn't it on the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of
the family'; then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any
discrimination in the way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering..."
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:48:25 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

In other words; if animal control actually thought a coyote ate my cat; why wasn't it on
the news? And since the DPS chief even once said that dogs are 'part of the family';
then why aren't cats treated with more respect? And is there any discrimination is the
way a dead dog and a dead cat are treated? Just wondering...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 9:44:15 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

It also occurred to me that if Sunnyvale Animal Control picked up a dead cat on
Wednesday that appeared to be attacked by a coyote; why was nothing done to alert

the media to try and protect local outdoor pets? I called DPS non-emergency
Wednesday night and the attendant was very kind; but he should have brought up
animal control...And if animal control does this all the time; do they take photos of the
animal found for future ID purposes of the pet owners? And do they keep the body
until they find the owner for ID? If not they should...
Precious is buried right next to Buster in the backyard very deep down in a certain
spot; and I wanted to put Baby Cat there too; but now my tradition of having an
immense respect for my deceased cats has been turned into Baby Cat thrown in the
trash by Sunnyvale Animal Control...Which is yet more unnecessary emotional
distress that I do not need to be feeling right at this crucial time when closure is so
important...
Look; I get that half the world has very little respect for animals and/or animal rights in
general -- let alone human rights...But since the greatness of a nation is measured by
the way they treat their animals -- and/or since animal cruelty is so closely connected
to human cruelty ~ in that those who abuse animals tend to abuse people as well -- it
is of paramount importance that the mass of inhumanity in general becomes
increasingly humane towards animals and/or their own kind...There is no other
greater goal for inhumanity...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 8:32:52 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC

NEXTDOOR.COM: PRIVATE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION / DISCRIMINATION ETC
TAP MERRICK On December 25th, 2 015 (Christmas day) Johns'
beloved cat Missy was found with a broken back ...

A connected issue is this: When Missy Cat's back was purposefully broken on Xmas
day a few years back; I got on Nextdoor.com to ask neighbors for help and ended up
being entirely removed from the online community; which violated my free speech
and civil rights in the process; causing immense additional emotional distress to the
situation...Since then I have been kept out of the loop on naby important issues that I
need to know about as somewhat of a leader within this community and resident...It's
incredible how many ways my rights have been violated over the years during my
subjugation...I got removed from the Yahoo Birdland Neighbors group many years

ago right after complaining about the Struble/Officer Discher issue...
Which is something they would do in Russia or China or some other oppressive
regime...
On Sunday, September 6, 2020, 7:57:14 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I spoke to some neighbors who think Baby Cat may have been a victim of a coyote
because someone out walking said they saw a dead black and white cat on
Wednesday morning in the dirt down the street by the corner...And I am waiting for
Sunnyvale Animal Control to get back to me and confirm if they gathered a cat who
looked like Baby Cat who was a victim of predation...So it looks like Mayor Wheeler
and the rest of you are cleared; and besides I was just kind of being ridiculous and
trying to make the point that if people think they can get violent due to what someone
said then why wouldn't my own words make me a target too? So I modified this blog
post and removed speculation even though most of the main points in the blog post
still hold up...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...
Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:43:12 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Other than that; people need to stop blaming police officers for stupid things lawmakers on
both sides of the aisle often cause those police officers to do...From criminalizing normal and
often benign non-criminal human behavior (liberal s more than conservatives) to failing to
fully support civil rights (conservatives more than liberals) to legalizing what would otherwise
be considered to be violent uncivil behavior (liberals and conservatives) in turn violating the
civil rights of almost everyone including police officers etc...Therefore; a focus on collective
civil rights is needed at this point in time to protect everyone -- including police
officers...Because Antifa/BLM etc can't scream about their civil rights being violated when
they are violating the civil rights of others including the police...
On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 4:08:47 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Warning: CNN would probably consider some of the contents of this blog post to be
crude and derogatory;
but that's just too bad now isn't it CNN? Because crude and derogatory government
negligence led up to it all...
WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD!?! (CONTINUED)...

Message written to 70+ email addresses consisting of City Council
members; Mayors; several US Senators; law enfo...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:41 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Ok that's much better :)

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:51:21 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Here it is again it seemed to send itself before I
got to form all of the links for your convenience;
I must have pushed the wrong button:
"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a roughly 17 year
campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia + Amadeo Junior + Olenak
Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike Three; You're Out! @ STRIKE THREE
YOU'RE OUT!?

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?

+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW
BENINGER & SON ETC
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS:
LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY ETC + MISTER BAKER @ MISTER BAKER +
SNEAK AND PEAK WARRANT @ Sneak and peek warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared
(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night Stalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
Sneak and peek warrant
Law enforcement officers are not prohibited from seizing any
property from the premises. For example, in one 201...

MISTER BAKER
When John went to Peterson High School many years back; there was
a Sunnyvale police officer named Mr. Baker who...

TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE
APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT + CONSPIRACY
ETC
Back in April of 2006; John was feeding ducks at the Lake Terrace
Apartments (as John had done for a number of y...

EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER MATTHEW BENINGER ...
The first time John called the Sunnyvale D.P.S. after being attacked in
the street was back in Dec ember 1998 . ...

TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
THE SUNNYVALE FIRE DEPARTMENT?
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/04/the-sunnyvale-firedepartment.html ...

LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY
DOUGH:
"When my client was a teenager his band Aftershock used to play at
parties on weekend nights all over the Santa...

STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!?
STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/P...

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW

ALBERT MARTINEZ AND HIS SON-IN-LAW
When the incident seen above occurred; John called the Sunnyvale
police for assistance. While waiting for the Su...

Once again; why didn't WTF/POS/DPS/SCPD restrain the RPF etc as part of their
normal CYA protocol; since failing to cover their asses often ends up amounting to
inevitable adjudication and fair compensation?
SEE ALSO: BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 2:40:59 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

"Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been leveled
against John. These fraudulent claims range from slanderous and defamatory
allegations and/or outright lies -- to lies by omission -- to ridiculous exaggerations etc.
And in most cases this can be proven. Citing the recent spate of harassment
allegations featured in the media as of late; John felt compelled to set the record
straight once and for all.
1) Mr. Struble initially corroborated his guilt to Sunnyvale DPS Officer Discher; but
somehow either "one hand was unaware of what the other hand was doing" (in other
words; Beninger never spoke to Discher and/or vice versa) and/or Beninger knew that
John had a negligence case against Sunnyvale DPS and twisted it in favor of the
Struble Familia. In a deposition; Mrs. Struble fabricated a story about John beating up
Mr. Struble in the street -- but Mr. Struble never exited his vehicle during this incident
-- he returned to work unscathed then corroborated the story on the phone. Officer
Discher then ordered Mr. Struble to drive around the block to avoid driving by Johns'
residence; an order Mr. Struble ultimately ignored (failing to obey a police officer).
John called Sunnyvale DPS non-emergency line and told them about this; but no
action way taken. Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this;
commencing a roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit..."
GO TO: VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS @
VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)

VARIOUS FRAUDULENT CLAIMS (ETC)
Throughout the last two decades various fraudulent claims have been
leveled against John. These fraudulent claim...

Either way; Sunnyvale DPS Chief Williams quit shortly after this; commencing a
roughly 17 year campaign of lies and deceit...
+ SEE ALSO: STRIKE THREE YOU'RE OUT!? > Beninger + Struble Familia +
Amadeo Junior + Olenak Familia + Manoukian + Rebholtz/Paolinetti Familia = Strike
Three; You're Out! @ @ https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2017/10/strike-three-youreout.html

QUESTION: 1) Since rookie DPS Officer Discher initially restrained Mister Struble by
holding court right out in the street and getting Mister Struble to admit to his
wrongdoing -- telling Mister Struble to avoid driving by John's house back in 1998; 2)
Why couldn't DPS/SCPD and/or SCPD Officer Don Paolinetti and/or SCPD Officers
Lopez and Seagrave and/or DPS Officer Odle etc have similarly restrained the RPF
[and/or Mister Olenak who put bleach in duck food ~ equaling animal cruelty; illegal
threats of violence later carried out etc] 3) like DPS Officer Discher did to Mister
Struble and or Mister Baker did long ago? ANSWER: Because police used to do their
jobs differently...
GO TO: LEGAL BRIEF FROM COUNSELLOR JOHNNY DOUGH:
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/07/legal-brief-from-counsellor-johnnydough.html
+ MISTER BAKER @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html
Furthermore; 1) SCPD was instead obsessed with duck feeding John received official
permission to do from now ex-Mayor Judy Nadler at a Santa Clara City Council
meeting etc and/or 2) whose negligent misconductive police actions essentially led to
fomenting selective neighborhood hatred against John for a noble duty John was
officially sanctioned to accomplish by the fucking ex-Queen of Santa Clara...Adding to
this; the council footage/evidence was later destroyed by the City of Santa Clara
leaving only text showing I attended the city council meeting...
TIMELINE: ACTIVIST TARGETED FOR DISSENT?
https://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2015/05/timeline-activist-targeted-fordissent.html
+ EX-SUNNYVALE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS) OFFICER
MATTHEW BENINGER & SON ETC
https://addendumblog2.blogspot.com/2016/10/ex-police-officer-matthewbeninger.html
+ TOM FOLEY @ THE LAKE TERRACE APARTMENTS: LAYING IN WAIT +
CONSPIRACY ETC @ http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2014/06/tom-foley-layingin-wait-conspiracy-etc.html + MISTER BAKER @
http://addendumblog1.blogspot.com/2013/02/mister-baker.html + SNEAK AND PEAK
WARRANT @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sneak_and_peek_warrant
Furthermore; 1) I mentioned something about Portland Mayor Wheeler giving the
"Go" signal to his Antifa/BLM ground troops by pointing his finger at Trump; 2)
therefore pubicly urging retaliation against those involved in freedom of speech; 3)
While countless totally sane people are absolutely abhorred the general Obiden
narrative to making 'good' a relative term; 4) Getting us all ready for a potentially
oppressive new liberal socialist communist (etc etc etc) federal government; this is
why Wheeler is now a person of interest who needs to be cleared...
There are several possibilties including: A) A friend named Gary Metrovich who I got
into a heated Facebook Messenger argument the same night Baby disappeared

(Gary is an old friend who knows where I live); and/or B) Someone on the group BCC
email list I am speaking to right now who reacted the day after I brought up the Mayor
of San Jose's current situation and/or; C) A seemingly nice Asian couple who I caught
feeding Baby Cat at night a few days before she disappeared (They are my main
suspects); and/or D) Highly trained military "Night STalkers" who are bored and off
work and messing with me and/or who I just saw on the History Channel; DX)
Something that obviously happened during the post-911 "my Dad was the head of the
CIA" Bush administration era; but probably not happening now I just had to add that in
there; which further close examination of the surveillance footage will hopefully bring
out...
It is also strange that a few days before this I began quietly asking "God" to protect
my cats at night...Was someone listening to me so they could find what really
mattered to me so they rip my heart out again and stomp on it on the floor like the
local cities have allowed to happen so many times now? It Wouldn't surprise me one
bit; but there is no way to prove that now it is merely speculation...
On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:21:53 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I talked to a Santa Clara PD Officer yesterday and sent him an email with photos of
Baby Cat to submit just to keep an eye out for her or perhaps find her body at very
least...I want to think someone took Baby Cat to keep her and not bring her harm; but
you never know...I suspect the worst but that is probably normal to do so...
BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020

BABY CAT: MISSING SINCE 2 SEPTEMBER 2020
BABY CAT / 1 MAY 2006 "Here is one of my Facebook posts from
yesterday: "I woke up at around 7 am today (2 Septe...

I added his SCPD email to this thread too to bring him up to date as to what has been
happening here for quite awhile now...This is not the first time someone has done
something to one of my cats...
And I also added Portland Mayor's email after recently sending him an email to show
him that it is unacceptable to let people run amok in any city no matter when or where
it happens...Just ask Officer Schmidt about that one I know he will agree...

And blaming Trump is lame and is just reminding us all how Democrats will inevitably
handle freedom of speech if they ever take oaths of office again to uphold the US
Constitution...When the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years; ultimately
deciding that we can all continue arguing...
If that is true then any politician whether on the right or the left can be violently
retaliated against for saying 'unsavory' things that not all people think are
unsavory...Inevitably some find 'unsavory' as being 'truth'...And any damn fool can
see that disagreement is ok as everyone is abhorrent to someone...
So giving marching orders to Antifa/BLM troops by blaming Trump just doesn't cut
it...Mayor Wheeler does not see himself as being effectual in this process...He is not
merely a bystander...Or perhaps he sees his owns words as being superior?
Probably...And I probably do too for that matter...And so it goes...
Either way; the First Amendment came first before the Second Amendment because
like I love to say:
"I can say what I want and you can't shoot me for saying it..." Even if you're a modern
youth who was raised not only without the same civil rights and/or freedoms that most
elders grew up with; but also with a bad attitude towards opposing forms of thought
as human freedom and freedom of thought are closely connected...
Because: "One who is control ~ controls oneself..." -- (Ancient Roperian Wisdom)
I have spoken! And you know I'm right! This is my final verdict and I will not be
revisiting this decision!
Anyway; try to have a great day everyone regardless of all of this bullshit! :D
THE ADDENDUM BLOG

THE ADDENDUM BLOG
=== EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW ===
BTW: Baby Cat suddenly went missing the day after I sent an email to Mayor Wheeler about the aforementioned topics; so I hope there's
no 'Portland Underground' running around stealing the cats of outspoken individuals like me and so many others...Since Wheeler sees
freedom of speech as not being free anymore...Hmmm...

On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 4:49:01 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I woke up yesterday morning to find this disarray right outside the front door and my cat
missing...And a solar light was obviously removed and placed a foot or two away from the
light's base and it had to be pulled out of the base to do this...somebody was on my property
the night my cat disappeared...There's no doubt in my mind...
Someone's who's spiritually broke (along with local governments) has got HELL to pay...
On Thursday, September 3, 2020, 12:55:33 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Baby Cat is officially missing now and today I will try to check shelters and search the
streets for any signs of life or death...Also; I added a new lawyer to the group of other
lawyers on this email list; and I am wondering if she perhaps has taken any action so
far; because if she has that may explain Baby Cat's disappearance...
And remember animal cruelty is now a felony; one of the good laws Trump signed
into law...So this is no longer a matter of lost property worth $15; this is an invaluable
cat who's sister is wondering where she is and is acting depressed now along with
me; and she is vulnerable too along with other cats who live around here...
It looks like Precious Cat was killed by Jake Paolinetti after about 5 years of
unrestrained stalking and harassment and after the Mrs. Rebholtz dragged me into
court for things her out of control brats did...Leaving Jake Paolinetti free to continue
his siege...And Buster Cat suddenly fell sick after being healthy as a horse...
And when Precious was gone I searched for another cat like her for awhile until finally
found her in Baby Cat; her frightened little sister who is now gone...3 out of 4 of the
cats from this litter of kitties who was born in the backyard under my neighbor's deck
are now forever gone...
These were the kitties who gave me joy and love during the difficult years after my
brother died in a head on collision on Xmas eve 1999...The difficult years made even
more difficult by the RPF yelling what sounded like death threats (in other words;
domestic terrorism with no statute of limitations) right outside my bedroom window at
night after a night time ambush attempt police never investigated correctly...
It should have been made into a crime scene...
So Donald Trump can talk all day about drug rehab; but I'm probably going to smoke
more pot than ever now to numb my soul again like I did for about two years after
Precious Cats' untimely death and/or like I did again for a shorter time right after
Missy Cats' back was broken on Xmas day a few years back...Remember?
(So either arrest all of the freaks cops allowed to break the law and attack me and
harass me and stalk me and vandalize my property and kill and kidnap my cats; or I'm
smoking more pot to deal with it...Deal with it...There are HUGE life consequences to
this kind of government-sponsored gross negligence...)
Back when DPS Officers Gantt and Fuji dragged their feet for about two months

before finally showing up and not giving me an incident number until I asked for one
right before they left? As TV news stories about a cops' son in San Jose who was a
serial cat killer raged on in the background? Remember that?
So I've had enough foot dragging and nonfeasance and other forms of neglect; this is
a very serious matter that needs attention ASAP and I'm sick of everyone else getting
help from the police or media exposure while they do nothing for me...When I get the
feeling all media exposure will do is violate my privacy and in turn likely cause more
harassment due to the large amount of idiots who apparently live in this region...
Anyway I called DPS non-emergency last night and told the phone attendant about
Baby Cat and the surveillance footage and the suspiciously misplaced wood and
suspicious solar light placement...
Someone was on my property the same night Baby Cat disappeared and obvious
clues were left behind likely to send a message...Therefore I should call for an officer
to show up and document the event; even though I don't trust cops who have never
seemed interested in helping me out and going the extra mile for me...
So this was very likely done on purpose and I honestly think it perhaps has something
to do with my fearlessness and outspoken nature...And the way appears it was done
makes me suspect it was done very carefully avoiding the surveillance cameras so
perhaps someone was aware of our surveillance limitations; working around them to
stay covert...
(I did see Baby Cat following and Asian couple across the street outside my window the other
night; causing me to go outside and ask them what they were doing since it was so unusual for
Baby Cat to be following anyone around...They acted a bit suspicious and left quickly and it
was night time so I couldn't really see them that well...They seemed nice and said they had
cats too but they left sort of abruptly so it seems a little suspicious to me...Hmmm...)
Therefore let it be known; someone can kill or kidnap all of my cats and threaten my
life -- even foreign or domestic spies -- but I still will not shut up...And all this did was
make me more determined than ever to root out those who messed with me for so
many years and finally find some semblance of justice within this mess...
And it is also hurting neighbors who love Baby Cat and the other cats; and I will
probably be putting out flyers soon telling the neighborhood what happened even
though it may scare some people; including making a new blog post too to explain
online...And to top it off; being illegally removed from the Birdland Neighbors and
Nextdoor.com keeps me and others out of the loop regarding important issues like
this that should be blasted out to the entire neighborhood but is not due to
discrimination and illegal rights violations allowed by largely unconstitutional user
agreements allowing the First Amendment rights of users to be egregiously violated...
My old California dream has just woken up into a NIGHTMARE FROM
HELL...

On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 11:35:45 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

She is nowhere to be found and this has never happened in 12 years of her life...And
does anyone think calling the police will actually do anything even though this kind of
thing is a felony now? The police will probably come two months later like they did
with Missy Cat then leave without giving me an incident number and do nothing...
Is someone sending a little message to me with this? Here's a little message back:
We'll see she could show up tomorrow morning but this is very unlike her and I
suspect the worst right now...Imagine not being able to call the police for help
knowing they won't do anything when you call them; and imagine them slandering
and defaming you after calling them for help instead of helping you...That is the kind
of shit I have dealt with...
Does someone want me to shut up? Good luck with that one...
On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 8:35:54 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

Today one of my 12 year old cats (Precious Cats' sister) is suddenly gone and not
coming when I call her; so if any of you reading this had anything to do with this I am
checking my surveillance footage soon because animal cruelty is now a
felony...There was a wooden board along the front walkway that was in the middle of
the walkway and a sun powered light fixture looked kicked over...I could be jumping to
conclusions but I have a really bad feeling about this since it has happened before
and I suspect if she is gone it has something to do with what I wrote yesterday due to
the timing...We'll see...It is very unlike her to not come when called...
I don't trust government anymore and it wouldn't surprise me if this is just a
continuation my aforementioned past...
On Tuesday, September 1, 2020, 1:07:32 PM PDT, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

I feel compelled to answer back to some of the strange ideas being presented to the
masses which I saw this morning in the "incredibly biased and obviously trying to win
the next election" SJ Mercury News; which is connected to a variety of other
incredibly biased news outlets across America:
Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city violence

Biden hits campaign trail, blames Trump for city
violence
Associated Press

Joe Biden is mounting a more aggressive offense against President
Donald Trump with a rare public appearance Mon...

Coming from Biden; the man who advocates beating up people behind locker rooms;
a man who knows Obama -- who has been sitting in his home office urging on the
protests...
The bottom line is: one who is in control; controls oneself...
In other words; blame no one other than yourself for what you do...As freedom of
speech = provocation; and the First Amendment was argued for roughly 14 years
before eventual ratification...And also why the First Amendment came before the
Second Amendment...
Because I can say whatever I damn well please;
and you can't shoot me for saying it...Pretty simple...
Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor thanks neighbors who scrubbed away graffiti

Protesters vandalize Liccardo's home, mayor
thanks neighbors who scrubbe...
A group apparently protesting for social justice targeted San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo Friday night.

Yup and I had the exact same thing happen; but for a multi-year period -- about 7-8+
years without end...
And it all got zero attention from the mainstream media ~ while police refused to stop
it...And I almost died from massive tooth infections as people were yelling what
sounded like death threats on and off right outside...
I guess self-appointed Mayors of Southwest Sunnyvale like me who actually care
about neighbors and what they think about local issues are not worth protecting due
to our love of deepened democracy...
Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking the president

Letters: Ugly display | Property taxes | Remaking
the president
Mercury News Letters to the Editor for September 1, 2020

"After ugly S.J. display,
protests at crossroads
Last Friday, in the dark of night, three human characteristics converged at the home
of San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and his wife, Jessica.
After a reportedly peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter near City Hall, a group
decided to once again protest at the home of Mayor Liccardo and his wife. Under
cover of darkness, more than 100 people converged on their neighborhood home,
with nearly a half-dozen painting, spraying and egging their home, scrawling
obscenities on their front door, walls and windows. Dozens of others stood there,
many cheering them on. Afterward, caring neighbors, who – like the mayor – proudly
display Black Lives Matter posters in their windows, invested hours in helping the
mayor clean up his home.
Friends, our country is at a crossroads in which our character can come out: Will we
be the caring neighbors who took positive action, the cowardly criminals who attacked
someone else’s home, or the complicit crowd, who egged them on or stood there
silently and allowed it to happen? Let’s make the right choice in which we lift up
others for racial justice and equity, rather than tearing others down.
Carl Guardino
Monte Sereno..."

So there you have it; not only did this arrogant Carl Guardino clown get to speak for
about 10 minutes at a Sunnyvale City Council meeting ~ while I got cut off at 3
minutes (which could be considered to be a form of class-based discrimination) but
now it suddenly matters that the SJ Mayors' house got exactly what I experienced for
about 7-8 years on and off...Unfuckingbelieveable...Damn! There really is a certain
kind of arrogance and entitlement that the 'ruling class' has in this respect...And it's all
public now...
And that arrogance and entitlement says: "You don't matter; while others do..."
THEREFORE; IT'S HIGH TIME TO #WALKAWAY!

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Cary Andrew Crittenden
Christopher Welsh
charles.wilson@scscourt.org
Re: Grand Jury Scandal
Saturday, October 3, 2020 6:19:07 PM
Robert-Moss-Dead-2.pdf
public defender 2012.pdf
Pubic Defender 2013.pdf
public defender 2012.pdf
Detective-David-Carroll.pdf
Robert-Moss-Dead-2.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi Chris,
On September 16th outside department 23, you had told me that you did not haver time to
review evidence needed to ensure I receive a fair trial. You need to find the time & if not,
then we simply can not proceed to trial.
The attached documents are evidence pertaining to the civil grand jury investigations and their
corresponding fake court cases, C1493022, 112cv226958 and others.
I am also directing you to file a motion that the prosecutor on this case testify under penalty of
perjury that all exculpatory evidence, has been disclosed. No Brady violations will
tolerated.
This grand jury scandal is not exactly a minor detail that can be ignored. You will notice
Detective Carroll was mentioned multiple times throughout the whistleblower complaint and
that presiding judge Brian was and County Executive Jeff Smith coordinated with one another
on the Grand Jury Investigation, while simultaneously puppeteering the fake investigation
(Captain Riccardo Urena's Rae is supervisor on the report. He was head of court security and
reported directly to Judge Brian Walsh. It is also documented that Carro,ll was sent in
response to Whisleblowe complaint and Molly O'Neal was copied to that email.
Something very significant had been noticed that has been concealed from the grand jury
investigation anfd that is there evidence of bribery with Judge Manoukian and Public
Guardian. - Like the Grand Jury Investigation itself, this was BETWEEN. COUNTY AND
COURT UNDER SUPERVISION AND CONTROL OF THE SAME INDIVIDUALS.
I have never disrespected you Chris & I am not trying to do disrespect you now, but the
message needs to be made load and clear, DO NOT PULL A FAST ONE.
Respectfully,
Cary Andrew Crittenden.

From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 1:52 PM
Subject: Re: Detective David Carroll
To: <dcoffey@pdo.sccgov.org>
Cc: <Ada.complaint@usdoj.gov>, Shandler, Jane C <Jane.C.Shandler@hud.gov>,
jrosen@da.sccgov.org <jrosen@da.sccgov.org>, san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov
<san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov>, judicialcouncil@jud.ca.gov <judicialcouncil@jud.ca.gov>,
info@calbar.ca.gov <info@calbar.ca.gov>, <Phyllis.Cheng@dfeh.ca.gov>,
criminal.division@usdoj.gov <criminal.division@usdoj.gov>,
<david.carroll@sherriff.sccgov.org>, JKAPP@pdo.sccgov.org <JKAPP@pdo.sccgov.org>,
MONEAL@pdo.sccgov.org <MONEAL@pdo.sccgov.org>, <jeff.rosen@da.sccgov.org>,
<kristen.tarabetz@sheriff.sccgov.org>, <frank.damiano@sheriff.sccgov.org>,
<sheriff@cupertino.org>, <Laurie.Smith@sheriff.sccgov.org>, Susan Fowle
<susan.fowle@ssa.sccgov.org>, Cheryl Stevens <Cheryl.Stevens@cco.sccgov.org>, Orry Korb
<orry.korb@cco.sccgov.org>, smanoukian@scscourt.org <smanoukian@scscourt.org>,
<yruiz@scscourt.org>, <sfein@da.sccgov.org>, O'Donnell, Jim <jim.odonnell@abc.com>,
Heather.Falkenthal@asm.ca.gov <Heather.Falkenthal@asm.ca.gov>,
<cory.wolbach@sen.ca.gov>

Mr. Coffey,
I want it on the record that Detective David Carroll has told me that
I was under criminal investigation by the Santa Clara County District
Attorney's Office because I had emailed Mr.Korb requesting Orry Korb
to reinstate Heidi Yauman's HUD Complaint (#345092), which was shut
down by the Public Guardian for the purpose of preserving the
fraudulent court record that was created in Department 19 (CASE:
1-12-CV=226958) - The false accusations of criminal activity stated
as FACT in these fraudulent pleadings submitted by attorney Ryan
Mayberry were nothing but made up lies with ZERO FACTUAL BASIS IN
REALITY.
I cannot state as fact, that this led to the death of Mr. Robert Moss
who was found dead at Markham Plaza Apartments in Early November of
2012, but I CAN STATE AS FACT that Markham Plaza had used this
fraudulent false statements as "justification" to prevent me from
assisting Mr. Moss who was disabled & Mr. Moss was found dead very
shortly thereafter.
In the event that a pitchess motion is ever filed against Detecteve
Carroll, I would like to offer my services as a witness in court.

Not only does it appear that Detective Carroll was following unlawful
orders, but that the orders that are directed pursuant to department
procedure are to be passed down through the chain of command through
the rank to the file within the Santa Clara County Sheriff's
Department
Additionally, It appears that by issuing these unlawful orders to the
Santa Clara County Sheriff's Department, Mr. Korb may be in violation
of Rule 3-300 (California Rules of Professional Conduct) - In
conjuction with violations of ADA,FHA, etc.
BTW:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecLeuPNgFpY

( I have no personal knowledge of the events described in the above
testimony of Ms. Debra Grant, but it is clear that the Sheriff's
Department does employ tactics such as are describes, and the
sabotaging of Heidi Yauman's HUD complaint does indeed qualify as a
PROTECTION RACKET, with EAH Housing and their attorney being a
protected party & the Santa Clara County Sheriff's Department acting
as a band of thugs to enforce that protection that EAH Housing has
been granted.
Regards,
Cary-Andrew Crittenden | 408-401-0023

On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 12:40 PM, Cary-Andrew Crittenden
<southsfbayarea@gmail.com> wrote:
> The kind gesture is appreciated Susan, and thus far, you have shown
> yourself to be very genuine and sincere. Among other things, this may
> be a conflict of interest since you are with the Public Guardian's
> office and represented by the County Counsel who orchestrated these
> attacks against us, and destroyed Heidi's Housing. It would be
> extremely helpful however, if either you or Mr. Dames could please
> obtain a hard copy of the court transcript to case: 1-12-CV226958, as
> we have credible reason to suspect that the court transcripts to this
> case have also been altered, as appears to be a common trend in civil

> court cases that have gone through department 19.
>
> I believe that any legal advise directed by the county counsel to the
> Public Guardian that conflicts with PAG fiduciary duty
> would be unlawful as an attorney may not advise in the violation of
> any law, as he has clearly done repeatedly, in effect, using the
> Sheriff's Department as if he was "yielding a sword" to attack us.
> This is remarkably similar to the events of 2006 with the San Jose
> Police Department ( http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5-Khy4bpH4 ) which
> caused Heidi permanent physical injuries to her vision. I am not a
> doctor or a lawyer, but does not common sense suggest that inflicting
> this kind of emotional trauma on her may injure her more because of
> her traumatic brain injury?
>
> She is frightened and terrified right now, though less disoriented
> than she was a few months ago. One element of Korbs tactics at
> employing the Sheriff's Department to harass and intimidate us is not
> only purposed to place us in a state of durress, (and with Heidi,
> Undue Influence as defined in Civil Code: 1575 ) it is also a form of
> witness intimidation & obstruction of justice & retaliation against
> whistle blowers for reporting crimes by County and State Court
> Officials.
>
> In all due respect to you, we cannot ignore the possibility that
> County Counsel may use Deputy Public Guardians to play: "Good Cop /
> Bad Cop" , which at this point, would be a tactic that he would
> probably employ as this has also been done in the past.
>
>
> Not only was Heidi deprived of her due process rights, her fair
> housing rights, her ADA rights, She was also degraded harassed,
> humiliated and stripped of her human dignity, In the cruel manner in
> which Heidi has been treated, Mr. Korb has exhibited characteristics
> of a cruel sadistic psychopath.
>
> You are welcome to call if you like. It is always a pleasure talking with you.
>
> Thank you for your kindness & concern for her well being & safety.
>
> Respectfully,

> Cary-Andrew Crittenden | 408-401-0023 / 650-701-3202
>

From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Jul 29, 2013 at 4:37 PM
Subject: ATT: SFPD SOUTHERN STATION
To: <sfpd.southern.station@sfgov.org>
Cc: gabel <gabel@pdo.sccgov.org>, <hotline@cco.sccgov.org>, <fairhousing@usdoj.gov>,
<criminal.division@usdoj.gov>, <JKAPP@pdo.sccgov.org>, <MONEAL@pdo.sccgov.org>,
DMontoya@hudoig.gov <DMontoya@hudoig.gov>

Dear San Francisco Police Dept.
Please be advised that In the coming week, we may be needing a civil standby at
the San Francisco office of the U.S.Dept. of Housing and Urban Development to
facilitate the reinstatement of HUD INQUIRY:345092 That was illegaly shut down
by Santa Clara County Government officials to insulate federal involvement with
a fraudulant court record created (1-12-CV226958)
We may need to file a police report against HUD officials for possible violations of
Penal Code 31 and Welfare and Institutions code: 15656 if they do not reinstate
this complaint.
I am copying this coresppondencr to Honorable Judge Montoya, HUD Inspector
General and others.
Any questions, you may call me at 408-401-0023
Regards,
Cary-Andrew Crittenden
-------- Original Message -------Subject: ATT: JOHN CHASE
From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com>
To: jchase@da.sccgov.org
CC: ada.complaintadmin@usdoj.gov,criminal.division@usdoj.gov,fairhousing@usdoj.gov,gabe
l
<gabel@pdo.sccgov.org>,JKAPP@pdo.sccgov.org,MONEAL@pdo.sccgov.org,hotline@cco.sc
cgov.org,jrosen@da.sccgov.org,info@calbar.ca.gov,info@calbar.ca.gov,judicialcouncil@jud.ca.
gov,Jeff Smith <jeff.smith@ceo.sccgov.org>,jrosen@da.sccgov.org,Laurence Marcel
Watkins <L.M.WATKINS@gmail.com>
Good afternoon Mr. Chase. In respect to the fraudulant eviction of Heidi Yauman
from Markham Plaza Apartments (CASE: 1-12CV226958), The opposition's

attorney, Mr. Ryan Mayberry: SBN: 232622 created a synthetic identity and
county and Mr. Larry Kubo allowed them to do this. This is verifyable on the
court record,and since Judge Manoukian was made aware of this on numerous
occasions, I believe he is legaly obligated to take corrective action pursuant to
Canon 3D. Mr. Korb is also under obligation to take corrective action for Mr.
Kubo and also for the whistleblower complaint which from what I understand,
was supposed to be handled by the County Executive, not the County Counsel.
Thank You,
Cary-Andrew Crittenden |

408-401-0023

From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Jul 2, 2013 at 8:42 PM
Subject: Fwd: Case# 345092 / Yauman Vs. Markham Plaza.
To: gabel <gabel@pdo.sccgov.org>
Cc: <JKAPP@pdo.sccgov.org>, <MONEAL@pdo.sccgov.org>, <yruiz@scscourt.org>, Martiy
Prehn <marty.prehn.1@facebook.com>, Mark Petersen-Perez <paloaltofreepress@gmail.com>,
<pjones@hudoig.gov>, <complaints_office_09@hud.gov>, jrosen@da.sccgov.org
<jrosen@da.sccgov.org>, Shandler, Jane C <Jane.C.Shandler@hud.gov>,
<Phyllis.Cheng@dfeh.ca.gov>, <hotline@cco.sccgov.org>, McCabe, Lara
<lara.mccabe@bos.sccgov.org>, O'Donnell, Jim <jim.odonnell@abc.com>,
<Nancy.Fineman@calbar.ca.gov>, <Nanosafety@gmal.com>, David Merritt
<dymerritt@hotmail.com>

Mr. Abel, This email was pertaining to the false notice placed on
Heidi's door at 2000 Monterey# 427 by Elaine Bouchard falsely accusing
Heidi of having a man named Daniel Washington living with her. (Mr.
Washington knocked on Heidi's door one evening & she did not answer
the door) This was another example of false accusations & harassment
against Heidi that Arlene had the responsibility to address. (See
also the attached PDF file: )
By refusing to submit this document to HUD or release a copy to Heidi,
Arlene facilitated this illegal eviction & made it so Heidi was unable
to defend herself. Now Ms. Peterson STILL REFUSES to reinstate
Heidi's HUD complaint & fix the false court record that was created.)
( RE: HUD INQUIRY: 345092 / CASE# 1-12-CV-226958 )
Thank You,

Cary-Andrew Crittenden
650-701-3202

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: southsfbayarea@gmail.com <southsfbayarea@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Aug 30, 2012 at 9:48 PM
Subject: Case# 345092 / Yauman Vs. Markham Plaza.
To: arlene.peterson@pag.co.santa-clara.ca.us
Cc: nanosafety@gmail.com, CreeksideRealty1@gmail.com,
NASGA@verizon.net, naht@saveourhomes.org
Hello Arlene,
Could you please fax a copy of the recent false violation notice that
Elaine filed against Heidi to HUD at:
415-489-6535 in reference to:
Case# 345092 "Yauman vs. Markham Plaza Apartments"
Elaine needs to understand that this is not:
"Open hunting season against Heidi Yauman" & it Looks like Larry just
sat back and gave Elaine the green light.
Thank You.
Cary-Andrew Crittenden
408-401-0023

From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden [mailto:southsfbayarea@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 1:32 PM
To: Susan Fowle
Cc: Carlotta Royal; Alfredo Alanis; Cheryl Stevens; Internal.Affairs@pro.sccgov.org; ari
manoukian; klindsey@stanford.edu; Complaint, ADA (CRT); ada.complaintadmin@usdoj.gov;
Burns, Dennis; Simitian, Joe; michele.martin@pro.sccgov.org
Subject: HEIDI YAUMAN MEDICAL

Heidi has gone deaf. Please do not delay in providing the paperwork needed so that I may get
her the treatment that she needs.
This is not a crime & I cannot be arrested for getting her medical treatment that she needs. Please
make sure that the Sheriff's Department complies with board policy 3.8 and make sure that they
do not impede her from getting the medical treatment that she needs.
If Detective Carroll comes near her or me, we will call 911 and file for a federal injunction.

Regards,
Cary-Andrew Crittenden | 650-701-3202
NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments may contain
information that is confidential or restricted. It is intended only for
the individuals named as recipients in the message. If you are NOT an
authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using, delivering,
distributing, printing, copying, or disclosing the message or content to
others and must delete the message from your computer. If you have
received this message in error, please notify the sender by return
email.
--------------------------------------

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Feb 26, 2015 at 9:35 AM
Subject: Joe Simitian - Pattern and Practice / ADA
To: "Simitian, Joe" <joe.simitian@bos.sccgov.org>
Cc: "Complaint, ADA (CRT)" <Ada.complaint@usdoj.gov>, ada.complaintadmin@usdoj.gov,

Cheryl Stevens <Cheryl.Stevens@cco.sccgov.org>, Internal.Affairs@pro.sccgov.org, Alfredo
Alanis <alfredo.alanis@sheriff.sccgov.org>, michele.martin@pro.sccgov.org

Joe, These are serious color of law abuses by the Santa Clara County Sheriff's Department with
excessive force resulting in injury. They have exhibited a pattern and practice of these abuses
and abused the CLETS Law enforcement database to interfere with her right to advocacy.
Because of detective Carroll, Heidi has lost much of her ability to speak and her computer is
necessary for her to communicate and stay connected to the public. She has expressed that it
feels to her as if they are stepping on her trying to force her into a hole in the ground which
represents the coma state she emerged from. She tries to speak and the words do not come out.

Heidi is featured in this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvE19gAEAco

and Detective Carroll used excessive force to interfere with Heidi's complaint to the US.
Department of Urban Development,

We are planning to sue the county pursuant to USC Title 42 Section 1983 an put liens against the
properties of those responsible., perhaps seize their homes if corrective action is not taken as
board policy 3.8 guarantees that a procedure is in place to prevent this obsessive stalking and
harassment. I have seen no evidence that this procedure exists or that it is being enforced

This has been happening for about 2 years and they will not stop.

Respectfully Sir,
Please help.

Cary-Andrew Crittenden | 650-701-3202

On Wed, Feb 25, 2015 at 4:48 PM, Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com>
wrote:
Kate, the Sheriffs department took Heidis computer. If anything happens to me, please watch out
for her. My PFN Number is DRJ927 and bithdate is June14 1969. Please post on facebook that I
was arrested. (If it happens)
Ask people to protest
On Wednesday, February 25, 2015, Joy Birnie <joybirnie@gmail.com> wrote:
Hey Andy,

Thank you for the update.

Where are you now?

So, Heidi cannot hear at all right now?
Sent from my iPhone
On Feb 25, 2015, at 2:34 PM, Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com> wrote:

Still waiting for confirmation about getting her to Kaiser. I am Heidi's Legal Advocate pursuant
to the American's with Disabilities act and they cannot do this to her. They reported me to the
District Attorney's office for trying to help her get her pain medication.
On Wed, Feb 25, 2015 at 2:20 PM, Kate Lynn Lindsey <klindsey@stanford.edu> wrote:
Andy, I’m so sorry to hear all this news - this is awful! I will try to help you any way I can.
Unfortunately, I’m not in Palo Alto until Monday. Can I help you find a place to stay tonight?
Do you need a ride somewhere? I need some more information.Kate

On Feb 25, 2015, at 1:59 PM, Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com> wrote:
Kate, we may need your help today.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com>

Date: Wed, Feb 25, 2015 at 1:31 PM
Subject: HEIDI YAUMAN MEDICAL
To: Susan Fowle <susan.fowle@ssa.sccgov.org>
Cc: CARLOTTA.ROYAl@ssa.sccgov.org, Alfredo Alanis <alfredo.alanis@sheriff.sccgov.org>,
Cheryl Stevens <Cheryl.Stevens@cco.sccgov.org>, Internal.Affairs@pro.sccgov.org, ari
manoukian <ari.manoukian@gmail.com>, "klindsey@stanford.edu" <klindsey@stanford.edu>,
"Complaint, ADA (CRT)" <Ada.complaint@usdoj.gov>, ada.complaintadmin@usdoj.gov,
"Burns, Dennis" <dennis.burns@cityofpaloalto.org>, "Simitian, Joe"
<joe.simitian@bos.sccgov.org>, michele.martin@pro.sccgov.org

Heidi has gone deaf. Please do not delay in providing the paperwork needed so that I may get her
the treatment that she needs.

This is not a crime & I cannot be arrested for getting her medical treatment that she needs. Please
make sure that the Sheriff's Department complies with board policy 3.8 and make sure that they
do not impede her from getting the medical treatment that she needs.

If Detective Carroll comes near her or me, we will call 911 and file for a federal injunction.

Regards,
Cary-Andrew Crittenden |
----------------+-------------------Mr. Crittenden,
Thanks for the email. I hope it works out ok. Happy New Years to you and yours. Dennis

Dennis Burns | Police Chief
275 Forest Avenue | Palo Alto, CA 94301
D: 650-329-2103| E: dennis.burns@cityofpaloalto.org
Please think of the environment before printing this email – Thank you!

From: Crittenden [mailto:southsfbayarea@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, December 28, 2013 6:33 PM
To: Burns, Dennis
Cc: judgebullock1949@gmail.com; Jocelyn.Samuels@usdoj.gov; LaDoris Cordell; Aram James;
info@calbar.ca.gov
Subject: PAPD Chief Burns. / PC 148
Hello Chief Burns,
Sheriff Detective David Carroll has told me that I could be arrested if I tried to assist Heidi with
legal advocacy or getting her medical assistance. She was feeling sick last night and I facilitated
getting her to Stanford E.R. a doctor ran tests and believes that Heidi may have cancer.
I did what I needed to do, and what the doctor learned may have saved her life. She has a follow
up appointment January 2nd with a private doctor. If detective Carroll or any other S.O. deputy
attempts to arrest me for getting her the medical attention she needed, this arrest would be

unlawful, and my understanding of PC 148 is that as it is ONLY UNLAWFUL to RESIST A
LEGAL ARREST & I may therefore LEGALY RESIST an UNLAWFUL ARREST.
I am letting you know that if they try to arrest me for getting her medical attention I MAY NEED
TO RESIST & I may have no choice but to solicit the assistance of the Palo Alto Police
Department if a situation develops within PA city limits.
I believe that by doing these things, not only is detective Carroll following unlawful orders, but
also that he is doing so under advice of County Counsel, Orry Korb in violation of CPRC: 3-210,
U.S.C. TITLE 18 Sections 241, 242, Penal Code 368, WIC 15656, TITLE 42 SECTION 3631,
A.D.A, and multiple sections of the Civil Code and California Government Code.
Though I believe these most.likely to be void threats intended to intimidate & silence us from
speaking out about the acts of fraud committed against her in case: 1-12-CV226958, I still do not
want to make any assumptions & our best defense, and as a precaution, I think it best that these
things be documented which is why I am bringing this before your attention.
Thank You & Have a happy New Year.
Respectfully,
Cary-Andrew Crittenden
408-401-0023
www.SantaClaraCountySheriff.com
Copied to senior staff at U.S. DOJ, PDO and State Bar.
----------------------------------------

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 1:52 PM
Subject: Re: Detective David Carroll
To: dcoffey@pdo.sccgov.org
Cc: Ada.complaint@usdoj.gov, "Shandler, Jane C"
<Jane.C.Shandler@hud.gov>, "jrosen@da.sccgov.org"
<jrosen@da.sccgov.org>, "san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov"
<san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov>, "judicialcouncil@jud.ca.gov"
<judicialcouncil@jud.ca.gov>, "info@calbar.ca.gov"
<info@calbar.ca.gov>, Phyllis.Cheng@dfeh.ca.gov,
"criminal.division@usdoj.gov" <criminal.division@usdoj.gov>,
david.carroll@sherriff.sccgov.org, "JKAPP@pdo.sccgov.org"
<JKAPP@pdo.sccgov.org>, "MONEAL@pdo.sccgov.org"
<MONEAL@pdo.sccgov.org>, jeff.rosen@da.sccgov.org,
kristen.tarabetz@sheriff.sccgov.org, frank.damiano@sheriff.sccgov.org,

sheriff@cupertino.org, Laurie.Smith@sheriff.sccgov.org, Susan Fowle
<susan.fowle@ssa.sccgov.org>, Cheryl Stevens
<Cheryl.Stevens@cco.sccgov.org>, Orry Korb <orry.korb@cco.sccgov.org>,
"smanoukian@scscourt.org" <smanoukian@scscourt.org>,
yruiz@scscourt.org, sfein@da.sccgov.org, "O'Donnell, Jim"
<jim.odonnell@abc.com>, "Heather.Falkenthal@asm.ca.gov"
<Heather.Falkenthal@asm.ca.gov>, cory.wolbach@sen.ca.gov
▼ Hide quoted text
Mr. Coffey,
I want it on the record that Detective David Carroll has told me that
I was under criminal investigation by the Santa Clara County District
Attorney's Office because I had emailed Mr.Korb requesting Orry Korb
to reinstate Heidi Yauman's HUD Complaint (#345092), which was shut
down by the Public Guardian for the purpose of preserving the
fraudulent court record that was created in Department 19 (CASE:
1-12-CV=226958) - The false accusations of criminal activity stated
as FACT in these fraudulent pleadings submitted by attorney Ryan
Mayberry were nothing but made up lies with ZERO FACTUAL BASIS IN
REALITY.
I cannot state as fact, that this led to the death of Mr. Robert Moss
who was found dead at Markham Plaza Apartments in Early November of
2012, but I CAN STATE AS FACT that Markham Plaza had used this
fraudulent false statements as "justification" to prevent me from
assisting Mr. Moss who was disabled & Mr. Moss was found dead very
shortly thereafter.
In the event that a pitchess motion is ever filed against Detecteve
Carroll, I would like to offer my services as a witness in court.
Not only does it appear that Detective Carroll was following unlawful
orders, but that the orders that are directed pursuant to department
procedure are to be passed down through the chain of command through
the rank to the file within the Santa Clara County Sheriff's
Department
Additionally, It appears that by issuing these unlawful orders to the
Santa Clara County Sheriff's Department, Mr. Korb may be in violation
of Rule 3-300 (California Rules of Professional Conduct) - In
conjuction with violations of ADA,FHA, etc.
BTW:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecLeuPNgFpY
( I have no personal knowledge of the events described in the above
testimony of Ms. Debra Grant, but it is clear that the Sheriff's
Department does employ tactics such as are describes, and the
sabotaging of Heidi Yauman's HUD complaint does indeed qualify as a
PROTECTION RACKET, with EAH Housing and their attorney being a
protected party & the Santa Clara County Sheriff's Department acting
as a band of thugs to enforce that protection that EAH Housing has
been granted.
Regards,
Cary-Andrew Crittenden | 408-401-0023

On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 12:40 PM, Cary-Andrew Crittenden
<southsfbayarea@gmail.com> wrote:
> The kind gesture is appreciated Susan, and thus far, you have shown
> yourself to be very genuine and sincere. Among other things, this may
> be a conflict of interest since you are with the Public Guardian's
> office and represented by the County Counsel who orchestrated these
> attacks against us, and destroyed Heidi's Housing. It would be
> extremely helpful however, if either you or Mr. Dames could please
> obtain a hard copy of the court transcript to case: 1-12-CV226958, as
> we have credible reason to suspect that the court transcripts to this
> case have also been altered, as appears to be a common trend in civil
> court cases that have gone through department 19.
>
> I believe that any legal advise directed by the county counsel to the
> Public Guardian that conflicts with PAG fiduciary duty
> would be unlawful as an attorney may not advise in the violation of
> any law, as he has clearly done repeatedly, in effect, using the
> Sheriff's Department as if he was "yielding a sword" to attack us.
> This is remarkably similar to the events of 2006 with the San Jose
> Police Department ( http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5-Khy4bpH4 ) which
> caused Heidi permanent physical injuries to her vision. I am not a
> doctor or a lawyer, but does not common sense suggest that inflicting
> this kind of emotional trauma on her may injure her more because of
> her traumatic brain injury?
>
> She is frightened and terrified right now, though less disoriented
> than she was a few months ago. One element of Korbs tactics at
> employing the Sheriff's Department to harass and intimidate us is not

> only purposed to place us in a state of durress, (and with Heidi,
> Undue Influence as defined in Civil Code: 1575 ) it is also a form of
> witness intimidation & obstruction of justice & retaliation against
> whistle blowers for reporting crimes by County and State Court
> Officials.
>
> In all due respect to you, we cannot ignore the possibility that
> County Counsel may use Deputy Public Guardians to play: "Good Cop /
> Bad Cop" , which at this point, would be a tactic that he would
> probably employ as this has also been done in the past.
>
>
> Not only was Heidi deprived of her due process rights, her fair
> housing rights, her ADA rights, She was also degraded harassed,
> humiliated and stripped of her human dignity, In the cruel manner in
> which Heidi has been treated, Mr. Korb has exhibited characteristics
> of a cruel sadistic psychopath.
>
> You are welcome to call if you like. It is always a pleasure talking with you.
>
> Thank you for your kindness & concern for her well being & safety.
>
> Respectfully,
> Cary-Andrew Crittenden | 408-401-0023 / 650-701-3202
>
> On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 7:55 AM, Susan Fowle <Susan.Fowle@ssa.sccgov.org> wrote:
>> Hi Cary
>>
>> Does Heidi want me to attend her meeting with her? Please remember to have her pick up
extra personal needs fun this week.
>>
>> Susan
>>
>> Sent from my iPad
>>
>>> On Oct 19, 2013, at 2:46 AM, "Cary-Andrew Crittenden" <southsfbayarea@gmail.com>
wrote:
>>>
>>> Hello Susan. Heidi is scheduled to interview early next week with a representitive from
U.S. Government about the events that happened to her & it is very difficult for her to have to relive this ordeal. She is also very frightened & having some panic attacks due to the recent threats
& intimidation tactics used against us by the Santa Clara County Sheriff's Department and this is
upsetting her abit and she is affraid that they may arrest her or retaliate against her if she
cooperates with an investigation. She was allready very shaken and tramatized which is why I
kept on pleading with Orry Korb to stop hurting her & it appears these inflictions are calculated,
delibeberate & intentionaly purposed to break her down as much as possible, scramble her senses

and exploit her brain injury & emotional trauma - much like what Larry Kubo did when he had
dismantled the protections I had established for Heidi in her "answer to unlawful detainer" - to
stop the harrassment from Markham Plaza Property Management.
>>>
>>> So far, you have treated her very well & I am very grateful for this.
>>>
>>> I am asking you to please take steps to ensure that the Sheriff's department does not try to
create any more difficulties for her, as her life has allready been difficult enough for her already
and she is very shaken and fragile from this scairy ordeal & lately she has began crying in her
sleep & these "Shock" methods that they used against her are devestating to her & have set her
back years of rehabilitation from her re-emerging from her coma.
>>>
>>> One of the most difficult things for her is trying to speak & it has upset her deeply. I have an
obligation to protect her from this kind of treatment, which equates to violence & I am doing my
very best to guide her to peace & safety without her being hurt any more & this path must be
clear of obstructions, ambushes and detours! She deserves to be safe & needs to heal & I'm
asking you to please make do whatever you can to ensure that Orry Korb, Detective Carroll or
anyone else does not hurt her any more or try to further obstruct her recovery /rehabilitation, etc.
>>>
>>>
>>> Thanks You,
>>> Cary-Andrew Crittenden | 408-401-0023 / 650-701-3202
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>> NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments may contain
>> information that is confidential or restricted. It is intended only for
>> the individuals named as recipients in the message. If you are NOT an
>> authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using, delivering,
>> distributing, printing, copying, or disclosing the message or content to
>> others and must delete the message from your computer. If you have
>> received this message in error, please notify the sender by return
>> email.
>>

From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Jun 5, 2013 at 9:58 AM
Subject: Inquiry - Re: Detective Carroll

To: kristen.tarabetz@sheriff.sccgov.org
Cc: Ada.complaint@usdoj.gov, jguzman@pdo.sccgov.org, sfein@da.sccgov.org

Good Morning Lieutenant Tarabetz.
I believe that the phone call received yesterday from Detective David Carroll may be have been
in violation of U.S.C. Title 42 Section 3631, the American's With Disabilities Act, and
California Penal Code Section: 368(c)
California Penal Code 386(c) States that: Any person who, under circumstances or conditions
other than those likely to produce great bodily harm or death, willfully causes or permits any
elder or dependent adult, with knowledge that he or she is an elder or a dependent adult, to
suffer, or inflicts thereon unjustifiable physical pain or mental suffering, or having the care or
custody of any elder or dependent adult, willfully causes or permits the person or health of the
elder or dependent adult to be injured or willfully causes or permits the elder or dependent adult
to be placed in a situation in which his or her person or health may be endangered, is guilty of a
misdemeanor.
My understanding is, that this call was directed by County Counsel: Orry Korb, which may
render Mr. Korb in violation of California Rules of Professional Conduct - Rule 3-210.
(Advising the Violation of Law.)
A member shall not advise the violation of any law, rule, or ruling of a tribunal unless the
member believes in good faith that such law, rule, or ruling is invalid. A member may take
appropriate steps in good faith to test the validity of any law, rule, or ruling of a tribunal.
This correspondence is an inquiry - it is not a formal internal affairs complaint.
Respectfully,
Cary-Andrew Crittenden | 408-401-0023

From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Jul 7, 2013 at 9:07 PM
Subject: Arlene Peterson's continued abuse of Heidi Yauman
To: "McCabe, Lara" <lara.mccabe@bos.sccgov.org>
Cc: yruiz@scscourt.org, gabel <gabel@pdo.sccgov.org>,
JKAPP@pdo.sccgov.org, MONEAL@pdo.sccgov.org, Orry Korb
<orry.korb@cco.sccgov.org>, BOARDOPERATIONS@cob.sccgov.org,
kristen.tarabetz@sheriff.sccgov.org, ken.yeager@bos.sccgov.org,
dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org, tcain@scscourt.org,
"jrosen@da.sccgov.org" <jrosen@da.sccgov.org>, Dennis Brookins
<dbrookins@da.sccgov.org>

Hello Lara. Please let me know what is being done to resolve this
crisis situation with Deputy Public Guardian, Arlene Peterson.
Months are dragging by and Heidi Yauman still needs her HUD complaint
reinstated, her medicine, and her court records corrected. It is the
responsibility of the County to take care of these things, & Heidi is
unable to recieve services from Arlene Peterson.
Not only is action NOT BEING TAKEN to stop Arlene from hurting Heidi
Yauman, she is in essence being refused services because the decicions
Arlene Peterson is making are hurting Heidi so bad. She needs her
medicine and other care and NOBODY IS STEPPING UP TO STOP THIS
ABUSE!!!!!
HEIDI CANNOT RECEIVE CARE FROM SOMEONE WHO IS ABUSING HER!
AS LONG YOU ALLOW THIS ABUSE TO CONTINUE, YOU ARE REFUSING HEIDI
YAUMAN THE CARE AND SERVICES YOU ARE OBLIGATED TO PROVIDE FOR
HER!!!!
Cary-Andrew Crittenden
On Jun 4, 2013 1:42 PM, "Cary-Andrew Crittenden" <southsfbayarea@gmail.com> wrote:
On Jun 4, 2013 1:22 PM, "Cary-Andrew Crittenden" <southsfbayarea@gmail.com> wrote:
Hello Detective Carrol. Thank you for your phone call today at approximately 12:00
P.M. Would you please explain to me in writing what you said over the phone regarding me
emails to Orry Korb requesting that he take corrective action for the actions of those under his
supervision which is his obligation according to law. I do not understand how this can possibly
be considered a violation of Penal Code: 653m. Not is it my first amendment right to petition
the government for change, I am legaly obligated by law to not allow Heidi Yauman to be
deprived as it appears is happening. 653m does not appy to correspondences made in good faith,
and my correndences are. How is this NOT a vioiation of USC Title 18 sections 241 and 242. (
possibly the American's with disabilities act also, since Heidi Yauman has designated me to act
in her behalf on these matters.
Please explain in writing these things to me, and tell me who it was that advised you to call me
today, and what you were told to say to me and why.
Respectfully,
Cary-Andrew Crittenden

| 408-401-0023

- Forwarded message ---------From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 10 Nov 2012 23:36:06 -0800
Subject: UPDATE
To: Lee Pullen <Lee.Pullen@ssa.sccgov.org>
Cc: Lori.pegg@cco.sccgov.org, nanosafety@gmail.com,
jim.odonnell@abc.com, dan.noyes@abc.com, madison.nguyen@sanjoseca.gov
Mr. Pullen, I have been informed by one of the Markham Plaza residents
that Robert Moss was found dead.
Regards, Cary-Andrew
Crittenden
On 11/9/12, Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com> wrote:
> Thank you for your response Mr. Pullen, I understand about the
> confidential nature of complaints and investigative files, the case
> number however, is a matter of public record as is the name of the
> individual conducting the investigation. Can you direct me to the
> specific statute or policy that states that the case number and name
> of the investigator are not to be released or disclosed to the
> reporting party? Please Advise.
Regards:
> Cary-Andrew Crittend
>
> On 11/9/12, Lee Pullen <Lee.Pullen@ssa.sccgov.org> wrote:
>> Dear Mr. Crittenden,
>>
>> Complaints or allegations made to APS, once received, are investigated as
>> warranted and are not subject to public feedback, including to the
>> reporting
>> party. We will not be able to share with you our findings due to the
>> extremely confidential nature of Adult Protective Services
>> investigations.
>>
>> Thank you for your understanding,
>>
>> Lee Pullen
>>
>> -----Original Message---->> From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden [mailto:southsfbayarea@gmail.com]
>> Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 11:58 AM
>> To: Lee Pullen

>> Subject: Re: Case Number
>>
>> Mr. Pullen, Please provide me with the Case number pertaining to my
>> complaint against Elaine Bouchard, the property manager of Markham Plaza
>> Apartments. I will also need the name of the individual assigned to the
>> investigation. I have not heared back from you, nor have I heared from
>> APS
>> pertaining to this complaint or the welfare of Mr.
>> Robert Moss (2000 Monterey Rd. Apt#409)
This will need to be
>> cross referenced to a complaint filed with the US Dept. Of Housing and
>> Urban
>> Development, and another to be filed with DFEH
>>
Regards, Cary-Andrew Crittenden
>> NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments may contain
>> information that is confidential or restricted. It is intended only for
>> the individuals named as recipients in the message. If you are NOT an
>> authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using, delivering,
>> distributing, printing, copying, or disclosing the message or content to
>> others and must delete the message from your computer. If you have
>> received this message in error, please notify the sender by return
>> email.
>>
>>

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Eileen Altman
Human Relations Commission
FW: stolen Black Lives Matter sign at First Congregational Church
Tuesday, October 6, 2020 2:07:08 PM
Stolen BLM Sign Police Report.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Greetings Human Relations Commission members:
I filed the attached police report on October 4, 2020 regarding a stolen “Black Lives Matter” sign
from above our church sign on the corner of Embarcadero and Louis, but at the suggestion of a
church member, I am also sending it to you for your information. The sign was stolen sometime
between Saturday afternoon and Sunday morning, October 4. You will note that a neighbor took
photos Saturday afternoon of a couple holding a sign in front of our sign saying, “Burn Loot Murder”
and other messages too small for me to make out. While we do not know for certain that they are
responsible for stealing the sign, they may be able to provide information that will be helpful in
finding the culprit(s).
Peace be with you,
Eileen

The Rev. Dr. Eileen Altman
Associate Pastor
First Congregational Church, UCC
1985 Louis Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303
650-388-9507
http://www.fccpa.org/
https://www.facebook.com/fccpa  

From:
To:
Date:

Nikki Childs
Human Relations Commission
Saturday, October 3, 2020 6:31:56 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Good Afternoon,
My name is Ms. Nikki G. Childs and I am currently a resident of the City of San Francisco,
California. I am writing to inquire if there is a Human Rights Commission currently operating
here in San Francisco. I noticed that we do have a Human Rights Commission, however, I was
not certain if this is the same as your agency.
Thank you for your time and consideration to my email inquiry.
Respectfully,
Ms. Nikki G. Childs

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Cary Andrew Crittenden
julie.delsava@bos.sccgov.org
shannon@thefreelagency.com
Board Policy 3.8
Thursday, October 8, 2020 10:37:48 AM
Robert-Moss-Dead-2.pdf
public defender 2012.pdf
Pubic Defender 2013.pdf
public defender 2012.pdf
Detective-David-Carroll.pdf
Robert-Moss-Dead-2.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi Julie,
Just following up with you on yesterday's conversation.
as I mentioned, one of the problems appears to be related to Santa Clara County Board Policy 3.8
Board policy 3.8 appears fine on it's surface,, but there is supposed to be a procedure in place to
enforce compliance with b3.8.
From what I could tell from numerous inquiries and public records act requests,, this procedure does
not exist.
Would appreciate it you could look into this & in writing so that the progress can be tracked?
If there is no procedure we should start creasing one. If there iis a procedure, we need figure out what
malfunctioned and why, and then fiix it so that in functions correctly.
Thank you very much.
Cary Andrew Crittenden

Begin forwarded message:
From: Cary Andrew Crittenden <caryandrewcrittenden@icloud.com>
Date: 10/7/2020
To: janet_c_phelan@yahoo.com,scottlargent38@gmail.com
Cc: kenditkowsky@yahoo.com,rua <rua@uglyjudge.com>
Subject: Fwd: Grand Jury Nexus
Dear constituents,
Out of concern my my safety, and the safety of others, I am copying this email to you so
that in the event of an emergency, you and others will be able to track the course of
events.
Feel free to publish, and redistribute this email string including attachments to whoever
you wish.
Thank you again for all your all you support.

Respectfully,
Cary Andrew Crittenden
Begin forwarded message:
From: Cary Andrew Crittenden <caryandrewcrittenden@icloud.com>
Date: 10/7/2020
To: Christopher Welsh
<cwelshlaw@gmail.com>,shannon@thefreelagency.com
Cc:
sixth.district@jud.ca.gov,supreme.sourt@jud.ca.gov,david.rose@aog.ca.gov
Subject: Grand Jury Nexus
Hi Chris,
Appendix C.1. of the grand jury investigation investigation into the public
guardian provides a summary of web searches performed during the course of the
investigation. This content does not include material which allegedly originated
from me. Aa you will see if you look over the records of the whistleblower
complaint, the focus of the complaint was consistent with matters that should have
been investigated by the Grand Jury.
Regardless of whether or not my concerns were legitimate, detective
David Carroll was aware and this is proven by the fact that he was
mentioned throughout the grand jury emails and also copied to some of
them
It certainly was not proper for him to omit this information from the police
report and is without any question, something that should have been in the
discovery package to case c1493022.
Detective David Carroll's duties included notably trying to "prove", but also
"dis prove" his allegations. It sure does not appear as if he tried to
disprove anything.
Please keep in mind that the discovery package to c1493022 has never
been disclosed and other key "evidence" supposedly central to
prosecutions claim, which should include the Ridgeway video evince has
not been released. I can confindently assure you, the video evidence that
has been referenced does not exist.
Thank you very much .
Cary Andrew Crittenden

Begin forwarded message:
From: Cary Andrew Crittenden
<caryandrewcrittenden@icloud.com>
Date: 10/6/2020
To: supreme.sourt@jud.ca.gov
Cc: joe.simitian@bos.sscourt.org
Subject: Fwd: Tampering in Jury Selection Process
There was a typo in the "To" field and was not intended for

Powweb, but rather Supreme Court.
Begin forwarded message:
From: Cary Andrew Crittenden
<caryandrewcrittenden@icloud.com>
Date: 10/6/2020
To: support@powweb.com
Cc:
david.rose@aog.ca.gov,kenditkowsky@yahoo.com,supreme.sourt@jud.ca.gov
Subject: Tampering in Jury Selection Process
Good morning.
It has been brought to my attention there there is
evidence that jury tampering has occurred and that
this happened somewhere in the jury section
process.
I am not referring to the fact that prosecutors
supervisor was on the jury panel. ( Another
member was a retired deputy public Guardian )
As for the civil grand jury investigations, one
member: Wilma Underwood appears to have been
at one time: Heidi Yauman's next door neighbor.
Aparently Barbara Cathcart blurted out something
strange and bizarre on the court record which
prompted a closer inquiry. .
Cary Andrew Crittenden
Begin forwarded message:
From: Cary Andrew Crittenden
<caryandrewcrittenden@icloud.com>
Date: 10/6/2020
To: kenditkowsky@yahoo.com
Cc: janet_c_phelan@yahoo.com
Subject: Here is proof.
Hello Ken and Janet,
Here is proof that the malicious
prosecution against me was to conceal
crimes from Civil Grand Jury
Investigations

I would say the bribery is proven also.
& homicide family obviious
Hoping could you please redistribute
widely & encourage people to call
,write and ask questions.
Thank you for all the support over the
years. This was a terrible nightmare.
Cary Andrew Crittenden
Begin forwarded message:
From: Cary Andrew
Crittenden
<caryandrewcrittenden@icloud.com>
Date: 10/3/2020
To: Christopher Welsh
<cwelshlaw@gmail.com>
Cc:
charles.wilson@scscourt.org
Subject: Re: Grand Jury
Scandal
Hi Chris,
On September 16th outside
department 23, you had
told me that you did not
haver time to review
evidence needed to ensure
I receive a fair trial. You
need to find the time & if
not, then we simply can not
proceed to trial.
The attached documents
are evidence pertaining to
the civil grand jury
investigations and their
corresponding fake court
cases, C1493022,
112cv226958 and others.
I am also directing you to
file a motion that the
prosecutor on this case
testify under penalty of
perjury that all exculpatory
evidence, has been
disclosed. No Brady
violations will tolerated.

This grand jury scandal is
not exactly a minor detail
that can be ignored. You
will notice Detective
Carroll was mentioned
multiple times throughout
the whistleblower
complaint and that
presiding judge Brian was
and County Executive Jeff
Smith coordinated with
one another on the Grand
Jury Investigation, while
simultaneously
puppeteering the fake
investigation (Captain
Riccardo Urena's Rae is
supervisor on the report.
He was head of court
security and reported
directly to Judge Brian
Walsh. It is also
documented that Carro,ll
was sent in response to
Whisleblowe complaint
and Molly O'Neal was
copied to that email.
Something very significant
had been noticed that has
been concealed from the
grand jury investigation
anfd that is there evidence
of bribery with Judge
Manoukian and Public
Guardian. - Like the
Grand Jury Investigation
itself, this was BETWEEN.
COUNTY AND COURT
UNDER SUPERVISION
AND CONTROL OF THE
SAME INDIVIDUALS.
I have never disrespected
you Chris & I am not
trying to do disrespect you
now, but the message
needs to be made load and
clear, DO NOT PULL A
FAST ONE.
Respectfully,
Cary Andrew Crittenden.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Cary Andrew Crittenden
Christopher Welsh; San.francosco@ic.fbi.gov
sixth.district@jud.ca.gov; supreme.sourt@jud.ca.gov; joe.simitian@bos.sscourt.org
Falsified Public Records
Wednesday, October 7, 2020 11:33:05 PM
Robert-Moss-Dead-2.pdf
public defender 2012.pdf
Pubic Defender 2013.pdf
public defender 2012.pdf
Detective-David-Carroll.pdf
Robert-Moss-Dead-2.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello Chris,
The appellate court record to this case has been falsified.
My position on thie fines and fees has been steadfast and consistent. I do not owe any fines or fees.
All judgements are VOID for many reason. Fraud on the court, and other reasons that have already
been made clear.   
The justices on n6th district are responsible for taking corrective action against Mr. McComas. These
judges witnessed this misconduct so there is no reason why they should not have dealt with Mr.
McComas.
I do not have a criminal record and that is final.
These records are fake and the association of my name to these records is fraud.
Cary Andrew Crittenden
Begin forwarded message:
From: Cary Andrew Crittenden <caryandrewcrittenden@icloud.com>
Date: 10/7/2020
To: janet_c_phelan@yahoo.com,scottlargent38@gmail.com
Cc: kenditkowsky@yahoo.com,rua <rua@uglyjudge.com>
Subject: Fwd: Grand Jury Nexus
Dear constituents,
Out of concern my my safety, and the safety of others, I am copying this email to you so
that in the event of an emergency, you and others will be able to track the course of
events.
Feel free to publish, and redistribute this email string including attachments to whoever
you wish.
Thank you again for all your all you support.
Respectfully,
Cary Andrew Crittenden

Begin forwarded message:
From: Cary Andrew Crittenden <caryandrewcrittenden@icloud.com>
Date: 10/7/2020
To: Christopher Welsh
<cwelshlaw@gmail.com>,shannon@thefreelagency.com
Cc:
sixth.district@jud.ca.gov,supreme.sourt@jud.ca.gov,david.rose@aog.ca.gov
Subject: Grand Jury Nexus
Hi Chris,
Appendix C.1. of the grand jury investigation investigation into the public
guardian provides a summary of web searches performed during the course of the
investigation. This content does not include material which allegedly originated
from me. Aa you will see if you look over the records of the whistleblower
complaint, the focus of the complaint was consistent with matters that should have
been investigated by the Grand Jury.
Regardless of whether or not my concerns were legitimate, detective
David Carroll was aware and this is proven by the fact that he was
mentioned throughout the grand jury emails and also copied to some of
them
It certainly was not proper for him to omit this information from the police
report and is without any question, something that should have been in the
discovery package to case c1493022.
Detective David Carroll's duties included notably trying to "prove", but also
"dis prove" his allegations. It sure does not appear as if he tried to
disprove anything.
Please keep in mind that the discovery package to c1493022 has never
been disclosed and other key "evidence" supposedly central to
prosecutions claim, which should include the Ridgeway video evince has
not been released. I can confindently assure you, the video evidence that
has been referenced does not exist.
Thank you very much .
Cary Andrew Crittenden

Begin forwarded message:
From: Cary Andrew Crittenden
<caryandrewcrittenden@icloud.com>
Date: 10/6/2020
To: supreme.sourt@jud.ca.gov
Cc: joe.simitian@bos.sscourt.org
Subject: Fwd: Tampering in Jury Selection Process
There was a typo in the "To" field and was not intended for
Powweb, but rather Supreme Court.

Begin forwarded message:
From: Cary Andrew Crittenden
<caryandrewcrittenden@icloud.com>
Date: 10/6/2020
To: support@powweb.com
Cc:
david.rose@aog.ca.gov,kenditkowsky@yahoo.com,supreme.sourt@jud.ca.gov
Subject: Tampering in Jury Selection Process
Good morning.
It has been brought to my attention there there is
evidence that jury tampering has occurred and that
this happened somewhere in the jury section
process.
I am not referring to the fact that prosecutors
supervisor was on the jury panel. ( Another
member was a retired deputy public Guardian )
As for the civil grand jury investigations, one
member: Wilma Underwood appears to have been
at one time: Heidi Yauman's next door neighbor.
Aparently Barbara Cathcart blurted out something
strange and bizarre on the court record which
prompted a closer inquiry. .
Cary Andrew Crittenden
Begin forwarded message:
From: Cary Andrew Crittenden
<caryandrewcrittenden@icloud.com>
Date: 10/6/2020
To: kenditkowsky@yahoo.com
Cc: janet_c_phelan@yahoo.com
Subject: Here is proof.
Hello Ken and Janet,
Here is proof that the malicious
prosecution against me was to conceal
crimes from Civil Grand Jury
Investigations
I would say the bribery is proven also.
& homicide family obviious

Hoping could you please redistribute
widely & encourage people to call
,write and ask questions.
Thank you for all the support over the
years. This was a terrible nightmare.
Cary Andrew Crittenden
Begin forwarded message:
From: Cary Andrew
Crittenden
<caryandrewcrittenden@icloud.com>
Date: 10/3/2020
To: Christopher Welsh
<cwelshlaw@gmail.com>
Cc:
charles.wilson@scscourt.org
Subject: Re: Grand Jury
Scandal
Hi Chris,
On September 16th outside
department 23, you had
told me that you did not
haver time to review
evidence needed to ensure
I receive a fair trial. You
need to find the time & if
not, then we simply can not
proceed to trial.
The attached documents
are evidence pertaining to
the civil grand jury
investigations and their
corresponding fake court
cases, C1493022,
112cv226958 and others.
I am also directing you to
file a motion that the
prosecutor on this case
testify under penalty of
perjury that all exculpatory
evidence, has been
disclosed. No Brady
violations will tolerated.
This grand jury scandal is
not exactly a minor detail

that can be ignored. You
will notice Detective
Carroll was mentioned
multiple times throughout
the whistleblower
complaint and that
presiding judge Brian was
and County Executive Jeff
Smith coordinated with
one another on the Grand
Jury Investigation, while
simultaneously
puppeteering the fake
investigation (Captain
Riccardo Urena's Rae is
supervisor on the report.
He was head of court
security and reported
directly to Judge Brian
Walsh. It is also
documented that Carro,ll
was sent in response to
Whisleblowe complaint
and Molly O'Neal was
copied to that email.
Something very significant
had been noticed that has
been concealed from the
grand jury investigation
anfd that is there evidence
of bribery with Judge
Manoukian and Public
Guardian. - Like the
Grand Jury Investigation
itself, this was BETWEEN.
COUNTY AND COURT
UNDER SUPERVISION
AND CONTROL OF THE
SAME INDIVIDUALS.
I have never disrespected
you Chris & I am not
trying to do disrespect you
now, but the message
needs to be made load and
clear, DO NOT PULL A
FAST ONE.
Respectfully,
Cary Andrew Crittenden.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Cary Andrew Crittenden
Christopher Welsh; shannon@thefreelagency.com
sixth.district@jud.ca.gov; supreme.sourt@jud.ca.gov; david.rose@aog.ca.gov
Grand Jury Nexus
Wednesday, October 7, 2020 9:54:43 PM
Robert-Moss-Dead-2.pdf
public defender 2012.pdf
Pubic Defender 2013.pdf
public defender 2012.pdf
Detective-David-Carroll.pdf
Robert-Moss-Dead-2.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi Chris,
Appendix C.1. of the grand jury investigation investigation into the public guardian provides a
summary of web searches performed during the course of the investigation. This content does not
include material which allegedly originated from me. Aa you will see if you look over the records of
the whistleblower complaint, the focus of the complaint was consistent with matters that should have
been investigated by the Grand Jury.
Regardless of whether or not my concerns were legitimate, detective David Carroll was
aware and this is proven by the fact that he was mentioned throughout the grand jury
emails and also copied to some of them
It certainly was not proper for him to omit this information from the police report and is
without any question, something that should have been in the discovery package to case
c1493022.
Detective David Carroll's duties included notably trying to "prove", but also "dis prove" his
allegations. It sure does not appear as if he tried to disprove anything.
Please keep in mind that the discovery package to c1493022 has never been disclosed and
other key "evidence" supposedly central to prosecutions claim, which should include the
Ridgeway video evince has not been released. I can confindently assure you, the video
evidence that has been referenced does not exist.
Thank you very much .
Cary Andrew Crittenden

Begin forwarded message:
From: Cary Andrew Crittenden <caryandrewcrittenden@icloud.com>
Date: 10/6/2020
To: supreme.sourt@jud.ca.gov
Cc: joe.simitian@bos.sscourt.org
Subject: Fwd: Tampering in Jury Selection Process
There was a typo in the "To" field and was not intended for Powweb, but rather
Supreme Court.
Begin forwarded message:

From: Cary Andrew Crittenden
<caryandrewcrittenden@icloud.com>
Date: 10/6/2020
To: support@powweb.com
Cc:
david.rose@aog.ca.gov,kenditkowsky@yahoo.com,supreme.sourt@jud.ca.gov
Subject: Tampering in Jury Selection Process
Good morning.
It has been brought to my attention there there is evidence that jury
tampering has occurred and that this happened somewhere in the
jury section process.
I am not referring to the fact that prosecutors supervisor was on the
jury panel. ( Another member was a retired deputy public Guardian )
As for the civil grand jury investigations, one member: Wilma
Underwood appears to have been at one time: Heidi Yauman's next
door neighbor.
Aparently Barbara Cathcart blurted out something strange and
bizarre on the court record which prompted a closer inquiry. .
Cary Andrew Crittenden
Begin forwarded message:
From: Cary Andrew Crittenden
<caryandrewcrittenden@icloud.com>
Date: 10/6/2020
To: kenditkowsky@yahoo.com
Cc: janet_c_phelan@yahoo.com
Subject: Here is proof.
Hello Ken and Janet,
Here is proof that the malicious prosecution against me
was to conceal crimes from Civil Grand Jury
Investigations
I would say the bribery is proven also. & homicide
family obviious
Hoping could you please redistribute widely &

encourage people to call ,write and ask questions.
Thank you for all the support over the years. This was a
terrible nightmare.
Cary Andrew Crittenden
Begin forwarded message:
From: Cary Andrew Crittenden
<caryandrewcrittenden@icloud.com>
Date: 10/3/2020
To: Christopher Welsh
<cwelshlaw@gmail.com>
Cc: charles.wilson@scscourt.org
Subject: Re: Grand Jury Scandal
Hi Chris,
On September 16th outside department 23,
you had told me that you did not haver time
to review evidence needed to ensure I
receive a fair trial. You need to find the
time & if not, then we simply can not
proceed to trial.
The attached documents are evidence
pertaining to the civil grand jury
investigations and their corresponding fake
court cases, C1493022, 112cv226958 and
others.
I am also directing you to file a motion that
the prosecutor on this case testify under
penalty of perjury that all exculpatory
evidence, has been disclosed. No Brady
violations will tolerated.
This grand jury scandal is not exactly a
minor detail that can be ignored. You will
notice Detective Carroll was mentioned
multiple times throughout the whistleblower
complaint and that presiding judge Brian
was and County Executive Jeff Smith
coordinated with one another on the Grand
Jury Investigation, while simultaneously
puppeteering the fake investigation (Captain
Riccardo Urena's Rae is supervisor on the
report. He was head of court security and

reported directly to Judge Brian Walsh. It
is also documented that Carro,ll was sent in
response to Whisleblowe complaint and
Molly O'Neal was copied to that email.
Something very significant had been noticed
that has been concealed from the grand jury
investigation anfd that is there evidence of
bribery with Judge Manoukian and Public
Guardian. - Like the Grand Jury
Investigation itself, this was BETWEEN.
COUNTY AND COURT UNDER
SUPERVISION AND CONTROL OF THE
SAME INDIVIDUALS.
I have never disrespected you Chris & I am
not trying to do disrespect you now, but the
message needs to be made load and clear,
DO NOT PULL A FAST ONE.
Respectfully,
Cary Andrew Crittenden.

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Aram James
DuBois, Tom; Kniss, Liz (internal); Rebecca Eisenberg; Council, City; Stump, Molly; Dave Price; Sara Tabin; Emily Mibach; GSheyner@paweekly.com; Kou, Lydia; Roberta Ahlquist;
chuck jagoda; Steven D. Lee; Raven Malone; Shikada, Ed; Ed Lauing; Greer Stone; Cari Templeton; Lewis james; Winter Dellenbach; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Gail Price; Human
Relations Commission; Jethroe Moore; Molly.ONeal@pdo.sccgov.org; Daniel Kottke; Tony Dixon; Bill Johnson; Patrice Ventresca; Joe Simitian; Kaloma Smith;
cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Tanaka, Greg; Raj; Cormack, Alison; Stump, Molly; Raj; Jethroe Moore
cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org; Dave Cortese
Tomorrow’s closed session re Julio Arevalo brutal beating by PAPD finest.
Sunday, October 18, 2020 9:09:37 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on
links.

Dear City Council, ( Palo Alto)
When you are in closed session tomorrow re the brutal beating of Julio Arevalo, I suggest you settle the case ASAP. Do you really
want this case to go to a jury? The tape itself of the beat down of Mr. Arevalo is all you need to know(Res ipsa loquitur).

I’m thinking 10 million dollars would be a good faith starting point re any settlement.
I’m serious -but go ahead Tom & Eric and your buddies on the city council who really believe we have no racist police in
Palo Alto-and that Zack Perron is just an abbreviation.
Go ahead -roll the dice -with the tax payers’ money. See what a jury of Mr. Arevalo’s peers have to say. It might be very
very different then a predominantly white upper class and wealthy city council might do! Go figure!! I say pay attention
to your risk assessment folks-not your egos.
Aram “ settle it now” James
P.S. we can talk about the foothills park suit tomorrow. Have a good evening.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Council, City; Fine, Adrian; Liz Kniss; Ed Lauing; Shikada, Ed; Stump, Molly; Jonsen, Robert; Perron, Zachary;
Dave Price; <michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com>; Gennady Sheyner; WILPF Peninsula Palo Alto; Human Relations
Commission
Settle the Arevalo case now!!
Sunday, October 18, 2020 9:46:33 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

10/19/2020
Dear City Council, (Palo Alto)
When you are in a closed session tomorrow re the brutal beating of Julio Arevalo, I suggest
you settle the case ASAP. Do you really want this case to go to a jury? The tape itself of the
beat down of Mr. Arevalo is all you really need to know (Res ipsa loquitur).
I’m thinking 10 million dollars would be a good faith starting point re any settlement.
I’m serious -but go ahead Tom & Eric and your buddies on the city council who really believe
we have no racist police in Palo Alto-and that Zack Perron is just an abbreviation.
Go-ahead -roll the dice -with the taxpayers' money. See what a jury of Mr. Arevalo’s peers
have to say. It might be very different then a predominantly white upper class and wealthy city
council might do! Go figure! I say pay attention to your risk assessment folks-not your egos.
Aram “ settle it now” James
P.S. we can talk about the foothills park suit tomorrow. Have a good evening.

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Palo Alto Free Press
Aram James
DuBois, Tom; Kniss, Liz (internal); Rebecca Eisenberg; Council, City; Stump, Molly; Dave Price; Sara Tabin; Emily
Mibach; gsheyner@paweekly.com; Kou, Lydia; Roberta Ahlquist; chuck jagoda; Steven D. Lee; Raven Malone;
Shikada, Ed; Ed Lauing; Greer Stone; Cari Templeton; Lewis james; Winter Dellenbach; Gail Price; Human
Relations Commission; Jethroe Moore; Molly.ONeal@pdo.sccgov.org; Daniel Kottke; Tony Dixon; Bill Johnson;
Patrice Ventresca; Joe Simitian; Kaloma Smith; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Tanaka, Greg; Raj; Cormack,
Alison; supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org; Dave Cortese
Re: Tomorrow’s closed session re Julio Arevalo brutal beating by PAPD finest.
Sunday, October 18, 2020 9:56:41 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

The matter speaks for itself.....
Sent from my iPad
On Oct 18, 2020, at 9:09 PM, Aram James <abjpd1@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear City Council, ( Palo Alto)
When you are in closed session tomorrow re the brutal beating of
Julio Arevalo, I suggest you settle the case ASAP. Do you really want
this case to go to a jury? The tape itself of the beat down of Mr.
Arevalo is all you need to know(Res ipsa loquitur).

I’m thinking 10 million dollars would be a good faith starting
point re any settlement.
I’m serious -but go ahead Tom & Eric and your buddies on the
city council who really believe we have no racist police in Palo
Alto-and that Zack Perron is just an abbreviation.
Go ahead -roll the dice -with the tax payers’ money. See what a
jury of Mr. Arevalo’s peers have to say. It might be very very
different then a predominantly white upper class and wealthy
city council might do! Go figure!! I say pay attention to your risk
assessment folks-not your egos.
Aram “ settle it now” James
P.S. we can talk about the foothills park suit tomorrow. Have a good evening.
<IMG_8052.jpg>

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Tom DuBois; Council, City; chuck jagoda; Kniss, Liz (internal); Ed Lauing; Shikada, Ed; Winter Dellenbach; Raven
Malone; Human Relations Commission; Steven D. Lee; Jonsen, Robert; Zack; Greer Stone; Stump, Molly; Cari
Templeton; WILPF Peninsula Palo Alto; Joe Simitian; Rebecca Eisenberg; Roberta Ahlquist; Perron, Zachary;
Gennady Sheyner; Jeff Moore; <michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com>; Palo Alto Free Press
Settle the Julio Arevalo case now! -- slight edits!
Sunday, October 18, 2020 10:08:56 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

10/18/2020
Dear City Council, (Palo Alto)
When you are in a closed session tomorrow re the brutal beating of Julio Arevalo, I
suggest you settle the case ASAP. Do you really want this case to go to a jury? The tape
itself of the beat down of Mr. Arevalo is all you really need to know (Res ipsa loquitur).
I’m thinking 10 million dollars would be a good faith starting point re any settlement.
I’m serious -but go ahead Tom & Eric and your buddies on the city council who really
believe we have no racist police in Palo Alto-and that Zack Perron is just an aberration. .
Go-ahead -roll the dice -with the taxpayers' money. See what a jury of Mr. Arevalo’s
peers has to say! It might be very different then a predominantly white upper class and
wealthy city council might do! Go figure! I say pay attention to your risk assessment
folks-not your egos.
Aram “ settle it now” James
P.S. we can talk about the foothills park suit tomorrow. Have a good evening.

From:
To:

Aram James
DuBois, Tom; Cormack, Alison; Kou, Lydia; Steven D. Lee; Human Relations Commission; Raven Malone; Cari
Templeton; Kniss, Liz (internal); Fine, Adrian; eric.filseth@cityofpaloalto.com; Shikada, Ed; Stump, Molly; Ed
Lauing; Greer Stone
California Public Records Act request
Monday, October 26, 2020 1:42:17 PM

Subject:
Date:

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.





10/26/20
California Public Records Act request
From: Aram James
To: Molly Stump, Lisa Scheff, Ed Shikada, and Beth Minor et al:
Pursuant to the California Public Records Act I am requesting the names of all of
the members of the city attorneys office, city managers office or any and all other
staff or employees of the City of Palo Alto who wrote or assisted in the writing of
a proposed handbook for standards and guidelines for City of Palo Alto
commissioners who sit on boards, commissions, and committees. (For
background re the handbook, see: City Council Staff Report dated 10/19/2020(ID# 11682).
In an article published in the Palo Alto Weekly, dated October 23, 2020, written
by Journalist Diana Diamond, titled: Why a gag order for Commissioners?
wrote the following: …Filseth earlier had told me that he was unaware of the
rules about talking with the press; Dubois told me that neither he nor Cormack as
council reps wrote the report.
Based on journalist Diana Diamond’s article, listed above, I am led to believe that
members of the city council did not write the proposed: City Boards,
Commissions and Committees Handbook. Who did?

Sincerely
Aram James
State-bar# 80215
415-370-5056

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Press strong
Shikada, Ed; Council, City; Stump, Molly; michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; Human Relations Commission
asoltani@aclunc.org; leah.wilson@calbar.ca.gov; ExecutiveDirector@calbar.ca.gov; CMAA@calbar.ca.gov;
Vanessa.Holton@calbar.ca.gov; Melanie.Lawrence@cal.bar.gov; btucker@aclunc.org; PFernandez@aclu.org;
jnewell@aclu.org; keiland@aclu.org; jveroff@aclu.org; sriordan@aclunc.org; csun@aclunc.org; media@aclu.org;
jgranick@aclu.org; nwessler@aclu.org; info@avnaacp.org; naacpla@sbcglobal.net
illegal search and seizure by PAPD Benco
Tuesday, November 3, 2020 12:04:01 AM
Ofc Benco.PNG

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Ed Shikada
Palo Alto City Manager
Despite all of your public pronouncements to uphold the Constitutional Rights of
BLM and all citizens nothing has changed because your officers are still being
trained to violate the Constitution and the Constitutional rights of citizens.

Officer Benco stopped me for not having a red REAR bike like. He then changed it
to not having a rear reflector when I informed him that the law does not require a
light but only a reflector.
CVC 21201. (d) (2) A red reflector or a solid or flashing red light with a built-in reflector on
the rear that shall be visible from a distance of 500 feet to the rear when directly in front of
lawful upper beams of headlamps on a motor vehicle.

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?
lawCode=VEH&sectionNum=21201.

Office Benco claimed that he could not see the bike reflector.
Here is the reflector he could not see with a light on it.

Without a light

This is exactly how Officer Conde violated the Constitution two years ago for the
same false justification of a rear bike light.

Then you have Officer Cuevas illegally detaining me for not having a front bike
light and then have Officer Fino training Officer Joy on how to make false
accusations in order to detain and search me. This after Officers Mularkey and
Burgio falsely arrested me in Starbucks and then of course the numerous attempts
by others working on behalf of PAPD to frame me for a crime as retaliation for
exposing the crimes committed by former chief Dennis Burns and numerous fellow
officers.
https://corruptpaloaltopolice.weebly.com/false-statement.html
https://corruptpaloaltopolice.weebly.com/benitez.html

https://corruptpaloaltopolice.weebly.com/false-arrest.html
https://corruptpaloaltopolice.weebly.com/parham.html

https://chiefburns.weebly.com/
http://libertyless.weebly.com/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7EJHO0LCn9o&t=8s
https://corruptpaloaltopolice.weebly.com/case-study.html
https://corruptpaloaltopolice.weebly.com/afanasiev.html
https://corruptpaloaltopolice.weebly.com/powers.html
https://chiefburns.weebly.com/wagner.html
http://libertyless.weebly.com/fake-videos-destroying-democracy.html

Tony Ciampi

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aram James
cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Joe Simitian; supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org; Jeff Rosen;
Molly.ONeal@pdo.sccgov.org; Lewis. james
Palo Alto strikes ban on non residents at foothills Park
Tuesday, November 3, 2020 1:36:03 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2020/11/03/palo-alto-strikes-ban-on-non-residents-atfoothills-park
Shared via the Google app
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lik Roper
raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov; cityattorney@santaclaraca.gov; bcc@dca.ca.gov; mcuban@axs.tv;
admissions@calbar.ca.gov; dsun@cupertino.org; susan.lee@doj.ca.gov; srubenstein@sfchronicle.com;
otaylor@sfchronicle.com; johanna.luerra@shf.sccgov.org; angelo.tom@hud.gov; district7@sanjoseca.gov;
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'FRIENDLY' RETALIATION AGAINST A JOURNALIST?

'FRIENDLY' RETALIATION AGAINST A
JOURNALIST?
THIS LEVITATING SAFETY CONE IS MAGICALLY NOT TOUCHING THE
GROUND GO TO: FRIDAY 23 OCT 2020 / FRIENDLY RETALIAT...
Ok it looks like I won this too quite easily...Got any other shit to throw in my face DPS?I will deflect it with the greatest of ease...I also
want to thank DPS for giving me a new actionable incident within the statute of limitations allowing me to bring both cities into the fold for
an expanded negligence; defamation etc etc etc lawsuit...
Thanx again! :D
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From Facebook: "If you had to choose one group of people for financial reparations; would
you choose Native Americans; African Americans or Asian Americans? If forced to choose I
would say Native Americans hands down were treated by far the worst of all minority
groups in America...But Asian Americans were also slaves in old California building railroads
and participating in mining too; so why didn't the State of California factor them in for slave
reparation status? And let's face it; most white people were poor before the industrial
revolution except for a few rich whites who ran everything at the time...So if you figure that
in; pretty much everyone technically deserves financial reparations as most whites were
second class citizens even when a few select determined; financially successful whites were
in charge of everything...And civil rights have always generally been for the rich and/or
those in government funded by the rich before it became the law of the land protecting
everyone...civilization relies upon civility..."
On Tuesday, November 3, 2020, 3:37:40 PM PST, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:
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Ok it looks like I won this too quite easily...Got any other shit to throw in my face DPS?I will deflect it with the greatest of ease...I also
want to thank DPS for giving me a new actionable incident within the statute of limitations allowing me to bring both cities into the fold for
an expanded negligence; defamation etc etc etc lawsuit...
Thanx again! :D
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From my Facebook page again: "It occurred to me that the origins of two of the most
popular religions Christianity and Buddhism started out as a fancy way of saying "Fuck You"
to the governing structures of the time; the Roman Empire and the Tang Dynasty caused
the push back...And the Himalayas ensured both empires did not butt heads..."We worship
God or the Universe; not the government" is what these ancient worshipers were essentially
saying...And the baby Jesus was nothing more than an official way of saying "Fuck You" to
King Herod who allegedly ordered Jesus to be killed shortly after his birth...Not that there
wasn't something to it all; as no one can prove or disprove the existence of God; and we all
know the Universe exists...And perhaps Jesus really was some sort of supernatural
phenomenon; the truth will likely always be a mystery...But either way; my point is with the
CCP developing and purposefully releasing a virus in China where Christianity is
systematically shunned along with other forms of organized religion -- religions which are
either banned outright (Falun Gong) or heavily suppressed in general -- it is bringing these
original intentions full circle once again...As a church in San Jose (for instance) is fined
upwards of $300,000 dollars (!?!) people of the church and others in similar situations are
being backed into a corner once again due to their religions and forced to choose who they
are truly governed by and/or loyal to...And many are naturally choosing God over
government once again; an interesting twist on the original rebellious intent which
worshiped a largely invisible force over the physical manifestation of government...It seems
that no matter what point in time in history events occur; the same gut level reaction is
incited...But the other side is this; it's just as difficult to stop the world's oldest profession as
it is to stop people from praying alone as Jesus said they could do; which was actually a
very controversial thing to suggest at that particular time in history...As the concept of God
is really nothing more than an artistic reflection of humanity's dynamic -- powerful yet
sensitive condition; and unrelenting existential state...And the Universe and/or God or
whatever you want to call it is really nothing more than naturally occurring art interpreted
differently by everyone who experiences it..." > Just making a few new interesting points while staying on point...

On Tuesday, November 3, 2020, 4:04:54 PM PST, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

From Facebook: "If you had to choose one group of people for financial reparations; would
you choose Native Americans; African Americans or Asian Americans? If forced to choose I
would say Native Americans hands down were treated by far the worst of all minority
groups in America...But Asian Americans were also slaves in old California building railroads
and participating in mining too; so why didn't the State of California factor them in for slave
reparation status? And let's face it; most white people were poor before the industrial
revolution except for a few rich whites who ran everything at the time...So if you figure that
in; pretty much everyone technically deserves financial reparations as most whites were
second class citizens even when a few select determined; financially successful whites were
in charge of everything...And civil rights have always generally been for the rich and/or
those in government funded by the rich before it became the law of the land protecting
everyone...civilization relies upon civility..."
On Tuesday, November 3, 2020, 3:37:40 PM PST, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:
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'FRIENDLY' RETALIATION AGAINST A
JOURNALIST?
THIS LEVITATING SAFETY CONE IS MAGICALLY NOT TOUCHING THE
GROUND GO TO: FRIDAY 23 OCT 2020 / FRIENDLY RETALIAT...
Ok it looks like I won this too quite easily...Got any other shit to throw in my face DPS?I will deflect it with the greatest of ease...I also
want to thank DPS for giving me a new actionable incident within the statute of limitations allowing me to bring both cities into the fold for
an expanded negligence; defamation etc etc etc lawsuit...
Thanx again! :D
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I fixed a couple things:
"It occurred to me that the origins of two of the most popular religions Christianity and
Buddhism started out as a fancy way of saying "Fuck You" to the governing structures of
the time; the Roman Empire and the Tang Dynasty caused the pushback...And the
Himalayas ensured both empires did not butt heads..."We worship God or the Universe; not
the government" is what these ancient worshipers were essentially saying...And the child
"King" Jesus was nothing more than an official way of saying "Fuck You" to King Herod who
allegedly ordered the child King Jesus to be killed shortly after his birth...Not that there
wasn't something to it all; as no one can prove or disprove the existence of God; and we all
know the Universe exists...And perhaps Jesus really was some sort of supernatural
phenomenon; the truth will likely always be a mystery...But either way; my point is with the
CCP developing and purposefully releasing a virus in China where Christianity is
systematically shunned along with other forms of organized religion -- religions which are
either banned outright (Falun Gong) or heavily suppressed in general -- it is bringing these
original intentions full circle once again...As a church in San Jose (for instance) is fined
upwards of $300,000 dollars (!?!) people of the church and others in similar situations are
being backed into a corner once again due to their religions and forced to choose who they
are truly governed by and/or loyal to...And many are naturally choosing God over
government once again; an interesting twist on the original rebellious intent which
worshiped a largely invisible force over the physical manifestation of government...It seems
that no matter what point in time in history events occur; the same gut level reaction is
incited...But the other side is this; it's just as difficult to stop the world's oldest profession as
it is to stop people from praying alone as Jesus said they could do; which was actually a
very controversial thing to suggest at that particular time in history...As the concept of God
is really nothing more than an artistic reflection of humanity's dynamic -- powerful yet
sensitive condition; and unrelenting existential state...And the Universe and/or God or
whatever you want to call it is really nothing more than naturally occurring art interpreted

differently by everyone who experiences it..."
On Tuesday, November 3, 2020, 4:09:57 PM PST, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

From my Facebook page again: "It occurred to me that the origins of two of the most
popular religions Christianity and Buddhism started out as a fancy way of saying "Fuck You"
to the governing structures of the time; the Roman Empire and the Tang Dynasty caused
the push back...And the Himalayas ensured both empires did not butt heads..."We worship
God or the Universe; not the government" is what these ancient worshipers were essentially
saying...And the baby Jesus was nothing more than an official way of saying "Fuck You" to
King Herod who allegedly ordered Jesus to be killed shortly after his birth...Not that there
wasn't something to it all; as no one can prove or disprove the existence of God; and we all
know the Universe exists...And perhaps Jesus really was some sort of supernatural
phenomenon; the truth will likely always be a mystery...But either way; my point is with the
CCP developing and purposefully releasing a virus in China where Christianity is
systematically shunned along with other forms of organized religion -- religions which are
either banned outright (Falun Gong) or heavily suppressed in general -- it is bringing these
original intentions full circle once again...As a church in San Jose (for instance) is fined
upwards of $300,000 dollars (!?!) people of the church and others in similar situations are
being backed into a corner once again due to their religions and forced to choose who they
are truly governed by and/or loyal to...And many are naturally choosing God over
government once again; an interesting twist on the original rebellious intent which
worshiped a largely invisible force over the physical manifestation of government...It seems
that no matter what point in time in history events occur; the same gut level reaction is
incited...But the other side is this; it's just as difficult to stop the world's oldest profession as
it is to stop people from praying alone as Jesus said they could do; which was actually a
very controversial thing to suggest at that particular time in history...As the concept of God
is really nothing more than an artistic reflection of humanity's dynamic -- powerful yet
sensitive condition; and unrelenting existential state...And the Universe and/or God or
whatever you want to call it is really nothing more than naturally occurring art interpreted
differently by everyone who experiences it..." > Just making a few new interesting points while staying on point...
On Tuesday, November 3, 2020, 4:04:54 PM PST, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

From Facebook: "If you had to choose one group of people for financial reparations; would
you choose Native Americans; African Americans or Asian Americans? If forced to choose I
would say Native Americans hands down were treated by far the worst of all minority
groups in America...But Asian Americans were also slaves in old California building railroads
and participating in mining too; so why didn't the State of California factor them in for slave
reparation status? And let's face it; most white people were poor before the industrial
revolution except for a few rich whites who ran everything at the time...So if you figure that
in; pretty much everyone technically deserves financial reparations as most whites were
second class citizens even when a few select determined; financially successful whites were
in charge of everything...And civil rights have always generally been for the rich and/or
those in government funded by the rich before it became the law of the land protecting
everyone...civilization relies upon civility..."
On Tuesday, November 3, 2020, 3:37:40 PM PST, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

'FRIENDLY' RETALIATION AGAINST A JOURNALIST?

'FRIENDLY' RETALIATION AGAINST A
JOURNALIST?
THIS LEVITATING SAFETY CONE IS MAGICALLY NOT TOUCHING THE
GROUND GO TO: FRIDAY 23 OCT 2020 / FRIENDLY RETALIAT...
Ok it looks like I won this too quite easily...Got any other shit to throw in my face DPS?I will deflect it with the greatest of ease...I also
want to thank DPS for giving me a new actionable incident within the statute of limitations allowing me to bring both cities into the fold for
an expanded negligence; defamation etc etc etc lawsuit...
Thanx again! :D

On Tuesday, November 3, 2020, 3:32:21 PM PST, Lik Roper <likroper@yahoo.com> wrote:

MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD HAZARD

MISTER OLENAK CREATING A ROAD
HAZARD
MISTER OLENAK WALKING HIS DOG BY MY HOUSE -MISTER OLENAK IS THE SAME PERSON WHO ATTACKED
ME ON MY PROPERTY ONE...

Just added to this blog post (see attachment)...
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KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #11
Wednesday, November 4, 2020 2:24:24 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

The last email thread apparently seized up perhaps due to the extreme thought
contained within it...Adding to this; the important information about Hunter Biden that
was so carefully covered up by the liberal media to help sway the election was also
called "Spam" by Yahoo mail...Therefore; even though it is too late now since the
liberal media swayed the election like they accused the Russians of doing; I have
sent the links without hyperlinks...
"SEE ALSO: Laptop connected to Hunter Biden linked to FBI money-laundering probe
@ https://nypost.com/2020/10/21/hunter-biden-laptop-linked-to-fbi-money-launderingprobe-report/ + Tucker Carlson: Media, intel agencies collude to spread real
'disinformation' about Hunter Biden story @ https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/tuckercarlson-media-hunter-biden-deep-state
QUESTIONS: Why didn't the Obiden Administration have us all wearing masks during
the H1N2 Swine Flu epidemic? And why did the Obiden Administration give $3.7
million dollars to the Chinese lab who created the Covid virus before backing out on
the deal; leaving a virulent virus in the hands of the enemy? It doesn't add up...
GO TO: OBAMA ADMINISTRATION = GROSS NEGLIGENCE? @
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/05/obama-administration-gross-negligence.html
+ SEE ALSO: EPOCH TIMES – CCP VIRUS: How the Chinese Communist Party's
coverup led to a global pandemic @
https://issuu.com/epochtimesny/docs/eet_magazine_nr3_ccpvirus_2020 +
https://plandemicvideo.com/
YOU'VE GOTTA BE BAT SHIT CRAZY TO THINK COVID ONLY CAME FROM

BATS!..."
GO TO: https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/10/janitorial-misconduct-16-oct2020.html
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sdussault@bayareanewsgroup.com; helbraun@helbraunlaw.com; jcanova@scusd.net; csanfilippo@scusd.net;
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Judged; Jeremy Schmidt; mike@mikegoldman4mayor.org; nsallings@scusd.net; mrichardsom@scusd.net;
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Re: KNOW JUSTICE ~ KNOW PEACE #11
Wednesday, November 4, 2020 2:33:16 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

And this was exactly what the entire impeachment procedure was all about; it was
actually all about Hunter Biden; which is the usual democratic gas lighting like I have
been dealing with for so fucking long...Gas lighting that has lit my fuse and made me
DETERMINED to finally seek justice and fair compensation...
Bottom line is democrats want to let criminals out of prison so badly because they are
largely a bunch of criminals themselves as well; wanting to let other criminals than
themselves off the hook all the time to clear their way and/or legitimize their own
illegitimate and conspiratorial criminal activities...
On Wednesday, November 4, 2020, 2:22:16 PM PST, Johnny Roper <johnnyroper2@yahoo.com> wrote:

The last email thread apparently seized up perhaps due to the extreme thought
contained within it...Adding to this; the important information about Hunter Biden that
was so carefully covered up by the liberal media to help sway the election was also
called "Spam" by Yahoo mail...Therefore; even though it is too late now since the
liberal media swayed the election like they accused the Russians of doing; I have
sent the links without hyperlinks...
"SEE ALSO: Laptop connected to Hunter Biden linked to FBI money-laundering probe
@ https://nypost.com/2020/10/21/hunter-biden-laptop-linked-to-fbi-money-launderingprobe-report/ + Tucker Carlson: Media, intel agencies collude to spread real
'disinformation' about Hunter Biden story @ https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/tuckercarlson-media-hunter-biden-deep-state
QUESTIONS: Why didn't the Obiden Administration have us all wearing masks during

the H1N2 Swine Flu epidemic? And why did the Obiden Administration give $3.7
million dollars to the Chinese lab who created the Covid virus before backing out on
the deal; leaving a virulent virus in the hands of the enemy? It doesn't add up...
GO TO: OBAMA ADMINISTRATION = GROSS NEGLIGENCE? @
https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/05/obama-administration-gross-negligence.html
+ SEE ALSO: EPOCH TIMES – CCP VIRUS: How the Chinese Communist Party's
coverup led to a global pandemic @
https://issuu.com/epochtimesny/docs/eet_magazine_nr3_ccpvirus_2020 +
https://plandemicvideo.com/
YOU'VE GOTTA BE BAT SHIT CRAZY TO THINK COVID ONLY CAME FROM
BATS!..."
GO TO: https://lreblogger.blogspot.com/2020/10/janitorial-misconduct-16-oct2020.html

